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One of the main lessons from history is that new technology results in new ways of working, in order for the benefits of the technology to be fully exploited. This lesson applies as much to teaching in higher education as it does elsewhere, although it is taking some time for this lesson to be fully appreciated. Thus we have had technology added to classroom teaching without changing the fundamental methods of teaching, such as Powerpoint slides to support lectures, and this has merely added costs without noticeable benefits in terms of learning.

Even when technology has been applied to distance learning, the same structures and pedagogical approaches found in the classroom have been applied to the online learning environment, whether through the use of learning management systems or lecture capture, as in MOOCs. Even with hybrid or blended ‘flipped’ classrooms, where the lecture is recorded and studied in advance, followed by discussion in the classroom, the pedagogy has not changed, only the delivery method.

However, there is a growing recognition among faculty, instructors and learning technology support staff that technology will not be fully exploited unless our methods of teaching also change. There are several reasons for doing this:

- to achieve existing academic goals in a more productive way. This could mean using technology to facilitate better learning outcomes, such as higher quality student work or higher completion rates within existing academic goals, or, by enabling greater efficiency in the use of an instructor’s time, through enabling the instructor to handle more students without losing quality in the learning
- to achieve new academic goals that are required in a digital society, such as knowledge management, independent learning, collaborative learning, and IT skills embedded within a subject domain. Digital technologies lend themselves particularly well to supporting such outcomes
- to use the technology to make learning more engaging and motivating for students, who are immersed themselves in digital technologies
- to help students develop more general digital literacy, an essential skill in a digital world.
However, changing teaching methods to accommodate the potential of new technologies presents a major challenge to most faculty and instructors, simply because most have not received any form of training in teaching. A Ph.D. is a training in research, and any support post-graduates receive as teaching assistants is focused on managing traditional teaching such as large lectures. Mid-career professional development can help, but this is mainly on an optional basis.

Thus the value of this book is that it offers pragmatic cases or case studies of new methods of teaching that fully exploit new, emerging technologies. You may not always agree with the approaches taken. Good. These developments are so new that we are all learning how best to exploit them. I hope this book will challenge you to not only critique what others have done, as illustrated by the cases in this book, but also to think creatively about how you can apply lessons from this book, or your own unique approach to the use of new technologies, within your own teaching.
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Many reports over the last few years have analysed the potential use of games, video-games, 3D environments and virtual reality for educational purposes. Numerous emerging technological devices have also appeared that will play important roles in the development of teaching and learning processes. In the context of these developments, learning rather than teaching becomes the main axis in the organisation of the educational process. This process has now gone beyond the analogue world and face-to-face education to enter the digital world, where new learning environments are being produced with ever greater doses of realism.

Virtual worlds, metaverses and 3D virtual environments are now demonstrating huge potential for educational purposes because they enable analogical environments and processes to be recreated with a high degree of realism and where “physical” and communicative interactions closely approximate the effects of interactions that occur in our real world. Avatars bearing the identities of the users in these worlds take on important roles for the development of training strategies in environments where simulation is fundamental, where all agents of education must always assume the roles to which they are assigned, and where teachers (mainly) are obliged to redefine their professional role while also becoming a learner like their students in the same learning environment. Are users of this virtual world prepared for this challenge?

Clearly, it is not enough for the users of these 3D learning environments to be digitally literate: they must also improve their digital competence to a high level. Digital competence has been defined in the principal reports of international organisations such as the OECD and UNESCO as one of the key competences of the 21st century. It is not a competence that is always displayed by students entering higher education, or even by their teachers, but it is one we need to work hard to develop and consolidate. We must accept that students can be characterised as digital learners while bearing in mind, as we have already mentioned, that the strategies needed to develop their education and update their training cannot be formulated from separate perspectives. Moreover, when we talk about teachers and students we are referring to learners in both cases. What we need is therefore to plan the training and development of these learners from the perspective of citizens who are living and developing personally and
professionally in a constantly changing digital society in which it is difficult –if not impossible–
to predict how quickly the technologies we currently recognise as emerging will continue to
grow and how quickly they will be introduced.

To meet the challenges posed by these constant changes, we need to appreciate that
digital learners do not always begin their university studies having already acquired this com-
petence. We must also recognise that we now need to speak simultaneously of digital and an-
alogue learning environments, not just of analogue ones. These digital learning environments
oblige us to speak in terms of “environments” or “spaces” rather than “classrooms”. They
remind us that flexibility, change and innovation are necessary conditions for developing a
technology whose latest generation is represented by 3D virtual environments, most of which
can be accessed from personal computers and even from mobile devices.

One of the main didactic and pedagogical challenges educational professionals face is to
integrate all these elements into an educational process that takes into account the points of
view of both educators and learners. At the same time, our main responsibility is to harness
the educational process to develop the cross-disciplinary competences of university students.

This book comprises our experiences and main conclusions from the SIMUL@ project [Ref.
EDU2008-01479]. It also draws conclusions from the International Seminar on Virtual Envi-
ronments for the Acquisition of Cross-Disciplinary Competences at University, held as part of
that project and partly financed by the Spanish Ministry of Economy and Competitiveness [Ref.
EDU2011-15624-E].

Teaching and Learning in Digital Worlds examines the teaching and learning process in 3D
virtual environments from both the theoretical and practical points of view. It is divided into
four sections.

The first section discusses education in the 21st century from the perspective of learners in
a digital society and examines the basic competences students need to respond to the personal
and professional challenges they are likely to face. It also explores the issue of quality. This
essential feature of any e-learning programme should be considered at the planning stage,
during the programme, and on completion of the programme when conclusions are drawn from
the students’ learning experiences.

The second section focuses on the educational and teaching strategies higher education
professionals must take into account when developing educational processes in technological
environments. Through gamification these environments must enable us to teach cross-disci-
plinary competences to university students. In such environments, simulation will be our best
teaching strategy and evaluation our greatest challenge.

The third section explores the use of 3D virtual environments in education in general and
in higher education in particular. It analyses the educational potential of immersive environ-
ments, the design and development of 3D objects for training environments, and the process
for designing and developing training programmes in 3D environments.

The fourth section examines the range of experiences we consider to be good practice
when applying 3D technological environments to the teaching of competences at secondary
and tertiary levels of education both nationally and internationally.
CHAPTER 1:
21st CENTURY EDUCATION: GENERIC COMPETENCES AND DIGITAL LEARNERS.
1. BACKGROUND

Central to the “digital natives” discourse is the notion that the generation born between 1980 and 2000 has been profoundly influenced by its immersion in the world of networked, digital technology and, because of this, we need to make radical changes to our educational systems. These “digital natives”, it is argued, are fundamentally different than young people of previous generations and, more specifically, have different approaches to learning and different ways of using and making sense of information, all due to their exposure to digital technology. (Howe & Strauss, 2000; Oblinger & Oblinger, 2005; Palfrey & Gasser, 2008; Prensky, 2001a, b, 2005; Tapscott, 1998, 2009). However, there is no empirical support for these sweeping claims and, furthermore, there is a growing body of evidence that suggests a generational frame of reference obscures deeper issues and that the implications for learning are more complex and nuanced (Bullen et al, 2011; Bennett et al., 2008; Cameron et al., 2011; Corrin, et al., 2011; Smith, 2012). In this chapter we provide a critical review of the digital natives discourse and report on the results of an international research project that is attempting to gain a deeper understanding of digital learners and their use of information and communication technologies (ICTs).

2. THE DIGITAL NATIVES DISCOURSE

The key claims in the digital natives discourse emerge primarily from non-scholarly literature. Some appear in the popular or lay press; others are found in proprietary research funded by and conducted for private business. Still others can be found in quasi-academic publications that have the appearance of academic or scholarly quality but turn out not be informed by empirical research. These claims can be sorted into three categories: claims about the widespread use ICTs, claims about the impact of digital immersion (particularly on learning) and claims about the distinctive personal and behavioral characteristics of this generation. The latter two categories have particular relevance for open and flexible distance learning.
3. THE WIDESPREAD USE OF ICTS

There is little doubt that the use of ICTs is growing and that younger people tend to use digital technologies more than older people, although digital technology use by older people is growing faster. Numerous surveys have been conducted over the past 10 years that confirm this and, in the developed world at least, we can observe the pervasive use of digital technology in all facets of life (Jones and Fox, 2009).

4. THE IMPACT OF DIGITAL IMMERSION

The impact of being immersed in a digital world is at the heart of the digital natives discourse and it is claims related to this that provoke controversy both because they are more bold and because the evidence to support them is often absent or of dubious quality. Prensky (2001a, 2001b, 2005), Tapscott (1998, 2009) and, to a lesser extent, Palfrey & Gasser (2008) have all claimed that the ubiquity of digital technologies and digital natives’ intensive use of these technologies is affecting how digital natives think, interact, and makes sense of the world. The following assertions are typical of the claims in popular literature about the impact on this generation of being immersed in digital technology:

Digital Natives accustomed to the twitch-speed, multitasking, random-access, graphics-first, active, connected, fun, fantasy, quick-payoff world of their video games, MTV, and Internet are bored by most of today’s education, well meaning as it may be. But worse, the many skills that new technologies have actually enhanced (e.g., parallel processing, graphics awareness, and random access) –which have profound implications for their learning– are almost totally ignored by educators... The cognitive differences of the Digital Natives cry out for new approaches to education with a better –fit. (Prensky, 2001b)

5. PERSONAL AND BEHAVIOURAL CHARACTERISTICS OF DIGITAL NATIVES

The personal and behavioural characteristics of digital natives have been the subject of numerous books and articles. These claims are often difficult to separate from the claims about digital immersion and it is not always clear if an argument is being made that the characteristics attributed to this generation are due to their intensive use of digital technology or to other social and environmental factors unique to this generation.

One of the more widely-cited references in support of the claims about the distinct characteristics of digital natives is Howe & Strauss’ Millennials Rising: The Next Great Generation (2000). They state: “Over the next decade, the Millennial Generation will entirely recast the image of youth from downbeat and alienated to upbeat and engaged - with potentially seismic consequences for America” (p. 4).

Tapscott (2009) also makes some sweeping statements about digital natives and coined the term the “net generation”. He proposes what he calls his eight net generation norms: freedom, customization, integrity, scrutiny, collaboration, entertainment, innovation and speed. Oblinger & Oblinger (2005) echo much of what Howe & Strauss (2000) say about this generation but they tend to conflate claims about the impact of digital immersion and personal and behavioural characteristics. Drawing on the work of Prensky (2001a, b), Tapscott (1998), Seely-Brown (2002) and Howe & Strauss (2000), they argue that the net generation is digitally literate, connected, social, and has a preference for experiential learning and immediate feedback.
6. THE DIGITAL NATIVES DISCOURSE AND IMPLICATIONS FOR TEACHING, LEARNING & TECHNOLOGY

If one accepts these claims, there are clear implications for higher education. In fact, there is a distinctly prescriptive thread to the digital natives discourse. Tapscott (2009), for example, argues that we need to move away from what he claims is the dominant broadcast mode of education and incorporate more interactive, collaborative and constructivist pedagogies and instructional designs. Prensky (2001a, 2001b) makes similar recommendations but also argues for greater use of gaming and game-based designs. Palfrey & Gasser (2008) are more cautious in their recommendations, arguing that “learning will always have certain enduring qualities that have little or nothing to do with technologies” (p. 246). They urge educators to resist the temptation to implement radical changes but they also suggest we need to respond to the changing nature of learners by using more team-based, collaborative learning, and game-based learning. In addition to more team-based and collaborative approaches, Oblinger & Oblinger (2005) also recommend structured learning experiences that are socially meaningful and use visual and kinesethic approaches.

Fuelled by the sudden popularity of massively open online courses (MOOCs), higher education institutions are increasingly turning to eLearning which is more often than not viewed from a technological perspective and thus seen as something that today’s “digital natives” will not only be comfortable with but will demand. A deterministic “digital native” rationale, for example, is evident in institutional strategic plans for eLearning (see, for example, the East Tennessee State University eLearning strategic plan, 2009).

There is an intuitive appeal to the idea that using digital technologies intensively should have some impact, and that if today’s students are indeed learning differently then we should consider new instructional designs, incorporate more technology-based approaches and make greater use of technology-based open and flexible distance learning. However, to date there is no convincing evidence to support these claims (Bekebrede et al. 2011, Bennett et al., 2008; Bullen et al., 2011; Guo, Dobson & Petrina, 2008; Jones & Cross, 2009; Kennedy et al., 2007, 2009; Margaryan et al., 2011; Pedro, 2009; Reeves & Oh, 2007; Selwyn, 2009, van den Beemt et al., 2010). Furthermore, there is an increasing body of empirical research that contradicts the main arguments of the digital natives discourse. As well, surveys have shown that most students prefer a more traditional, face-to-face learning experience and, at most, want only moderate amounts of eLearning (Kaznowska et. al., 2011).

Until recently, there has been a largely uncritical acceptance of the digital natives discourse. The claims have been repeated by other researchers, writers and commentators, which has helped to give the discourse a sense of legitimacy. This phenomenon has been called the “snark syndrome”, the idea (taken from the Lewis Carroll poem, The Hunting of the Snark) that if you repeat something frequently enough it eventually becomes accepted as fact (Byrne, 1993). Even researchers who acknowledge the lack of empirical support for the generational argument continue to either frame the issue in generational terms or give prominence to the unfounded generational claims, which further entrenches the digital natives discourse (Bates & Sangrà, 2011; Corrin et al., 2011; Gilewicz, 2011).

7. DIGGING DEEPER

However, the lack of empirical support for the key claims of the digital natives discourse does not imply that the educational landscape has been unaffected by the growth in the use
of digital technology. While today’s students may not fit digital natives stereotype, there is no question that digital technologies are an important part of their social and educational lives, as it is for most students in the developed world. Educators need to understand the rapidly changing technological landscape and determine how, or if, their teaching should change to accommodate emerging technologies. And while we can now say with certainty that generation is not relevant, the question of how post secondary education should respond to the growth in digital, networked technology use remains to be explored.

Our discussions with international researchers investigating this topic have underlined the importance of investigating these questions on a global scale, given the penetration of ICTs in the developed world, and the increased mobility of students internationally. Our goal is to build on the completed and active research in this area to try to develop a comprehensive understanding of the issues that take into account the diversity of cultural and institutional contexts.

8. RESEARCH QUESTIONS

There are three research questions driving our research:

1. Do postsecondary students distinguish their social and educational use of ICTs?
2. What impact do students’ social use of ICTs have on postsecondary learning environments?
3. What is the relationship between social and educational uses of ICTs at in postsecondary education?

9. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK & RESEARCH DESIGN

The question of social versus educational use implies a sociocultural orientation to our study, and requires the use of theories or frameworks that help to understand use-in-context. We used a third generation activity theory (AT) (Engeström, 1987) as a framework to examine more closely the nature of social and educational use, and the implications for teaching and learning. AT provides a means of looking at both social and educational contexts and a way of examining how these two contexts intersect or collide. AT is also valuable when examining larger units of analysis (e.g. institutions) in understanding the phenomenon being investigated.

We used a multi-case study embedded research design of three cases of social and educational use of digital technology. Data was collected through in-depth individual and focus group interviews with students at each institution.

Case Contexts

**BC Institute of Technology:** BCIT is a Canadian campus-based polytechnic teaching institution with a large online and distance education program. It offers career-oriented programs in trades, professional and technical fields that are driven by employer-identified needs.

**Open University of Catalonia:** OUC is a fully online European university that offers undergraduate and graduate programs. It tends to attract older learners who have delayed their postsecondary education or are returning because of career changes or the need for new skills. They offer programs in Spanish, Catalan and English. Students come from Spain, Latin America and, increasingly, other European countries.

**University of Regina:** The University of Regina is relatively small Canadian research-intensive university. Students are primarily from Saskatchewan but it has international students and number of international programs.
10. FINDINGS

Our analysis of the data from one institution (BC Institute of Technology) provides further confirmation of the lack of empirical support for the digital native stereotype but also provides a more nuanced understanding of how students are using and thinking about digital technologies. Initially we found that there were clear resisters to technology, cautious users, specific or limited users, and integrators (Morgan & Bullen, 2011). However, as we continued our analysis of the data, we refined these profiles and the associated characteristics further, while noting that participants do not always fit neatly into a profile and at times made statements that were characteristic of another profile (Morgan & Bullen, 2013). Given our critical stance towards the generational profiling of technology and learners (Bullen, Morgan & Qayyum, 2011) we have been cautious about how we classified the students in our study and have been extraordinarily careful not to force a classification scheme on the data. However, assigning students to a profile provides some conceptual order to the data to discuss the extent to which the question of whether students distinguish, or even how they perceive their social and educational use of ICTs.

Profiles of Use

The following are the profiles of use that emerged from the data from one of the three institutions in the study (BCIT). These profiles were constructed based on how we understood students to be mediating their social and academic use of technology.

Instrumental users (or tool limited, tool specific users) generally used only one or two technology tools, or only one or two functions of a tool. In other words, instrumental users mediated their activity using limited technology resources (tools), or used a technology towards a specific activity or more narrowly defined object (e.g., Gaming vs. connecting with others). In our study, students in this profile typically:

- Made use of largely one tool for many purposes, e.g., email for communication
- Were highly task-oriented in their use, e.g., they only go online or use a technology for a specific purpose such as gaming
- Did not have a broad understanding of affordances or constraints of technology or generally seemed less knowledgeable about technology

Importantly, instrumental users did not necessarily report less Internet activity than the other profiles even though they were more limited or specific in the technologies they used.

Separators consciously or unconsciously separated their academic and social practices. In activity theory terms, the social and academic lives remain as separate activity systems, where boundary crossing is avoided. While the same tools may be part of both systems, for the most part the community and rules mediate the activities differently and therefore these shared tools do not function as boundary objects.

This is a broad category that includes separators who express caution or reluctance with technology, as well as separators who desire more integration. Generally separators:

- separate their lives/worlds/identities
- feel there is a need (either individually or collectively) to separate social use from academic use, either/both in terms of tools used and practices. This occurs even when more integration is desired
- some separators consciously and deliberately manage this separation
It is important to point out that some separators who are cautious or resistant are increasingly aware and concerned about their privacy and online activity and have begun resisting certain technologies such as Facebook. Specifically, they could be integrators as articulated below but separate their use as a result of an increased concern for privacy and security or are abandoning or resisting certain technologies such as Facebook as they evolve towards a more cautious or reluctant attitude. In some respects, they are integrators who are consciously tightening the boundaries of their social use.

We also note a category of separators who, because of the academic environment of the institution, have for various reasons begun separating their tools and practices as a result of academic practices. These separators:

- experience tensions because their social practices do not have a place in academic practices because of the nature of the program in which they are enrolled
- perceive this tension as unnecessary or
- perceive this tension as justified because it helps to eliminate distraction or
- perceive this tension as justified because there is no need for technology in their program

**Integrators** have overlapping social and academic practices both in the types of tools they use and their practices. In other words, there is evidence of boundary objects and boundary crossing that have been negotiated by the subject. Integrators:

- see overlapping lives/worlds/identities
- do not feel the need to separate social use from academic use, and
- can speak to the affordances of social use for academic use, as well as the affordances of a range of technologies

### 11. LIMITED CHALLENGE TO THE CURRENT ACADEMIC PARADIGM

One of the most surprising findings to emerge out of the data from BCIT is that none of the students challenged the dominant academic paradigm. In fact, several students talked about the importance of paying attention in lectures, of limiting distractions, and of the value of notetaking by hand. One student told us how she used Facebook during her lectures to keep her awake so she could pay attention. When asked if she thought the technology might be used more directly to support her learning, she was uncertain. Furthermore, when students were asked if they could recommend any changes to their programs or how technology might be used more effectively, they had little to say and generally expressed satisfaction with the status quo. This conservative perspective is in direct contradiction to the digital natives discourse, which argues that today’s students are bored with conventional teaching methods and are demanding more interactive, collaborative, and technology-based approaches. We hasten to emphasize that this apparent support for the status quo by our students does not absolve us from our responsibility to innovate. If students have not been exposed to innovative teaching and have not seen how digital technology can be used to enhance learning, it should not be surprising that they are unable to offer suggestions for change.

Our results further confirm the fallacy of the digital native stereotype but go further by uncovering how students can have quite different approaches to the use of digital technologies and different use profiles. The aggregation of these profiles provides a starting point for understanding the nuances of digital learners in higher education but more research, in particular ethnographic research, is needed to better refine our understanding of digital learners.
12. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR TEACHING, LEARNING & TECHNOLOGY

Based on our research to date, we can make some preliminary observations about the implications for higher education:

1. It is essential that we design instruction based on the needs of the students that we are actually serving, not a mythical “net generation” student. This does not mean we make design decisions solely based on what our students want. Sometimes what students want is not necessarily the best approach to teaching. However, good instructional design begins by analyzing the audience and taking that into consideration as one of the many factors that influence our design.

2. Use technologies that are program-relevant. There is a tendency to jump on technology bandwagons. MOOCs and social media are the current rage and we are being urged to use tools like Twitter and Facebook in our teaching and to consider converting our courses to online delivery. We believe there may be a place for these tools in some programs but are they the most useful and relevant for the programs you are teaching? As an example, we found that in one of the steel fabrication programs at BCIT, the students’ ability to see the instructor demonstrations of how to use particular steel fabrication tools was limited by the large number of students in the class. The technology solution for this problem was to make simple video demonstrations available online so that students could view them at a time and place that was convenient.

3. Do not assume that all your students have access to the latest technologies or are proficient in their use. Our research is showing clearly that there is a continuum of access, use and comfort with digital technologies. This will vary from institution to institution but also within institutions. It will also vary from one country to another and is clearly a much more salient issue for developing countries where students may lack Internet access or access to the devices that are needed to use eLearning.

13. CONCLUSION

Our research as well as research conducted in six different countries and at a range of different institutions suggest we need to resist the technological imperative of the digital natives discourse. While the use of digital, networked technology is growing, it is a social not generational issue and the implications for education are far from clear. Our research suggests today’s learners, regardless of age, are on a continuum of technology access, skill, use and comfort. They have differing views about the integration of social and academic uses and are not generally challenging the dominant academic paradigm. This is not a rationale for maintaining the status quo but it does suggest a need for caution and for ensuring that the use of ICTs in higher education is driven by instructional design that is clearly grounded in the context, i.e., that it takes into account the specific student, program and technology variables. It is time to put the digital natives discourse to rest and focus on digital learners.
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1.2

DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION OF GENERAL COMPETENCIES

1. INTRODUCTION

It is practically impossible nowadays to discuss educational issues without making some reference to the term competence. And, likewise, it is also practically impossible to reach agreement on the meaning of this term (an agreement that is made more difficult by its various meanings), which has prompted authors such as Garagorri (2007) to refer to it as a hotchpotch concept.

Accepting the fact that the concept of competence can depend on context is an interesting point of departure because, from the educational point of view, it forces us to focus on a particular educational stage and define as explicitly as possible the function that these competencies are assigned. As Otero and Luengo point out (2011: 16), “The meaning that is ultimately given to the term competence has consequences on both the shaping of curricular designs and the shaping of the real curricula of individual schools.”

In a structured and systematic fashion, competencies were first included on curricula after the reform of Vocational Training at the beginning of the 1990s in the framework of LOGSE (Organic Law for the General Regulation of the Education System). Initially, the world of work was used as a source for identifying and selecting competencies so that the provision of courses and educational opportunities was better adapted to the (dynamic, emerging and changing) needs of the system of production. The competencies on which this model1 was based were

1. The work carried out by the Spanish Ministry of Education and Science (MEC), coordinated by the teacher Antonio Rueda, was wide ranging, systematic and applicable to more than twenty families of professions, for which the Vocational Training Cycles were designed (levels 2 and 3). The methodology used can be consulted at: MEC (1997): *Metodología para la definición de las Titulaciones Profesionales (Desarrollo del Sistema de Profesionalidad de la LOGSE)*. Madrid.
largely the specific competencies:² that is to say, the competencies required by an individual to successfully carry out a particular job. Although this reform (re)structured, (re)defined and improved the level of vocational training, it was by no means free of criticism—much of which was levelled by universities—of its utilitarian nature, its focus on the job market and its excessive pragmatism.

The definition of competence that underlies this approach was first put forward by Bunk (1994): Individuals have professional competence if they have the necessary knowledge, skills and aptitudes to practise a profession, they can solve professional problems in an autonomous and flexible fashion, and they are qualified to collaborate in their professional environment and the organisation of work.

2. GENERAL COMPETENCIES

Moving on to another domain, general competencies can be defined as

“A set of wide-ranging skills, attitudes and knowledge that affect different task types and which can be carried out in different situations so they are readily generalizable and transferable. They can be acquired from experience and they result in effective professional performance” (ALECOP, 1999).

And we should add they can be developed in both the world of work and in such other contexts as academia, family, social activity, etc.

Following this definition, we can now go on to discuss the steps involved in developing general competencies:

- Identification
- Selection
- Operationalization

- Development
- Evaluation

As the graph below shows, these steps are not linear but cyclical, and thanks to the monitoring system they can be continuously evaluated and improved.

---

² If there is not complete agreement about the concept of competence, neither is there about the “types of competence”. A wide variety of types can be found: basic, key, general, specific, instrumental, interpersonal, systemic and so on. At the risk of simplification, on the basis of our work at the University of Mondragón and the social and labour-related environment in which we operate we shall use the terms specific and general competencies (for vocational and university education) and basic and key competencies (for compulsory education).
Let us take a look at each one of these steps:

- **Identification of general competencies**
  The first step is to identify the general competencies that are to be developed by a particular institution. In this regard, many lists can be used for reference purposes, but the logical move would be to start with the lists in the nearest and/or most relevant context. The existing lists are extensive,\(^3\) cover a wide range of aspects (not all of which are regarded as general competencies by all authors) and are highly generic (and therefore need to be precisely defined). This means that it is necessary to select the general competencies that are to be worked on and developed by a particular institution.

- **Selection of general competencies**
  As has been pointed out above, once the possible general competencies to be developed have been identified, a selection has to be made. This is by no means an easy task, but it must be done by the whole of the teaching staff and a consensus reached (and implemented by those responsible for running the school). The selection of the competencies to be developed can be facilitated (and, paradoxically, complicated if people do not work flexibly and with open minds) because many of them are not independent from one another; rather, work on one competency can reinforce another and/or require a second competency to be worked on.

Moya and Luengo (2011: 44-45), in their work on basic education, state three criteria that may be of use when selecting general competencies for other educational settings.

- The competencies selected are attainable by most people and, therefore, the aim is not to selectively differentiate but to construct a common culture.
- The competencies selected are relevant for a wide range of areas of life and the associated social practices.
- General competencies make a contribution to lifelong learning and, therefore, on the whole, can be regarded as instrumental to much more specific competencies.

Another criterion of considerable importance is that the selection of these general competencies should be in tune with the educational and social ideas of the particular institution; that is to say, they should integrate naturally and solidly with the education project (or with the curriculum or even, at university level, with the university’s strategic plan).

---

\(^3\) For an example, see:
- http://tuning.unideusto.org/tuningal/index.php?option=content&task=view&id=217&Itemid=246
Our work and experience at the University of Mondragón has led to the development of seven general competencies in the various faculties and degrees. At the Faculty of Humanities and Education Sciences, we have reduced these seven to five:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Learning to learn</td>
<td>Learning to learn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teamwork</td>
<td>Teamwork (and leadership)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective communication</td>
<td>Effective communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem solving</td>
<td>Problem solving (and decision making)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision making</td>
<td>Overview</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overview</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **“Operationalization” of general competencies**
  This process involves defining as closely as possible what we understand by each of the general competencies that are to be developed. In this regard, some of the tasks that can/must be carried out are the following:
  - Agree and share the meaning of each of the general competencies.
  - Determine the sequence in which they will be presented.
  - Identify the various components/aspects that are involved in developing each general competency.
  - Identify all the possible levels of development (learning outcomes) that can emerge from each of these components/aspects.
  - Identify the contexts in which these general competencies can be developed.

The Annex contains a simple of the results obtained after the tasks mentioned above had been completed.

Plans should also be made about how each of these general competencies is to be developed: that is to say, decisions should be taken as to whether they are to be developed independently, whether they are going to be worked on from within each of the different areas, whether they are going to be developed on the basis of interdisciplinary work, whether this work is going to be institutional, etc.

Other issues that should also be borne in mind are how they are going to be evaluated, what tools will be used, the extent to which they will be reflected in the grades (if at all), etc. And, of course, what training do the teaching staff require, what is the starting point going to be, where is it all going to end up and what support will be provided? And essential to everything is that teachers share the educational significance and meaning of the various general competencies.

- **Developing general competencies**
  General competencies are largely developed outside educational spheres, although the attempts by educational processes to systemise and reflect on them can lead to better
results. In this regard, we should remember the competency development cycle (valid for both general and specific competencies), which we could represent in the following way:

The aim, then, is for the tasks and activities to make students aware of the process, internalise it, work on it and develop it, which means using situations that are as real as possible and which require the general competencies selected.

Also, going deeper into this process enables us to find relations between some concepts that have often been thought to be mutually exclusive: content, abilities and competencies.

The competency development cycle is based on ignorance both of the contents that one has and that are required to activate a competence (be competent) and abilities.

The first step in bringing “awareness of incompetence” seeks to activate the content that makes it possible to develop the competence, and to analyse and identify the relevant abilities already acquired.

The next step –the awareness of competence– involves working on the content that has been identified (which will be largely procedural for the development of competencies) and extending abilities. All this must be contextualised for the competencies that are to be achieved, in such a way that the content and cognitive processes that are activated enable the abilities (potentialities) to be transformed into competencies.

Finally, to bring “unawareness of the competence” at the particular level we are working on, the content needs to be worked on in different contexts (learning transfer) and at increasing levels of difficulty so that the competence becomes internalised and largely automatic. At this point, a new and higher level of achievement can be established and a similar process initiated.

As can be seen from the above, content is essential if both general and specific competencies are to be developed so it must be carefully selected as a function of these competencies. Competencies also require contexts/situations in which they can be developed. If progress is to be made, the type of tasks that are to be presented to students at every educational level must be analysed and identified, and their purpose taken into account.

As Moya and Luengo point out (2011: 77-78), “In the process of teaching, evaluation and learning, tasks play a central role... The problem we have to solve in our quest for a shared task structure that facilitates the attainment of the basic competencies is not only how to achieve the appropriate use of the knowledge acquired but also how to ensure that the knowledge acquired generates a competence.”
Our own experience identifies various spaces and strategies in and by which general competencies can be developed. For example:

- Integration into the curriculum
  - Class-based projects worked on from a knowledge area
  - Interdisciplinary and general projects within the institution
  - Institutional projects
  - Entrepreneurial projects
- Projects external to the institutions
- Practical experience in real contexts
- Work-training alternation
- IT-mediated training (independent of or supplementary to the above)

Therefore, an initial analysis identifies a range of areas in which the general competencies selected could be developed. We believe that those spaces, contexts and situations that provide an overview, require knowledge from different disciplines and encourage the use of different types of content have greater potential for developing a variety of general competencies than single-discipline approaches that restrict content to a single type.

All the above (procedural nature of developing general competencies that are valid in a range of contexts, integrate different content-types, and are related and applicable to real situations) leads on to a final reflection on the methodology to be used. Assuming that the teachers’ task is to generate situations –preferably from real life or as close as possible to it– that enable this sort of competence to be developed, it is necessary to break away from the idea that a single methodology (whatever it might be) can be sufficient for work in the classroom. Only in contexts that integrate various methodologies (projects, case studies, simulations, lectures, etc.) and adopt curricular approaches of an interdisciplinary nature, can students use and develop the various aspects/components of each of the general competencies selected.

The educational model that all these issues lead us to implement in our particular context can be summarised in the following points:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classical Model</th>
<th>MU Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Essentially rote learning</td>
<td>Based on constructivist theories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus on cognitive contents</td>
<td>Focus on a range of content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Almost) exclusive prominent role of the teacher</td>
<td>Prominent role of teachers and students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Bulimic” teaching</td>
<td>Active and participatory methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students work individually</td>
<td>Students work alone and in teams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text-book based</td>
<td>Based on various information sources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great importance of the final exam</td>
<td>Process and product are important</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of specific competencies</td>
<td>Development of specific and general competencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers work individually/in isolation</td>
<td>Teachers work as a team</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As Weinberg points out (2006: 28), the aim is to “place the focus on the subject who learns in order to: a) restore to the educational process, and reinforce, those competencies that pervade a range of performances throughout the life cycle and in a variety of fields of employment, and b) review the explicit and concealed messages of curricular planning and educational practice (which, in some cases, strengthen the real potential of subjects but in other cases does precisely the opposite) in order to generate and manage institutional knowledge so that the knowledge of individuals can be combined, valued and promoted.”

**Evaluation of general competencies**

Evaluation is the final step that closes the aforementioned cycle (and opens up a new one) for the development of general competencies. It is a complex, controversial and never-ending issue that teachers, nevertheless, have to cope with in all educational processes.

An initial, obvious premise when adopting a particular approach to evaluation is that it must be relevant to and consistent with, all that has been done up to that point: that is to say, it should give valid and truthful information about the extent to which the students have developed the general competencies selected by the institution. In this approach, which assumes that the development of a competence is a gradual process of improvement, a second premise is that it should provide information so that achievement can be improved in those cases that this is necessary.

For the first premise, we need to have defined the learning outcomes, which mark the point we wish to reach. In turn, confirming that these learning outcomes have been achieved requires tools and criteria to evaluate all the tasks required of the students. This means that every single one of the tasks contributes to the development of general competencies (or some of them) and will therefore be evaluated as part of the process and as the final product.

The above requires such strategies and techniques as observation of class dynamics, the analysis of student “production”, the evaluation of any presentations that may do, the use of exams when necessary, etc. These techniques can be used only by the teacher or, as is increasingly being suggested, also include the students (either in the form of self-evaluation or co-evaluation).

---

4. Here we focus on evaluating the students’ general competencies: their relevance, the processes followed by the teachers, compliance with initial plans, etc. These evaluations take place throughout the process, and are part of the general evaluation and monitoring of the process.

5. “Learning outcomes can be defined as the knowledge, skills and attitudes that students develop in a particular competence throughout a course/module/subject. They must be observable and help to define the competence that is to be evaluated. Depending on the bibliographic sources consulted they may be referred to as learning outcomes, competence descriptors, learning objectives, etc. The aim of setting learning outcomes is to ensure that there is shared agreement about what a particular competence means. Therefore, they should be defined in such a way that they encourage teachers to work together, teaching coordination and the consistent design of competence-based subjects” (Universitat Rovira i Virgili, 2009).

6. We understand tasks to mean a sequence of activities that has a clearly defined beginning and end (and, therefore, make sense as a whole), that is designed to develop a series of competences, and that, normally, ends up with some sort of “product” (presentation, technological artefact, dossier on an ecosystem, etc.). Other terms can also be used: teaching unit, project, work proposal, etc.
All the above enables us to evaluate the process by which general competencies are developed and to generate a process of educational evaluation with, and about, the students so that the final results are in accordance with the expected learning outcomes. This formative evaluation (which can also be included in the final grade) is carried out on each and every one of the tasks and its main function is to “situate” students in their educational reality so that they are aware of which aspects are being developed as expected, which should be improved, which should be changed, etc. This formative evaluation can be carried out exclusively by the teacher but, in this case – perhaps with even greater relevance than in summative evaluation – self-evaluation by the students themselves and evaluation by other colleagues can be considered. Evaluation should be taken into account from the very beginning of the process of designing the subject and, to this end, the scheme on the next page can be used. This scheme also enables the achievements of the students on the various tasks to be analysed and shows the extent to which the development and evaluation of competences selected has been valid and effective.

The scheme also reveals some of the critical points involved in developing competency-based educational processes:

- As has been mentioned above, it is essential that both the general and the specific competencies be selected with great care. This first step affects all the following steps.
- The learning outcomes need to be correctly defined if the educational process – which is designed to achieve these outcomes – is really to be competency based. If these learning outcomes do not match the previously defined competencies, the following steps may generate education, but it could hardly be described as competency-based.
- This step is very similar to the previous one, both in its procedure and “criticity”. It involves specifying the learning outcomes defined for the cycles, courses and semesters of a particular educational stage. It is not the same to speak of the development of teamwork at a particular stage of primary education or in middle education and higher education.
- In many cases, subjects are imposed by the educational authority and their content often needs to be developed. However, the educational stage in which the subject is to be taught and the defined learning outcomes make it necessary to interpret and select the content, define how this content is to be approached, identify contexts in which the content can be used, etc. And throughout, of course, the aim is to develop and achieve (some of) the learning outcomes specified in the point above for this particular educational stage.
- The definition of tasks or work proposals also plays a key role in consolidating competency-based education. These proposals need to have sufficient potential to develop the competencies desired and to be adapted to the social and employment context of the environment.
- The evaluation criteria make it possible to further specify the learning outcomes by fitting them to the tasks that are given to the students. What is critical at this stage is that these criteria are correctly defined and that they evaluate the learning outcomes as a whole.
The learning outcomes that will be achieved as the result of the various tasks or work proposals can be of various types (conceptual, procedural, attitudinal, etc.) and therefore require different forms of work and classroom dynamics. In this regard, the most relevant – and potentially most effective and efficient – methodologies need to be selected (or combined) if the learning outcomes of each of the proposed tasks are to be achieved.

Finally, the evaluation tools and techniques need to be selected with care so that they match the methodologies used throughout the teaching/learning process and, in conjunction with the previously-established evaluation criteria, can be used to reliably determine the extent to which the learning outcomes associated with the task in question are being achieved.
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Description of the competence *Effective Communication* for the first two years (in the third and fourth years Situations/Contexts will be modified, though not the competence itself) of the bachelor degrees in Education at the Faculty of Humanities and Education Sciences, University of Mondragón.

**EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPETENCE (Definition)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To use, transmit and/or create information drawn from a variety of sources, comparing it and elaborating on it; to create documentation, cultivate working modes and fluid and effective relations in the context of the work to be done.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SITUATIONS/CONTEXTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A: Competence in certain academic activities, most of which are guided or supported by a tutor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B: Competence in certain academic activities and in different contexts. Some activities are complex or not habitual and there is some individual autonomy and responsibility. The support of other people may sometimes be required and work groups will be created.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>COMPETENCE (Components)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to identify one’s own strategies and competencies, and the emotions generated so that they can be regulated and adapted to the communicative context.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPETENCE (Components)</th>
<th>STUDENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Ability to present one’s own ideas, beliefs, emotions, etc. and defend them, actively listening to others. | 1st level: Have difficulty describing and defending their ideas, beliefs, emotions, etc. in a particular communicative context. They cannot adapt to the work that is being done or to the people they are interacting with.  
2nd level: Can create a coherent and reasoned discourse on their own ideas and opinions but do not actively listen to what others have to say.  
3rd level: Can create a coherent and reasoned discourse on their own ideas and opinions, and at the same time pay active attention to what others have to say, taking into account the reasons for and against all points of view. |
| Ability to analyse different communicative styles, assess the extent to which they are appropriate to the context and decide whether they need to be regulated. | 1st level: Are unable to identify an individual’s communicative style.  
2nd level: Can identify an individual’s communicative style but do not take into account the needs of the communicative context.  
3rd level: Can identify an individual’s communicative style, and adapt to the characteristics and requirements of a particular situation. |
| Ability to analyse and select the appropriate information and strategy (search, choose, create, use, etc.) required for the work to be done. | 1st level: Have not sufficiently sought, analysed and chosen the information required to carry out the work in the best possible way.  
2nd level: The information has been extensively, sufficiently and appropriately analysed and chosen, but its use (that is to say, the communicative style) is not the most appropriate for the particular situation.  
3rd level: The information has been extensively, sufficiently and appropriately analysed and chosen, and its use (that is to say, the communicative style) is appropriate to the particular situation. |
| Ability to create and use useful information for the work to be done, bearing in mind the end user, the time available and the format in which the information will be presented, and using a range of technologies and media. | 1st level: The value of the information created is not sufficient for the work to be done.  
2nd level: The information created is useful and appropriate for the work to be done, but it is not used appropriately.  
3rd level: The information created is useful and appropriate for the work to be done, and it is used effectively with a range of media, formats, technologies, etc. |
1. THE DIGITAL COMPETENCE AND LEARNING IN SIMULATION ENVIRONMENTS

The general competences (usually those that belong to the core curriculum) are competences that are common to most professions and have to do with the integrated application of aptitudes, personal development, educational background and other values. In general it is accepted that these competences should be worked on in environments that are as similar as possible to those in which they would be required in professional practice and it is precisely in this respect that simulation environments have started to find one of their most useful applications to date. Without a doubt, this is the main aim of the project Simul@: to assess the possibilities of a simulation environment for learning and evaluating such important general competences as self-management and teamwork.

Virtual 3D spaces such as Second Life, OpenSim or OpenSimulator are online communities that simulate three-dimensional physical spaces. They may be real or not and they enable users to interact and use, create and trade objects through their avatars. Indeed, there are spaces of immersion that are interactive, adaptable to the will of the user, readily accessible and programmable (Atkins, 2009). They also enable spaces to be created that resemble physical spaces and which have similar or alternative rules, synchronous or asynchronous exchange, etc. (Allen & Demchak, 2011). Finally, these spaces have numerous possibilities of considerable educational interest, which should not be ignored either by educational praxis nor research (Cela Ranilla et al., 2011). For all these reasons, simulations are a method of exceptional potential for learning general competences and skills which, otherwise, may be difficult to address (Gisbert Cervera, Cela Ranilla, & Isus, 2010). The fact is that these competences can only be exercised and demonstrated through action, and this requirement opens the door to the design of simulations in which users play an active role in solving problems that they can only cope with by mobilising the cognitive resources that the context requires (Esteve Mon,

1. The discussion in this chapter is based on an article submitted to the journal New Educational Review, which we qualify and extend here so that it can be included as a chapter in this work on Simul@.
Larraz Rada, Gisbert Cervera, & Espuny Vidal, 2011). In these contexts, the activity that must be carried out must be precisely designed and implemented, but we should always bear in mind that the very use of 3D software simulation is not an impediment to learning the general competences that we have decided to work on and evaluate.

As can be seen, in this process of research into simulation environments, we have encountered another general competence: the digital competence. In fact, the reflection that we make here is not aimed so much at analysing the results of the simulation experiment itself but at reflecting on the digital competence of whatever students who are chosen to take part in a learning sequence that is based on a virtual world: that is to say, we wish to pause for a moment to think of the digital competence of our informants in the project Simul@. And we wish to do so because if this teaching-learning experiment is to be as successful as possible, we believe that it is fundamental that students be competent from the digital point of view; because if they are not, we must provide them with supplementary training that makes up for these digital shortcomings. This interesting reflection is the subject of this paper.

2. WHAT DO WE UNDERSTAND BY DIGITAL COMPETENCE? DIGITAL LEARNERS AND DIGITAL COMPETENCE

There is no doubt that in recent years there has been an unprecedented technological revolution that is affecting all areas of knowledge and which, of course, has had an important effect on the educational process (Baelo Álvarez & Cantón Mayo, 2009). In this context, neither is there any doubt that university students, most of whom were born after 1980, fully belong to the so-called digital age. In this regard, we often refer to them as digital natives (Prensky, 2001), in clear reference to the fact that they are the first generation to have grown up completely surrounded by technology (Internet, video games, mobile phones, etc.) (Gallardo Echenique, 2012). And as many authors point out (Bullen & Morgan, 2011; Bullen, Morgan, Belfer & Qayyum, 2009; Gallardo Echenique, 2012), it is logical to think that for these new individuals new strategies must have emerged for accessing, managing and processing information. Likewise, it is plausible to deduce that this may also have been accompanied by new learning strategies.

However, the (academic and non-academic) reflection has focused much more on the cognitive and essential nature of these new citizens than on the consequences on their learning as digital students. For example, we found discussions on the Net.Generation (Tapscott, 1999) or descriptions of the main features of this sort of student (Oblinger & Oblinger, 2005), some of which were a certain ability to handle technology (often referred to as digital literacy), the constant use of Internet, immediacy, constant socialisation, and the ability to work simultaneously with different media. Other studies have made in-depth analyses of their wishes, preferences, habits and most frequent uses (Gallardo Echenique, 2012).

Nevertheless, as yet there is no consensus on the nature of these new citizens, which contributes to the debate remaining focused on their essence rather than on the educational implications it may have. Some authors, in fact, even dare to deny that there is such a radical separation between the subjects of the digital age and their predecessors (Selwyn, 2005). And, along these same lines, some believe that this traditional distinction between Prenski’s digital natives and immigrants limits the real possibilities of the information and communication technologies (ICT) in teaching-learning processes, and not only from the perspective of the student but also from that of the teacher.
In this plethora of opinions, several authors point out the need to review the literature to determine whether the academic work done on the students of the Net.Generation has provided sufficient empirical evidence that this natural ability in technological environments (which above we have referred to as digital literacy) really helps students to learn more and more efficiently which, after all, should be our main concern as educators (Bullen et al., 2009; Bullen, Morgan, & Qayyum, 2011; Gallardo Echenique, 2012; Gisbert Cervera, Espuny Vidal, & González Martínez, 2011a; González Martínez, Espuny Vidal, & Gisbert Cervera, 2010). For example, ECAR (Salaway, Caruso & Nelson, 2008) shows that 80% of high-school students in the USA own a laptop, but they only use it in the traditional fashion in both their academic and personal lives. This undoubtedly supports the hypothesis just mentioned that their unquestionable ability to handle technology in general does not necessarily lead to learning of greater scope or with less effort. In other words, although we accept that our university students are digital natives, their digital competence is not so clear (Gallardo Echenique, 2012; Gisbert Cervera et al., 2011a).

At this point we find another of the main foci of academic reflection on the educational use of technology: the very concept of digital competence. In this regard, we accept the usual descriptive comparisons of the concept, the most common standards and the analyses of digital competence that our group has been making for some time now (Gisbert Cervera et al., 2011a; Gisbert Cervera, Espuny Vidal, & González Martínez, 2011b; González Martínez et al., 2010), and we establish the following definition of digital competence (Esteve Mon et al., 2011; Larraz Rada, Espuny Vidal, & Gisbert Cervera, 2011):

Digital competence can solve the problems of the Knowledge Society in all areas of our learning environment (personal, professional and social). This digital competence is multidimensional and involves integrating cognitive, relational and social skills in four different groups of literacies:

- Informational literacy: Digital information management.
- Technological literacy: Ability to treat data in different formats.
- Multimedia literacy: Analysis and creation of multimedia messages.
- Communicative literacy: Participation, public spirit and digital identity.

On the basis of this definition, we accept the reservations about the ability of digital natives to learn better (Bullen & Morgan, 2011; Bullen et al., 2009, 2011) and we can evaluate all the issues that we have mentioned in the introduction to this chapter: the students that take part in the Simul@ experiment generally belong to the Net.Generation, but it has yet to be proved that this means that they have an acceptable and desirable level of digital competence. And there is no evidence in the literature to suggest that they can in fact use technology to learn more and more effectively. In an attempt to make up for this lack, we propose using the tool INCOTIC-Grado to measure their digital competence at the beginning of the experiment and determine what training, and how much, students need if they are to be able to take maximum advantage of simulation environments to acquire the other general competences.

3. INCOTIC-GRADO, AN INSTRUMENT FOR DETERMINING THE INITIAL LEVEL OF DIGITAL COMPETENCE

3.1 INCOTIC-Grado: The instrument for data collection

The tool that we used to make the first diagnosis of students’ digital competence is the
self-perception questionnaire entitled INCOTIC.Grado, whose design process (González Martín-ez et al., 2010) and final validation (Gisbert Cervera et al., 2011a) have already been communicated to the academic community.

As we know, the teaching of the digital competence contains an inherent and specific challenge: it is difficult to plan and evaluate, it is complex to design the teaching-learning processes that will make students feel secure in this competence, etc. In this context, INCOTIC-Grado aims to improve these processes by implementing the fundamental initial action of getting university students to diagnose their own digital competence. This initial step, which must be carried out before the teaching is planned, will enable us to determine what knowledge students consider they have already acquired at the beginning of their university degree. Thus, the general objectives of the tool are the following:

1. To obtain systematic information about the perception students have of their level of digital competence.
2. For first-year students to make a self-diagnosis of their level of digital competence.

3.2 Procedure

Students access the INCOTIC-Grado questionnaire using Google Spreadsheets. This system not only made it easier for them to respond but also to analyse and systematise the resulting data. As a tool for the self-diagnosis of digital competence, then, INCOTIC-Grado complies with the requirement of being integrated into the Web 2.0 interface, with all the advantages that this has. In our case, the questionnaire was hosted in the forum of one of the basic subjects (and therefore done by all students) on the first-year degree course in Infant and Primary Education at the Terres de l’Ebre Campus of the Universitat Rovira i Virgili.

The sample consisted of 47 informants, which was 61.8% of the population analysed, who responded to the INCOTIC-Grado questionnaire at the beginning of the Simul@ experiment in which they were taking part and which we have already mentioned above (first week in May 2011).

3.3 Questionnaire structure

As we have mentioned above, we restructured the tool on the basis of the rubric of the C2 and C3 competences approved by the Universitat Rovira i Virgili, Storey’s general reflections (2002) about the usability of IT tools, the usual consideration in relation to the process of European convergence and the ICT (Esteve Mon, 2009) and the general definition mentioned above of digital competence (Larraz Rada et al., 2011), which is understood to be an aggregate of several components (namely, informational literacy, technological literacy, audiovisual literacy and communicative literacy.)

We shall now go on to give a more detailed description of the content of the questionnaire:

- **First part.** Identification, resources and use of ICT:
  - Section A: Personal details
  - Section B: Access and availability of digital resources
  - Section C: Use of general ICT and ICT specific to students

- **Second part.** Digital competence and attitudes to IT:
  - Section D: Specific training in IT
  - Section E: Digital competence: technological literacy; incidence of IT in our training as “competent” citizens; competence in the use of IT as a tool at the service of intellec-
tual work; competence in the use of IT as information tools; competence in the use of IT as communication tools.

- Section F: Attitudes to IT

Now that we have briefly described the content and the structure of the tool, we move on to describe and appraise the data provided by this first use of INCOTIC-Grado with our first-year students studying the degree in Infant and Primary Education.

4. SOME DATA ON DIGITAL COMPETENCE IN SIMUL@

Now we can proceed to analyze the self-assessment indicators of digital competence. As stated in a previous report (Gisbert Cervera et al., 2011b) the tool enables various aspects of digital competence to be tested: technological literacy, communication and intellectual work among other things (further information about this calculation processes can be checked in our INCOTIC validation paper (Gisbert Cervera et al., 2011a)). So the general digital competence index (INCOTIC), with a range from 1 to 5, can be used as an initial reference. In turn, this indicator can be broken down into less important indicators with the same range: Multimodal Literacy Index, Intellectual Working Tools Index, Information Managing Index and Communication Index (see block E of the questionnaire). Finally, it will be very interesting to bear in mind the Attitudes towards ICT Index, from Section F of this questionnaire (also scored between 1 and 5).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>St. Dev.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technological literacy</td>
<td>3.3932</td>
<td>0.69497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instruments</td>
<td>3.5006</td>
<td>0.52042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Info. management</td>
<td>3.4255</td>
<td>0.61171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>3.2911</td>
<td>0.73804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitudes</td>
<td>3.233</td>
<td>0.6637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INCOTIC</strong></td>
<td><strong>3.3691</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.56386</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Indicators of digital competence used in Simul@.

As can be seen, the students participating in the simulation experiment rate themselves using the central values of the scale, perhaps as a result of bias centrality. They can be seen to feel more competent in the technological literacy component, since the value of the indicator of technological tools is highest (3.50 points). On the other hand, they feel less competent in the communication component, which has one of the lowest values (3.29 points). It is especially interesting to see that the lowest value recorded is for the attitudinal component, when in previous uses of the same instrument it was clearly the highest, with values close to 4 as shown below (Espuny Vidal, González Martínez, & Gisbert Cervera, 2010; Gisbert Cervera et al., 2011a, 2011b; González Martínez et al., 2010). The table below indicates some of the significant differences between men and women:
5. SOME FINAL REFLECTIONS

If the data obtained are analyzed in the light of the overall Simul@ experiment, it can be seen that they are not particularly positive, as we have subjected our students to a simulated education process in a technological environment, and they do not seem to be particularly competent in the use of new technologies, with all that this implies. Within this overall assessment, some values are especially striking because they are extremely low. We are referring, in particular, to student scores on communicative components which, in conjunction with their scores on attitude, are the lowest of all. This reveals a low level of communicative competence in a particularly demanding technological environment. If it is borne in mind that all teaching and learning activities during the Simul@ experiment are carried out in a virtual world, this communicative competence may not be enough to ensure that the learning process is fully effective.

We should also draw attention to the low value of the indicator Attitude. As we have noted above, this value was higher in earlier uses of the instrument INCOTIC-Grado, and so we must ask ourselves whether any teaching action is required to bridge this gap. Certainly, the lack of a positive attitude to the use of technology is not a particularly good for an experiment like ours.

In general, as we have said, the values of all our indicators suggest that the profile of this group is quite different from that of other users of INCOTIC. If we compare our Simul@ sample with the 1st-year Bachelor of Education students analyzed in Espuny Vidal et al. (2010), our present students show a similar level of general digital competence, but significantly worse values in attitude and technological literacy. This is noteworthy because the groups are not apparently too different. On the other hand, if we compare them with the sample of 1st-year Bachelor of Education students used to pilot the tool the year before (Gisbert Cervera et al., 2011a), our Simul@ sample is less competent in all the indicators and, of course, also overall. All this can be seen in the following table, which provides the data from Espuny Vidal (2010), labeled “2010”, and Gisbert Cervera et al. (2011a), labeled “Pilot”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Simul@</th>
<th>Pilot</th>
<th>2010</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technological literacy</td>
<td>3.39</td>
<td>3.72</td>
<td>3.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instruments</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>3.71</td>
<td>3.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Info. management</td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>3.69</td>
<td>3.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>3.29</td>
<td>3.76</td>
<td>3.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitudes</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>3.72</td>
<td>3.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INCOTIC</strong></td>
<td><strong>3.37</strong></td>
<td><strong>3.72</strong></td>
<td><strong>3.34</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Indicators in Simul@ and INCOTIC Pilot
One of our main conclusions after evaluating these data is in line with Bullen’s skeptical reflections (2009) on Prenski’s assertions (2001) about the natural predisposition of the Net.Generation to use technologies. Just as the Canadian author points out, mere common sense indicates significant differences between the new students and ourselves (see Oblinger & Oblinger (2005)), but no scientific evidence confirms that they are digitally competent, that they are permanently connected, or that they always prefer experiential learning, etc. Neither is there any evidence to suggest that all this affects how they learn, which is of main interest to us as educators.

A priori, then, we doubt that our Net.Generation students have the right level of digital competence, and their own assessment does not confirm that they have. So it is reasonable to conclude that success using Simul@ is at least partially affected by students’ digital competence and the degree of entrenchment they show. Therefore, our thoughts about the digital competence of our students and how it affects their learning necessarily prompted us to consider what actions should be planned to supplement the educational activities provided by the Simul@ experiment for working on core competences such as teamwork and self-management. Below we discuss some of these actions.

One of the first conclusions that emerges from our work using INCOTIC-Grado is that there is a need to enhance knowledge on how tools for educational collaboration and information access can be used. As far as collaborative working tools are concerned, a specific training program can be designed to teach students not only how these computer programs work and should be used, but also how they can improve their own academic performance in environments such as Simul@, which is our real goal. Sometimes, the challenge of competence building is often not unsolvable or even difficult to undertake, particularly if there is a clear and practical vision of two starkly contrasting situations: the initial diagnosis and the competence goal. If we can initially assess our students, and determine what we want then to be able to do, we need only focus on designing the training process. Sometimes, in addition, this process does not require new resources to be designed, but can be solved by the pure economics of existing resources (Gisbert Cervera et al., 2011b).

When students have their core competences measured in a 3D environment, a lack of digital competence can be a real problem. However, if we obtain information about our students’ digital competence (that is to say, their self-assessed competence at using ICT and their attitudes towards ICT), we will be able to plan specific training (integrated modules to cover their needs). So this first step helps students to take advantage of the process designed for them to learn about self-management and teamwork skills.

Therefore, we agree with Esteve et al. (2011) and their specification of the virtues of assessing digital competence through 3D environments, since simulations provide action, active roles, learning implementation, resource selection, decision making, individual processes and relationships with others, collaborative and cooperative work, searching, problem solving and knowledge transfer. Simulations allow contextualization, because their similarity and transfer to the working world is very high, as Oblinger and Oblinger (2005) and Gisbert, Cela and Isus (2010) point out. But, since simulations take place within a technological environment, we must ensure that they have the appropriate level of digital competence.
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1.4
TEAMWORK AND SELF-MANAGEMENT

INTRODUCTION

One of the challenges of the Simul@ project is to determine the extent to which generic competences can be learned through simulations in technological environments. Of the numerous generic competences that can be developed using simulations we shall focus on teamwork and self-management.

Developing and evaluating competences requires complex systems that mobilise students and provide evidence about how they are performing. This complexity finds technological simulation to be a particularly suitable methodological strategy. Working in these environments also implicitly involves an opportunity to develop the so-called digital competence, which is regarded as one of the keys to performance in both academic and professional environments.

Whatever the simulation is and whatever technological environment is used, instruments and strategies need to be adopted that facilitate and improve the evaluation process. Of all the tools that exist for evaluating competences, in this study we opted for rubrics because they are powerful tools as far as content and accuracy of the elements and levels of evaluation are concerned, and they can also be used for a variety of purposes.

Now we have made clear that advanced technology can be used for acquiring and evaluating competences, let us introduce the competences that we shall discuss here: teamwork and self-management.

The competence of teamwork in virtual environments helps to develop the virtual collaborative work that in recent years has become a key component of digital competence. According to Davies, Fidler and Gorbis (2011), virtual collaboration will be one of the key competences required by workers in the future. Self-management is a strategy that enables people to regulate their activity autonomously in all sorts of contexts (academic, labour, social, etc.) independently of whether there is more or less technological mediation.

After focusing on the meaning of general competences, we move on to evaluate them using rubrics. Then we go deeper into the competence of teamwork and the methodological process for designing and constructing the rubric to evaluate it. Finally we give the rubrics for evaluating
the competences of teamwork and self-management and, in the second chapter, we discuss the evaluation of the digital competence in simulation environments.

1. CONCEPTUAL APPROACH TO GENERAL COMPETENCES

In recent decades both higher education and the professional world have been converging on a definition of education that responds more closely to the needs of the labour market. There has been a qualitative change in the concept of profession. The focus is no longer on capacities and qualifications; the professional world is now regarded to be fundamentally based on competences (Fernández Rodríguez, 2009). It is for this reason that in the different university scenarios, the institutions devoted to vocational, occupational and lifelong training, and companies there has arisen a concern for professional qualifications and work skills.

Authors such as Mertens (1997), Alex (1991), Le Boterf (1991), Bunk (1994) and Mazariegos et al (1999) refer to at least two major types of competence: one of these types is specific to a particular job or work function, while the other –more wide ranging in nature– refers to competences that are required in numerous different contexts. The specific competences are seen as technical competences that belong to a particular occupation and level of professional qualification. The transferable competences, on the other hand, have also been likened to the generic competences, so fundamental that Mertens (1997) has referred to them as competences for employability. This terminological diversity does not suppose a diversity of meanings (Vargas, 2000); it is more a question of semantics.

Transferable competences are those generic competences that are common to most professions and which are related to the integrated activation of aptitudes, personality features, acquired knowledge and values.

We are referring to those competences that are not specific to a particular job or profession, but are necessary for employees not only to perform competently at the level required by the job but also to adapt continuously to the changing world of work. Transferable competences can also be more broadly defined as a set of widely-ranging skills that affect various task types in different situations, which means that they are highly generalisable and transferable, and lead to efficient professional practice.

Transferable competences are, essentially, social and personal in nature, and they are directly linked to skills of this sort. Although there is no clear consensus on what the transferable competences are in the university context, some of them appear in most compilations and classifications (Van-der Hofstadt & Gómez, 2006; Blanco, 2009). Among others, these are the competences of critical thought, personal communication, conflict solving and negotiation, use of the information and communication technologies, responsibility, planning and management (or organisation) and teamwork. Once competences have been identified, they must be described so that the working relations and transactions between employees, workers and educational institutions can be established. Normally, when normalised systems are organised, there is a procedure of standardisation linked to an institutional figure in such a way that the competence identified and described by a common procedure becomes a norm, a valid reference for the institutional institutions, workers and employees.

2. THE RUBRIC AS A TOOL FOR EVALUATING COMPETENCES

Unlike other learnings and personal acquisitions, the evaluation of competences, regardless of their type, requires complex strategies to confirm the level of command attained by
the individual evaluated. On the basis of the components established by Cinterfor (2003) and AQU (2009), we suggest a general system for evaluating competences made up of several components (competence content, purpose of the evaluation, context of the evaluation, evaluation activity, instruments of evaluation, levels of command, evaluating agents, proof of performance and evaluative judgement). This system can be seen in figure 1.

![Figure 1. Components of the evaluation of competences.](image)

**Competence content** is expressed by means of: a) a generic description, by way of a conceptual definition or delimitation; b) professional or academic references associated with the competence; and c) the detailed description or structure of the competence which takes into account subcompetences, dimensions, components and/or competence elements. On the basis of these minimal units of content (competence elements), the levels of command are determined. **Levels of command** are understood to be the level and the quality of the achievement attained by the person when performing the competence, and they are often identified as standards of competence, evaluation criteria or norms. The **purpose** of the evaluation depends on the context in which it is undertaken (academic or professional) and by the objectives pursued (identification of errors, improvement of performance, selection of staff, etc.). The **evaluating agents** may be the usual protagonists of the scenarios in which the competence is required (students and teachers in academic contexts or workers, bosses or management in professional contexts). As well as these internal evaluators, there may be other external ones (specialists and professionals, human resources staff, more advanced students, etc.) who occasionally become involved in the process of evaluation. The **Instruments** are those techniques and tools that operationalise and systematise the process, and facilitate the collection of evidence on the performance of competences. We shall discuss these concepts below.
The design of specific evaluation activities requires not only the above components to be taken into account but also others such as organisation (space and time of the evaluation, or the length of the evaluation). Likewise, the context in which it takes place must also be borne in mind. Evaluation activity must envisage real scenarios or, failing that, scenarios that are as real as possible, which allow individuals to display their command of the competence.

The compilation of meaningful proof of performance (relevant, objective and focused on the norm, standard or criterion) must allow pertinent evaluative judgements to be made in quantitative or qualitative terms depending on the purpose pursued and the instruments used.

The whole process centres on the subjects evaluated and, therefore, exactly how they are required to express themselves in the evaluation activity determines the quality of the proof obtained and how this proof reflects the real command of the competence. There are three ways in which the competence can be expressed or externalised: self-perception, description and performance.

a) Self-perception. When people express their perception of the command they believe they have of a particular competence. It is a personal, introspective appraisal that is often affected by a certain amount of subjectivity. Personal factors such as self-esteem, the demands individuals place on themselves and critical spirit can deviate the responses given from the real level of command that people have of the competence.

b) Description. When people construct a narrative of how they would act if they had to apply the competence and express it verbally (orally or in writing) or by other knowledge representation languages and systems (schemes, diagrams, graphs, etc.). This evaluation focuses on the knowledge (declarative, procedural, strategic and tacit) that people have of the competence. The transformation of this knowledge into a coherent, structured and clear message determines the quality of the information received by the evaluator and whether this information corresponds to the real command of the competence.

c) Performance. When people execute or carry out the competence in a real context or a simulation that reproduces and resembles the real context to a greater or lesser extent. The command that they have of the competence and the quality of their performance can be evaluated. In this case, the evaluation can be affected by factors and agents external to the person evaluated. Among other things, they may interfere in the scenario of evaluation, the instrument used to record or analyse, the complexity of the competence itself, or the subjectivity and experience of the evaluator.

The quality of the process of evaluating competences is associated with the adoption and use of strategies and instruments that make the collection and analysis of the information, and the subsequent issuance of evaluative judgements rigorous, systematic and objective. On the basis of Prades (2005), Torrelles (2011) shows that there are numerous quality tools available for evaluating competences (see figure 2).

The selection of a particular evaluation instrument depends on various criteria, the most important of which are the type of competence to be evaluated, the context and the evaluation scenario, and the activity in which it is to be used. For the evaluation of performance, particularly suitable are professional practice, real problems, 360° evaluation, Miller’s pyramid and rubrics. The latter is the instrument adopted to evaluate the competences of teamwork, self-management and digital competence in the Simul® research project because, in a univer-
In the university environment, rubrics provide a precise and objective evaluation of how students perform competences. According to Carrera (2012), they are a tool that

(a) describes the levels of execution or achievement of a competence when carrying out an activity;

(b) specifies the expected results of the work and/or learnings to be carried out by the student;

(c) enables these learnings and activity to be appraised by applying established criteria, provides students with feedback and provides proof on which grades can be based; and

(d) encourages students to constantly monitor their learning.

That is to say, rubrics can be used for a variety of reasons by teachers and students. And they can also be used in conjunction with other evaluation instruments and techniques.

Depending on their structure, rubrics can be holistic or analytical (Moskal, 2000; Allen & Tanner, 2006). Holistic rubrics aim to provide an overall evaluation of the competence by describing the proof of achievement by levels. Analytical rubrics, on the other hand, break down the competence into dimensions, criteria or aspects. For each of these, and at each level of achievement, detailed descriptions are formulated about the expected results. This higher level of specificity makes the analytical rubric particularly interesting because it provides the evaluator with a considerable amount of proof on the performance of the competence.

To construct an analytical rubric, the dimensions, components, elements and /or criteria that are to be evaluated must be determined and then the envisaged levels of achievement, performance or execution must be established. The scientific literature and professional praxis show that four or five levels of performance are usually set, although the more elementary rubrics may reduce this to three. By way of example, table 1 shows the classical structure of an analytical rubric.
The validity, usefulness and usability of the rubric largely depend on the quality of the written descriptions for each level and aspect to be evaluated. These descriptions should always be of behaviours, performances and actions that are precise and observable. They must also be expressed clearly and precisely so that readers will unequivocally interpret the different grades of performance at each level and that these will be seen to be progressive and equi-distant. Before use, it is advisable for the rubric to be revised by experts and adapted to their recommendations.

3. TEAMWORK AS A GENERIC PROFESSIONAL COMPETENCE

The considerable changes that have been undertaken in organisations in recent decades have contributed to a more collaborative and cooperative concept of professional activities. Organisational complexity, and the trans- and interdisciplinarity of activities in the different economic and knowledge fields increasingly require objectives that are shared by human teams in which results can only be achieved if different roles interact and complement each other. The need for a wide range of professional competences, a high level of knowledge, quick responses and a high degree of adaptability require roles to be complementary and actions to be integrated. This is only possible if cooperation permits the activities of various professionals to be to be carried out synchronously.

Teamwork has been regarded as a competitive advantage (Badger, Sadler-Smith, & Michie, 1997; Rousseau, Aubé & Savoie, 2006; Tjosvold, 1991) that involves significant transformations in the way in which work is done. The increasingly numerous and diverse teams in both the public and the private sectors, the aim of which is increased productivity and quality of services, innovation and user or client satisfaction can only be understood from the perspective of cooperation (Ayestarán 2005; Rousseau et al., 2006). From this viewpoint, a team can be regarded as a complex, dynamic and adaptable entity, which is part of a multi-tiered system that ranges from the individual to the team and to the organisation. In his model, Hackman (1987) defines this system as a process (input-process-output) in which the cognitive, affective and behavioural dimensions take part with the time factor.

Although it may seem paradoxical, teamwork can be studied from the individual’s point of view, how the individual participates in the team. Several authors have adopted this approach to teamwork and focused on the knowledge, skills and capacities of each of the members of a
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team (Baker et al., 2005; Cannon-Bowers, Tannenbaum, Salas et Volpe, 1995; O’Neil, Chung, et Brown, 1997; Rousseau et al., 2006; Stevens et Campion, 1994). This approach suggests that it is necessary to know which elements make up the competence so that, on the one hand, they can be evaluated and, on the other, they can be included in vocational training for a variety of jobs. The competence of teamwork is relatively new and there are few conceptual references (Cannon-Bowers et al., 1995; Dyer, 1984; Guzzo & Shea, 1992; Salas, Burke & Cannon-Bowers, 2000; Baker et al., 2005). One of the most-cited definitions of this competence is by Cannon-Bowers et al. (1995) and it has been adapted by various researchers (Ellis et al., 2005; Lerner et al., 2009; Motsching-Pitrik & Figl, 2008; Weaver et al., 2010).

“...the requisite knowledge, principles, and concepts underlying the team’s effective task performance; the repertoire of required skills and behaviors necessary to perform the team task effectively; and the appropriate attitudes on the part of team members (about themselves and the team) that foster effective team performance”.

(Cannon-Bowers et al., 1995, p.336-337)

Steven & Campion (1994) discussed the importance of knowledge, skills and abilities (1) at the personal and the team level, distinguishing between the areas of communication, conflict resolution and collaborative work management, and (2) in the self-management of implementation and goal orientation, and in task planning and coordination. In a 1995 review, Cannon-Bowers, Scott, Tannenbaum, Salas and Volpe, using a multidimensional conceptualisation – in which they categorised 130 labels collected from various investigations into teamwork – obtained eight dimensions: adaptability, sharing of knowledge, process monitoring and feedback, leadership, interpersonal relationships, coordination, communication and decision making. In 2005, Baker, Horvath, Campion, Offerman and Salas mentioned four dimensions that are essential to the competence of teamwork: communication; the whole set of interpersonal abilities, which includes both the ability to collaborate and conflict solving; planning and group decision making; and adaptability or flexibility. This proposal does not include leadership – unlike Cannon-Bowers et al. (1995); Charkraborti et al. (2008); Fernández et al. (2008); Leggat (2007); Weaver et al. (2010) – because it does not consider management-related aspects.

Rousseau, Aubé and Savoie (2006) propose a competence structure based on the actions that facilitate group tasks. On the first level, they place regulating team performance and management. Regulating involves a sequence of preparation, execution, evaluation and, as a result of this latter phase, a final phase of adjustment.

To date, these authors are the most representative of research into teamwork from the individual’s point of view. Table 2 summarises the similarities and differences between their proposals.
### Table 2. Similarities and differences between models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>KSA Self-management</strong></td>
<td>Adaptation</td>
<td>Planning and decision making</td>
<td>Preparation of work accomplishment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected tasks and roles</td>
<td>Sharing the knowledge of a situation</td>
<td>Decision making</td>
<td>Team mission analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Goal specification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KSA Self-management</strong></td>
<td>Task coordination</td>
<td>Interpersonal relationships</td>
<td>Abilities in interpersonal relationships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coordination</td>
<td></td>
<td>Tasks related to collaborative behaviours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Coordination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cooperation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KSA Interpersonal</strong></td>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tasks related to collaborative behaviours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Information exchange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KSA Self-management</strong></td>
<td>Monitoring and feedback</td>
<td>Supervision of performance and feedback</td>
<td>Adaptability and flexibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adaptation</td>
<td></td>
<td>Work assessment behaviour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Performance monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Systems monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KSA Interpersonal</strong></td>
<td>Collaborative problem solving</td>
<td>Interpersonal relationships</td>
<td>Planning and decision making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Team adjustment behaviors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Collaborative problem solving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KSA Interpersonal</strong></td>
<td>Conflict Resolution</td>
<td>Interpersonal relationships</td>
<td>Ability in interpersonal relationships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Team adjustment behaviors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Backing up behaviors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intrateam coaching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Innovation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4. CREATION OF THE RUBRIC FOR EVALUATING TEAMWORK

On the basis of this first analysis and the perception by Rousseau et al. (2006) and Humphrey et al. (2010) of certain difficulties in reaching an agreement on the conceptualisation of the dimensions that make up the competence of teamwork, out of a total of 163 publications we selected 75 that had been published between 1990 and 2011 because they contained descriptions about effective teamwork. On this basis, and after consulting experts, a proposal was put forward for evaluating this competence.

The process of creating the rubric took place at two different points in time (table 3). In the first step, the literature on teamwork was subject to a qualitative analysis and a model of dimensions, components, elements and indicators was defined by a discussion group. In the second, the tool was validated. Internal validity was assessed by an expert committee and, subsequently, external validation was assessed by 360° feedback.
Step 1. Definition and creation of the rubric

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>When</th>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Definition of the competence</td>
<td>2008-2009</td>
<td>Metanalysis</td>
<td>Categorization</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Labels</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creation of the tool</td>
<td>2008-2009</td>
<td>Discussion group</td>
<td>Discussion group</td>
<td>5 experts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Step 2. Validation of the rubric

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>When</th>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internal validation of the tool</td>
<td>June-July 2009</td>
<td>Expert committee</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>9 experts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External validation</td>
<td>March-December 2010</td>
<td>360° methodology</td>
<td>Rubric</td>
<td>277 questionnaires 55 teams of 360°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Process of creation and validation

The experts gave their opinion on the elements that constituted the competence, their definition and the indicators (table 4), which made internal validation possible after the modifications and after the competence had been defined (table 5).

1. Composition of the competence
   Aim: To determine the suitability of the dimensions, components and sub-components that define the competence.
   Belonging to the competence (P). The relationship with the competence is questioned.
   Appropriateness of the name (A). The name assigned to the dimension, component, etc. is assessed.

2. Definition
   Aim: To determine its precision and comprehensibility.
   Drafting of the definition. The coherence, the precision and the comprehension of each definition is assessed.

3. The indicators
   Aim: To determine whether the indicators of each subcomponent are relevant, comprehensible and suitably progressive.
   Belonging (P). Assesses whether the indicators correspond to the element.
   Comprehension (C). Assesses the comprehensibility of the description of each indicator.
   Classification (G). Assesses the extent to which the indicators express the progressive acquisition of the subcomponent of the competence.

Table 4. Assessment levels of the rubric
## COMPETENCE OF TEAMWORK

**Definition:**
Set of knowledge, abilities and attitudes that make it possible to collaborate with other people to perform tasks and achieve common objectives by exchanging information, distributing tasks, accepting responsibilities, solving problems that arise and contributing to collective improvement and development.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPONENTS</th>
<th>DEFINITION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1. IDENTITY</strong></td>
<td>Specific purposes for which the activities and tasks undertaken by the team are designed and which contribute to the achievement of the mission.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1. OBJECTIVE</td>
<td>Awareness and feeling that each member has of being part of the team.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2. BELONGING</td>
<td>Function or functions adopted by each of the members of the team or by the team as a whole to reach the objectives established.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3. ROLE</td>
<td>Individual and collective flexibility of the team to adjust its actions to the conditions and circumstances that arise during its activity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4. ADAPTABILITY</td>
<td>Atmosphere generated in the team by the attitudes of its members, their actions and the work conditions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5. WORK CLIMATE</td>
<td>Obligation undertaken voluntarily in relation to the activities, aims and purposes of the team.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.6. COMMITMENT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2. COMMUNICATION</strong></td>
<td>Exchange of information inside and outsider the team for the achievement of the objectives established.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1 INFORMATION</td>
<td>Relation between the members of the team established on the basis of their personal attitude and the contribution to the coordinated activity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2. PERSONAL INTERACTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3. EXECUTION</strong></td>
<td>Early organisation of the activities to be carried out by the team and the resources required.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.1. PLANNING</td>
<td>Choice between different alternatives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2. DECISION MAKING</td>
<td>Effective performance by an individual or the group of the tasks assigned.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3. TASK PERFORMANCE</td>
<td>Systematic observation and analysis of the tasks undertaken by the team and carried out by individuals or the group as a whole.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4. MONITORING</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4. REGULATION</strong></td>
<td>Decisions are made to provide solutions to a range of problems, difficulties and approaches that arise within the team at any moment of its activity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.1. CONFLICT SOLVING</td>
<td>Process of communication and interaction in an attempt to reach agreement and make decisions that are accepted and expressed by all the members of the group.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.2. NEGOTIATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.3. IMPROVEMENT</td>
<td>Initiatives agreed to by the team to increase effectiveness, boost growth and reach higher levels of achievement.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 5. Definition of the teamwork competence.*
The internal validation led to some modifications that were implemented in the first version of the rubric using the 360º methodology, which requires several subjects to evaluate the competence of the person in question. This allows triangulations to be made and perceptions (observers) and self-perceptions (participants) to be contrasted.

The criteria that were used to select the observers that would participate in the 360º evaluation were: (1) their job as university or firm tutor, or coordinator/colleague; (2) their professional experience of teamwork; and (3) a minimum of three months of experience working at the firm so that the participant has had enough time to adapt to teamwork. The data were analysed using descriptive statistics and exploratory factor analysis, which enabled us to change the size of the tool from 4 dimensions, 15 components, 34 elements and 136 indicators to 4 dimensions, 14 components, 15 elements and 60 indicators (see table 6).

5. RUBRIC FOR EVALUATING TEAMWORK

The rubric defines four levels of command using indicators or items that describe the degree of individual competence in each of the elements.

It can be used in various ways: all the dimensions can be evaluated or just some of them. It also envisages self-evaluation procedures — which enable individuals to judge themselves on various components and elements of the competence — and heteroevaluation, in which several external observers assess the individual’s degree of competence using the indicators proposed. In mixed processes of self- and heteroevaluation, self-perception can be contrasted with the perceptions of other experts or members of the same team.

The detection of weaknesses and strengths of one or more members of a team is not only useful for understanding potentialities but also for determining which dimensions need to be improved by teaching, advice or other strategies. The rubric can inform us of the team’s zone of proximal development: that is to say, the domain in which it is necessary to act so that the team can improve its levels of effectiveness and efficiency.
### Competence of Teamwork

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components</th>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Identity</strong></td>
<td>Identification of Objectives</td>
<td>Has difficulty in understanding the team’s mission and the objectives to be achieved.</td>
<td>Understands the team’s mission but not his/her role.</td>
<td>Understands the team’s mission and objectives and identifies with them.</td>
<td>Understands the team’s mission and objectives and helps to achieve them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Role</strong></td>
<td>Adoption</td>
<td>Does not adopt the role.</td>
<td>Adopts the role in accordance with the needs of the team.</td>
<td>Adopts the role in accordance with the needs of the team and his/her own potentialities</td>
<td>Adopts his/her role and helps to assign role to the members of the team in accordance with their potentialities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adaptability</strong></td>
<td>Adaptation to Activity</td>
<td>Does not adapt.</td>
<td>Adapts wrongly.</td>
<td>Adapts in response to the needs identified.</td>
<td>Adapts and encourages others to adapt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Work Climate</strong></td>
<td>Interpersonal Relationships</td>
<td>Acts impersonally.</td>
<td>Shows respect for the other members of the team.</td>
<td>Shows respect and acts constructively in the team.</td>
<td>Acts constructively and empathetically, and encourages positive interpersonal relationships.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Commitment</strong></td>
<td>Implication in the Team</td>
<td>Does not take part in team tasks.</td>
<td>Carries out his or her tasks within the team.</td>
<td>Carries out his/her task and supports the activity of the rest of the team.</td>
<td>Carries out his/her task. Supports and encourages the activity of the rest of the team.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Information</strong></td>
<td>External Search for Information</td>
<td>Does not contribute information.</td>
<td>Contributes irrelevant information.</td>
<td>Contributes verified and relevant information.</td>
<td>Contributes verified and relevant information, and shares his/her search strategies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Communication</strong></td>
<td>Personal Interaction</td>
<td>Discredits or scorns the interventions of the team members.</td>
<td>Intervenes only from his/her point of view.</td>
<td>Communicates critically and empathetically.</td>
<td>Values the opinion of the team members positively and encourages constructive communication.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPONENTS</td>
<td>ELEMENTS</td>
<td>INDICATORS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLANNING</td>
<td>TASK IDENTIFICATION</td>
<td>Does not recognise any of the tasks to be carried out.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SEQUENCING OF TASKS</td>
<td>Is incapable of sequencing tasks.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DECISION MAKING</td>
<td>ANALYSIS OF DECISION MAKING</td>
<td>Does not contribute elements of analysis for decision making.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION ABOUT PROBLEMS</td>
<td>Does not share the problems that he/she has during performance.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>THAT HAVE COME UP</td>
<td>Shares the problems that he/she has during performance.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONITORING</td>
<td>COORDINATION WITH THE TEAM</td>
<td>Performs tasks independently of the rest of the team.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Is coordinated with other team members.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONFLICT SOLVING</td>
<td>DETECTION OF CONFLICTS</td>
<td>Does not identify existing conflicts.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Requires help to identify existing conflicts.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REGULATION</td>
<td>ACHIEVEMENT OF AGREEMENTS</td>
<td>Prevents agreements from being reached.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Helps the team to reach agreements.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMPROVEMENT</td>
<td>PROPOSAL OF ALTERNATIVES</td>
<td>Does not provide solutions to existing conflicts.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Formulates alternative solutions that are not suitable for solving the conflict.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Suggests valid alternatives for solving conflicts.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 6. Teamwork rubric (RUTE)**
6. RUBRIC FOR EVALUATING SELF-MANAGEMENT

Following a procedure that is identical to the one described above, the rubric for evaluating the competence of self-management was defined, created and validated. Tables 7 and 8, respectively, display the definition of the competence and of the four dimensions and eleven components of which it is made up, and the rubric with the 24 elements and their corresponding indicators.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DIMENSION</th>
<th>COMPONENTS</th>
<th>DEFINITION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. PLANNING</td>
<td>1.1. INITIAL PROPOSAL</td>
<td>Interpretation of the initial proposition that originates the activity, process or project.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.2. REQUISITES</td>
<td>Conditions in which the tasks to be done must be undertaken.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.3. OBJECTIVES</td>
<td>Result that is sought by doing a particular project, process or activity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.4. TASKS</td>
<td>Inventory and description of all the tasks to be undertaken during the project.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. ORGANISATION</td>
<td>2.1. TIMING</td>
<td>Assignment of the time required for each task and ordering.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.2. RESPONSIBILITIES</td>
<td>Using criteria of efficiency, effectiveness and/or equity, tasks are assigned or taken on.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.3. RESOURCES</td>
<td>Estimation of functional, material, human and any other type of resources necessary to undertake the activity. Location, selection and acquisition of the resources required.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. DEVELOPMENT</td>
<td>3.1. EXECUTION</td>
<td>Implementation of the activities envisaged in the planning stage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.2. REGULATION</td>
<td>Redefinition of the planning as a function of the eventualities that have arisen during the process of implementation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. EVALUATION</td>
<td>4.1. EVALUATION</td>
<td>Final review of the plan, identification of its strengths, imbalances and weaknesses, and proposal of alternatives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.2. OPTIMISATION</td>
<td>Proposal of changes designed to improve the implementation of an activity or project.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7. Definition of the competence of self-management
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPONENTS</th>
<th>ELEMENTS</th>
<th>INDICATORS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INITIAL PROPOSAL</td>
<td>MOTIVATION</td>
<td>Shows no interest in the activity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSAL</td>
<td>Does not identify the elements and variables that make up the proposal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REQUIREMENTS</td>
<td>EXTERNAL REQUIREMENTS</td>
<td>Does not recognise the external requirements of the tasks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>INTERNAL REQUIREMENTS</td>
<td>Does not recognise the internal requirements of the tasks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLANNING</td>
<td>FORMULATION OF OBJECTIVES</td>
<td>Does not formulate objectives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SPECIFICATION OF OBJECTIVES</td>
<td>Formulates objectives that are unsuited to the request or proposal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TASKS</td>
<td>LIST OF TASKS</td>
<td>Does not list the tasks to be done.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DESCRIPTION OF TASKS</td>
<td>Does not express the content of the tasks.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Competence of Self-Management

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components</th>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Timing</strong></td>
<td><strong>Duration of the Task</strong></td>
<td>Does not take into account the duration of the tasks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Correctly predicts the time required for the tasks to be done.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Moment of Performance</strong></td>
<td>Does not specify the time sequence required for the tasks to be performed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Correctly predicts the time required for the tasks to be done and takes into account possible adjustments for eventualities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Responsibilities</strong></td>
<td><strong>Assignation of Responsibilities</strong></td>
<td>Does not assign tasks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Assigns tasks using inappropriate criteria.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Assumption of Responsibilities</strong></td>
<td>Does not assume the responsibilities assigned.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Assumes the responsibilities assigned.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Organisation</strong></td>
<td><strong>Necessary Resources</strong></td>
<td>Does not quantify the resources identified.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Quantifies the resources required to carry out tasks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Costs of Resources</strong></td>
<td>Does not calculate the cost of the resources required.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Calculates the costs of the resources required for the performance of tasks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Location of Resources</strong></td>
<td>Does not locate the resources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Locates the resources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Selection of Resources</strong></td>
<td>Does not select resources available from different sources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Selects resources available from different sources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>After explaining the objective criteria, selects the resources available from different sources.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### COMPETENCE OF SELF-MANAGEMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPONENTS</th>
<th>ELEMENTS</th>
<th>INDICATORS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>DEVELOPMENT</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXECUTION</strong></td>
<td>ACQUIRING RESOURCES</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Does not manage the process of acquiring resources.</td>
<td>Does not properly manage the process of acquiring resources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ACTION</td>
<td>Does not carry out the activities planned.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MONITORING</td>
<td>Does not compare the activities with the planning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ALTERNATIVES</td>
<td>Does not offer alternatives to any differences detected or eventualities that may arise.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ADJUSTMENT OF THE PLAN</td>
<td>Does not adapt the plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EVALUATION</strong></td>
<td>EVALUATION CRITERIA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Does not draw up criteria to evaluate the planning.</td>
<td>Does not draw up criteria to evaluate the planning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.1.2. EVALUATION PROCESS</td>
<td>Does not define the evaluation process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OPTIMISATION</td>
<td>Makes no proposals for improvement.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8. Self-management rubric.
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1.5 QUALITY ASSURANCE IN E-LEARNING PROGRAMS

1. INTRODUCTION

The rapidly evolving nature of the technologies used for e-learning makes the quality assurance (QA) process dynamic and challenging for these programs. Useful technologies used today are likely to be replaced or significantly modified in a very short period of time, as new technologies are constantly being introduced in ways that redefine educational opportunities. If universities are to be responsive to this constant change and potential opportunities, there needs to be flexibility and openness to change. Institutions need an environment in which the processes used to design, deploy, and maintain e-learning programs are robust and effective rather than dependent on the skills of particular individuals (Marshall, 2010). This chapter will discuss the definition of e-learning as well as its current and future standings. Furthermore, to assist and support quality assurance, it will explore practices/examples and quality assurance guidelines for e-learning programs.

2. E-LEARNING: CURRENT STANDING AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

2.1 Defining E-Learning

Different universities and organizations can have a variety of definitions for e-learning. In a broad sense, the term refers to the use of technologies for the purpose of assisting students in achieving their learning outcomes.Latchem (2012) describes e-learning as a learning that involves the use, wholly or in part, of the Internet, an intranet, or an extranet for course or service delivery, interaction, facilitation, assessment, and evaluation. He further explains that advantages of e-learning are its flexibility, convenience, and ability to provide fast and inexpensive access to high-quality content and materials from anywhere in the world. The origin of the term e-learning is not certain because educators around the world define it differently. The majority of educators seem to define it as access to learning experiences via the use of some technology (Moore et al., 2011). Some prefer to separate the variance by describing e-learning as wholly online learning, and others refer to the context and technology medium with which it is used.
This chapter defines e-learning as a giant umbrella that covers distance education, mobile learning, blended learning, flexible learning, learner-centred learning, open educational resources, and massive open online courses (MOOCs). It can occur in or out of the classroom, can be self-paced or cohort, and can be asynchronous or synchronous learning. E-learning is suited to distance learning and flexible learning, but it can be used in face-to-face classroom situations, in which case it is generally referred to as blended learning.

2.2 E-Learning Generations

There are several milestones in the history of e-learning. When discussing the history of e-learning, some educators refer back to 1840 when Pitman taught shorthand writing to his students via correspondence and others refer back to Pressey's invention of the “Automatic Teacher” in 1924 (eLearning Industry, 2012). The 1960s marked the introduction of Programmed Logic for Automated Teaching Operations (PLATO) when the University of Illinois' scientists created a classroom system based on linked computer terminals. Implementation of computer-assisted training and courses occurred in the 1970s when people had to use computers within a school or place of employment, and online courses began emerging in the 1980s. Learners started to have the option of earning their degrees without having their instructors present in the 1990s, and private universities such as the University of Phoenix began offering full academic degree programs online within the same decade. Currently, the revolution of e-learning is emerging as connectivist theory is taken into consideration more and offering MOOCs is becoming popular (Lepi, 2012).

Downes (2012) describes a series of “generations” of technologies and approaches that have characterized the development of e-learning over the years. He states that the first three generations of e-learning represent a focus on documents. He further explains that through the first three generations, shown in Fig. 1, a familiar process of innovation occurs: first is the development and piloting of the technology, then the commercialization of the technology, and finally the amalgamation of the commercial market as large players eliminate weaker competitors.

![Figure 1](image-url) The first three generations of e-learning represent a focus on documents

Downes (2012) further explains that the second three generations of e-learning represent a focus on data: the content management system (CMS) is content thought of as data, web
2.0 is the network thought of as data, and the MOOC is the environment thought of as data” (see Fig. 2).

![Figure 2. The second three generations of e-learning represent a focus on data.](image)

Downes (2012) predicts that the next three generations of learning technology will be based on the idea of flow, which is when your content and your data become – too massive to store, and too detailed to comprehend. He describes that the first of these things that flow will be the outputs of learning analytics: “they will be the distillation of the massive amounts of data, presented to us from various viewpoints and perspectives, always changing, always adapting, always fluid.”

Universities around the world may offer their courses in e-learning programs differently. Some universities are still in generation zero and some are attempting to adapt to the recent evolution, while others may not know how they will progress. Gibbs (1994) describes the activities of those creating software in the late 1980s and early 1990s as having “no formal process, no measurements of what they do and no way of knowing when they are on the wrong track or off the track altogether.” This criticism could easily be made of e-learning activities such as MOOCs undertaken in many educational institutions today (Marshall, 2010), which also aligns with John Hennessy’s (President of Stanford University) comparison of MOOCs to tsunamis that have the potential to destroy or create the areas they hit (Fairey, 2012).

Educators and universities are challenged to commit to quality in e-learning as new teaching and learning paradigms are emerging, new technologies are introduced, and more students are leaning towards e-learning programs. The next section will explore quality assurance and its practices with e-learning programs.

3. QUALITY ASSURANCE

3.1 Defining Quality

Quality is a relative concept that can be viewed differently by various stakeholders. In the case of quality of e-learning, universities and e-learning institutions may be concerned about cost-effectiveness, learner satisfaction, completion/graduation rates, and management. Instructors may be interested in the teaching aspects of online learning and intuitive course management and more concerned with the quality of learning processes and outcomes (Jung,
Students may be preoccupied with different factors such as costs, flexibility, responsive teachers, accessibility, and interactions in their learning and online assessments (Ehlers, 2004; Jung, 2011).

Wang (2006) asserts that educational quality assurance is a matter of accountability and of national interest. Governments should mandate it, accreditation agencies require it, the general public expects it, and faculty members need it to support their teaching (McKenzie, Mims, & Bennett, 2003). Learners, as the main clients of educational services along with their parents or employers, also demand quality assurance, as e-learning is becoming a more consumer-driven market (Carnevale, 2000). Jung (2011) states, “the quality of e-learning is not something that can be delivered to the learner but is something that is co-developed by the learner and the provider during the teaching and learning processes” (p. 445).

Bates (2010) lists the best guarantees of quality in e-learning as

“well-qualified subject experts also well trained in both teaching methods and the use of technology for teaching, highly qualified and professional learning technology support staff, adequate resources, including appropriate instructor/student ratios appropriate methods of working (teamwork, project management) systematic evaluation leading to continuous improvement.”

The quality assurance for an e-learning program provides not only a mechanism to proactively establish and modify training and competency guidelines but also a method for continuous monitoring of current practices to correct deficiencies.

3.2 Benchmarks and Guidelines Supporting Quality Assurance

With more students moving towards e-learning programs, universities and educators are becoming more cautious and concerned about the quality of their offerings as well as the quality of learners’ experiences. In response to these concerns, educators and a number of accreditation agencies (such as Sloan-C Quality Framework, and The Best Practices developed by C-RAC92000) have developed sets of guidelines, standards, and benchmarks in an effort to support and assist quality of e-learning (Barker, 2002; Bourne & Moore, 2004; Quality Matters, 2011; Wang, 2006). Although these organizations vary in their benchmarks regarding quality standards for e-learning programs, the following elements are evenly stressed in their guidelines: strong institutional commitment, adequate curriculum and instruction, peer review, effectiveness, faculty-to-student ratios, attrition rates, student support, sufficient faculty support, instructional materials, technology appropriateness, accessibility, and consistent learning outcome assessment (Chao, Saj, & Tessier, 2006; Quality Matters, 2011; Wang, 2006).

Benchmarks for e-learning quality assurance aim to encapsulate the best practices, experiences, and objectives involved in teaching and learning. Therefore, they need to be continually updated as the learning and teaching paradigms shift in this ever-changing environment. The following section presents some best practices and quality assessment design for e-learning programs around the following elements: administrative leadership and support, ongoing program concerns and support, web course development, student concerns and support, and faculty concerns and support.
4. QUALITY ASSURANCE IN PRACTICE FOR E-LEARNING PROGRAMS

4.1 Administrative Leadership and Support

Yang (2012) asserts that to ensure quality e-learning programs, administrators must be planners, motivators, promoters, and supporters. She further explains that in order for administrators to take major steps toward achieving quality e-learning programs for students, they need to understand clearly what their roles are and the impact their contribution has on the quality of e-learning programs.

At the University of Central Florida (UCF), the budget reflects the importance of distance learning programs; the university funds the technical infrastructure, faculty development, learner support, and research and development in distance learning. There are dedicated servers for e-learning programs and online courses, and the technical infrastructure is made up of wired and wireless network connections to every building. The university offers a technical and infrastructure design that provides administrative leadership, structures faculty development, and assesses course delivery service (Cavanaugh, 2002). To offer and maintain high-quality e-learning programs within a university, e-learning and its components need to be included as part of the core business.

4.2 Ongoing Program Concerns and Support

The decision to develop an e-learning program involves discussion, planning, and evaluation at different levels, including administrative and departmental. Administrators of the department and the university should support the program in order to offer and maintain a high-quality e-learning program. E-learning programs' planning and development should be based on established standards and guidelines from accrediting associations as well as national and local professional organizations. Developers should review similar existing e-learning programs and courses as well as involve faculty and students in the development of the programs. Ongoing evaluation of individual courses as they relate to the overall program is needed to maintain curriculum continuity. Alignment of outcomes among the courses as well as the overall program outcomes needs to be supported and evaluated. Program design, requirements, and evaluation should be based on comments from outside reviewers, student input and evaluations, current online research, existing similar programs, and professional literature. Program promotion, program study, program flexibility, student enrollment, and currency of the program are among ongoing concerns that should be examined closely and acted upon constantly (Lee & Dziuban, 2002).

The most common method used for assessing quality in e-learning programs is questionnaire-based research, although not everyone follows the same approach. A combination of mid-course questionnaire, end-of course surveys, end-of course focus group meetings, and students’ feedback and interviews together with monitoring of student performance and dropout rates should be instituted (Eaton, Reynolds, Mason, & Cardell, 2008).

4.3 Course Development

Chao et al (2010), building on previous literature, believe collaborative course development is the best approach to designing quality online courses. A good example of this collaborative course development is seen at the Centre for Teaching, Learning and Technology (CTLT) at the University of British Columbia (UBC). CTLT is a central service department that provides a broad range of services to the university in leadership, innovation, and the application and inte-
integration of learning technologies. Within CTLT, the organizational model for online course development and e-learning programs is a project-team-based structure consisting of instructional designers/project managers, web programmers, graphic designers, librarians, and multi-media producers. During course development, the team is joined by a faculty-appointed subject matter expert referred to as the “Course Author”. The role of the Instructional Designer (ID) is diverse and multi-faceted, ranging from project team facilitation to understanding teaching epistemologies, budgeting, scheduling, and the selection of learning technologies. Within this context, the ID works with the course author to set learning outcomes, selects appropriate technologies that enable learning, implements interactive activities such as discussion forums, wikis, and blogs, ensures appropriate copyright use, and develops course evaluation processes (McCracken et al., 2011).

In the development process, the ID works with the course author to conduct a comprehensive course analysis relative to the program, focusing on course prerequisites, program sequencing, assessment strategies, and instructional methodologies. The content is designed to encourage critical thinking, be relevant and meaningful, support independent learning, and accommodate the cultural differences among students as well as the special needs of some students. Online course development is coherent, clear, and consistent and follows the World Wide Web Consortium standards for accessibility purposes. For complex programs, the team pilots a course to be reviewed by a focus group before opening it to students. Eaton et al. (2008) stress that the distance learning material and e-learning courses should be independently assessed (pre-piloted) before distribution to learners. After the first offering of the course and after receiving students’ evaluations of the course, the course development team meets to reevaluate the course for the next offering.

4.4 Student Concerns and Support

To make informed choices, learners planning to register in an e-learning program should have clear information about the program aims, outcomes, structure, support, criteria for admission, and assessment regulations as well as method of evaluation (Eaton et al., 2008). They also need to be informed of financial aids and awards available within the program. Access to an online course through a guest account can be an effective tool to give learners an idea of how a course is set in the program.

UCF is a good example of how an institution can support students registered in an e-learning program. After admission to an e-learning program, students at UCF are given an email account and have access to the Internet, online course orientation, library online and tutorial, necessary software and technologies, technical support, online resource directory, and WebCT orientations (Lee & Dziuban, 2002). Access to an academic advisory committee, online program planning, graduation checklist, plagiarism regulations and resources, online netiquette and policy, and exam information are considered to be key resources for students registered in e-learning programs. After completion of the program, access to the alumni community and courses or their outlines is recommended.

4.5 Faculty Concerns and Support

Cavanaugh (2002) explains the best practices for faculty support at UCF. Instructors have access to a faculty development course, training, and workshops, such as Summer Institute, where faculties from across campus meet to create innovative teaching approaches including
e-learning instructions and strategies. The instructors receive a laptop computer and are given release time and extra pay for course development. They are assisted in all phases of course design and delivery by trained “Tech Rangers”. At UBC, as a support to instructors involved in the design, development, implementation, and evaluation of e-learning courses and programs, the university has provided faculty development, educational support, and production support through CTLT and different departments. Resources to assist these processes and how to use different technologies for e-learning programs have been developed and made available online.

Access to an online orientation through which the instructors are able to work with materials and tools in the same manner as their students is one of the strategies used at UBC. Different focus groups and communities of practice across disciplines enable faculty to discuss strategies for coping with the additional workloads, write cross-discipline grants, peer review, discuss/determine academic credit and recognition for online course delivery, and develop assessment and evaluation procedures.

5. CONCLUSION

E-learning is incredibly dynamic and constantly driven by changes in learners’ demands/behaviours and technology. Marshall (2010) asserts that the challenge facing universities engaging in e-learning is not so much about innovation as it is about implementation and the need to rapidly evolve to sustain change at the pace technology is evolving and affecting our lives, including our education. Institutions need to be ready to reinvent themselves and make purposeful and directed changes in response to new technologies and pedagogies in order to offer high-quality e-learning programs. Benchmarks for e-learning quality assurance aim to encapsulate the best practices, experiences, and objectives involved in teaching and learning; therefore, they need to be continually updated as learning and teaching paradigms shift in this ever-changing environment.
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CHAPTER 2:
NEW STRATEGIES AND NEW TECHNOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENTS FOR UNIVERSITY EDUCATION
2.1 ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY ENVIRONMENTS TO SUPPORT THE TEACHING/LEARNING PROCESS IN THE UNIVERSITY

1. INTRODUCTION

The Eurostat database (2011) reveals that 32% of the Spanish population and 27% of Europeans aged between 16 and 74 years old have good computer skills. A total of 68% of Spanish young people (16-24 years old) and 30% of adults (25-54 years old) state that they use the Internet for playing, and downloading games, images, films, music, etc. Furthermore, 76% of individuals with a high or medium level of formal education (38% in each case) also use Internet for the same reasons.

These figures show how the groups of people in the higher education context use Internet. They seem to be ready to take part in training processes that use advanced technology as an educational environment.

In parallel, during the last decade ICT has been playing an increasingly important role in terms of daily and educational use. In this latter case, it is often used to manage teaching and learning processes, for which teachers are ultimately responsible. This should be sufficient reason for encouraging teachers’ ICT competences and ICT use in the classroom (SWD, 2012).

A recent EU document (2012) describes several traits that justify the use of emerging and advanced technology in educational processes: it improves the quality, access and equity of teaching/learning processes; it encourages active, practical and personalised learning; it facilitates engagement and collaboration; and it transform teachers and learners into creators of learning contents.

From an institutional point of view, ICT is regarded as one of the core axes of university education in both teaching/learning processes (Johnson et al., 2011) and productivity (Yonghong & Meyer, 2011).

Higher education may be the context in which students consolidate their use of technology from an intentional and technological perspective. However, the coexistence of education and technology does not automatically mean that technology is correctly implemented in the educational process. Educating thE nEt gEnEration: a handbook of Findings for Practice and Policy (2009) provides some guidelines for promoting good practices in this setting: “[1] Offer-
ing students the opportunity to use new technologies does not guarantee student engagement with the task. Additional steps may need to be taken to encourage student engagement. [2] Learning technologies need to be clearly integrated with curriculum and assessment. [3] The learning objectives of the activity and its educational value should be made explicit to students to help align differing expectations. [4] Implementing new technologies and learning activities requires students to develop new skills in using the technology and often in participating in new types of learning activities. Students will therefore need both time and guidance to develop these skills, and educators should allow for this when planning the timing and length of the implementation.”

Berlanga et al (2010) state that the future of higher education institutions will depend on the extent to which they can provide open and adaptable models to diversify teaching/learning processes.

The report Universiteit (Uceda & Barro, 2011 & 2010) points out that in the last decade Spanish universities have made the effort to incorporate ICT effectively into the teaching-learning processes by investing in infrastructure to provide the resources required for new teaching methodologies.

However the teaching/learning environments are managed in higher education, the advanced technologies provide different ways of approaching teaching processes. This difference leads to greater complexity, which should be understood from a positive perspective. This complexity accepts that there is no single ideal technological solution for creating training environments that offer processes such as construction, immersion, self-direction and interactivity in terms of collaboration (Konstantinidis et al., 2010).

2. ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY ENVIRONMENTS

In socio-constructivist terms, learning is a complex process of constructing interaction with others and the context. This process, although complex, is a natural and often unintentional process. In formative terms, technologies are advanced when they developing artefacts that facilitate the natural learning process in all its complexity.

When technology and teaching use a student-centred instructional approach, the design should include some holistic expertise. In terms of the TPACK model (Koehler & Mishra 2008), this comprehensive view requires the integration of at least three kinds of knowledge: technology, discipline and teaching (see figure X). This triadic structure enables practitioners to capitalize on the potentialities of ICT as tools for promoting learning processes based on action, activity, participation and student centrality.

Nowadays, the latest generation technologies are being used to develop the Internet and artefacts based on simulation, virtual worlds, digital games and three dimensional technologies. Research is working on finding borders between these technologies (Mayer, nd), but the main task is to give them an educational intention. Likewise, it is not easy to find a standard categorization of digital games; in fact, there are several definitions (Kirriemuir, 2004) and ways of classifying educational games, serious games and their relationship to virtual worlds and simulations (Aldrich 2009; Sawyer & Smith 2008).

A good illustration of the difficulty of finding such a definition was the attempt made two decades ago by the American Society for Training and Development (ASTD, 1987) to list the specific features of game and simulation. A game was defined as “A structured activity in which two or more participants compete within constraints or rules to achieve an objective. One of
these participants can be a computer.” And simulation was defined as “An operational model, using selected components, of a real or hypothetical process, mechanism or system. A simulation game combines the characteristics of games and simulations.

While developing these statements, Mayer (nd) proposed the additional conceptualization that simulations are essentially models of reality defined as systems. This model is dynamic and simplified, yet faithful, accurate, and valid. The essential characteristics of a game, however, include a player or players, conflict, rules, predetermined goals, and the fact that it is often fictitious or artificial.

3. ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY AND EDUCATION OPPORTUNITIES

More than 10 years ago, Jonassen & Land (2000) suggested that, in terms of specific spaces for training, advanced technology could be used to create a variety of informal, distributed, active, and immersive learning environments in which simulation activities, collaboration opportunities and social experiences could lead to rich learning opportunities. In sum, this technology can be used to create environments with the following characteristics: active learning, collaboration, challenge, immersion, fun, entertainment, multiple disciplines, problem solving and problem posing skills, multidisciplinary problems, and opportunities for reflection.

Likewise, Peters et al. (1998) proposed some factors that should be taken into consideration when validating a learning process in a complex technology environment: congruency of situations, realistic scenario, coherence between tasks, and consistency between activities and outcomes.

It is increasingly evident that effective learning processes are those that involve testing, building, experimenting, making decisions, solving problems, etc.: in short, all those processes that require students to be active. These learning situations enable students to acquire skills and knowledge more easily (Prensky, 2001).
Several authors have stated the principles and key points to be observed during learning processes based on advanced technology such as virtual worlds or 3D simulation.

### Principles of the effective use of technology (Spector, 2001)

- Learning is fundamentally about change **the Learning Principle**.
- Experience is the starting point for understanding **the Experience Principle**.
- Context determines meaning **the Context Principle**.
- Relevant learning contexts are often broad and multifaceted **the Integration Principle**.
- We know less than

### Key points (De Freitas, 2006)

- Ensure there is an alignment between learning objectives, and the use of metaverses and 3D virtual worlds and assessment so that the most effective learning outcomes can take place.
- Ensure that the learning activities which take place within the metaverse are integrated with face-to-face learning.
- Provide opportunities for reflection by means of dialogue and discussion and feedback loops.
- Place aspects of learning within immersive environments so that learners can take control over and know how to get engaged with them.
- Consider the level of immersion as part of the learning design to ensure that learning is most effective.
- Design role-plays to allow students to empathise and reflect upon situations from real life.
- Develop realistic scenarios to allow transfer from rehearsal to real life contexts.

### Principles in curricula (Chang et al. 2010)

- Challenges: The contents of the game need to be challenging in order to arouse students’ curiosity.
- Competition: So that students’ motivation remains high, either individual students or groups need to compete with each other.
- Cooperation: The design of the game should help students to develop a sense of ‘work as a team and win as a team’.
- Authentic tasks: The game should incorporate authentic, real-world cases, etc.

Now that the general conditions for building an advanced technology environment have been described, let us move on to explore the benefits that have been observed after more than ten years of research in the field. One decade is not a long period of time to unequivocally determine the impact of learning processes. Nevertheless, the speed at which technology has evolved facilitates not only the development of learning processes but also the management of the assessment.
Recent research has explained many of the reasons why advanced technology can be used in learning processes. Dalgarno (2010) speaks in terms of affordances and suggests that 3D VLEs can facilitate the following processes: [1] learning tasks that lead to the development of enhanced spatial knowledge representation of the explored domain; [2] experiential learning tasks that are impractical or not possible to undertake in the real world; [3] learning tasks that lead to increased intrinsic motivation and engagement; [4] learning tasks that lead to improved transfer of knowledge and skills to real situations through contextualisation of learning; and [5] tasks that lead to richer and/or more effective collaborative learning than is possible with 2-D alternatives.

Likewise, Rich (nd) gives us several reasons for using virtual worlds in education: [1] as repositories to support information; [2] as places to communicate and share information; [3] as spaces to develop ideas and products in a realistic and visual environment with a collaborative spirit; and [4] as workspaces to develop reflective analysis.

De Freitas (2008) describes virtual worlds as environments in which students potentially govern the process that is characterized by: teamwork, joint construction, comprehensive communication, immersive and interactive participation and real or simulated planning.

Despite its potential benefits in learning processes, advanced technology also has several limitations. Atkins (2009) expresses some of these limitations, which can condition the design of activities: unfamiliarity with the environment and the high learning curve, the high level of technical requirements, and the level of reliability, trust and security of the system.

4. CONCLUSION

Whatever the learning environment, the space designed must contain a set of activities that activate the cognitive processes that are required by most professional tasks nowadays. Emerging technologies enable specific situations to be simulated that are very similar to the reality of the world of work. In fact, the evolution of technology means that there are a wide range of resources available for converting technological experience into learning experience.

These activities must follow the tenets of instructional models based on the social construction and transformation of knowledge by means of activities such as modeling, action, interaction, collaboration, experience, discovery and discussion.

Educational experiences in these environments must give a sense of “naturalness” to the activity, and at the same time provide a system for collecting, using and analyzing data in accordance with a previously defined model. This means that each learner can use his/her own learning style. The sense of autonomy and independence depends on the fact that learners interpret and carry out the activities using an approach that is consistent with their own way of performing.

The role of the person in charge of providing feedback on learners’ activities is also important. Content expertise is not so essential as the ability to give support and feedback during the activity. In this regard, several supervisor profiles may intervene in this kind of learning scenario.

In sum, learning environments based on advanced technologies are prompting new ways of delivering learning actions, new ways of mediating as teachers in instructional processes, new tools for monitoring the learning processes and richer ways of assessing the resulting products.
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2.2 CYBORG AT THE UNIVERSITY: GAMING FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES

1. INTRODUCTION

Norbert Wiener, the coiner of the term “cybernetics”, based his theory on the assumption that there is an analogy between the organic and technologically regulated systems that transmit and process information (Wiener, 1954). In the mid 1980s, William Gibson, an American cyberpunk science fiction author, used the word “cyberspace” in his book Neuromancer. The term refers to the global network of interdependent information technology infrastructures, telecommunications networks and computer processing systems. Gibson’s novel was an important milestone, and since then the prefix cyber has been used in all kinds of combinations (for example, cyberbody, cybersex, cybermoney and cybercafé).

Another graphic representation is Donna Haraway’s “a cyborg is a cybernetic organism, a hybrid of machine and organism, a creature of social reality as well as a creature of fiction” (Harway, 1991b: 117). For Haraway, the moment cyber technologies start to work on and penetrate the bodies of people, they begin to generate new kinds of subjectivities and new types of organisms: cybernetic organisms, cyborgs (Haraway, 1991a). “We are all chimeras, theorized, and fabricated hybrids of machine and organism” (Haraway, 1991b: 118). In short, we are all cyborgs in today’s society, with all the advantages and disadvantages that this entails. To Clark (2003: 3) we “are natural born cyborgs” and our technologies are both extensions of our bodies and minds and enhancements or modifications of the environment. Our cell phones, cars and laptops have turned us into cyborgs (Case, 2012). For Case (2010), technology is making humans evolve, as we are becoming a screen-staring, button-clicking new version of Homo sapiens. We now rely on “external brains” (cell phones and computers) to communicate, remember, and even live out secondary lives. The idea of a cell phone being a technosocial object that enables an actor (user) to communicate with other actors (users) on a network (information exchange and connectivity) changes us into cyborgs (http://case-organic.com/).

In 2004, Neil Harbisson (http://eyeborg.wix.com/neil-harbisson) became the first person in the world to wear an eyeborg: a head-mounted device that translates colour to sound. The Brit-
ish government confirmed Harbisson’s status as the first officially recognized cyborg in history.
It appears that cyborgs are beginning to move away from such futuristic fictional images as Terminator, Robocop and Blade Runner, getting ever closer to a disturbing reality that seems to be within reach (Ramírez, 2011: 3).

2. CYBORG CULTURE AND EDUCATION

“The cyborg is a potent cultural icon of the late twentieth century. It conjures images of human-machine hybrids and the physical merging of flesh and electronic circuitry” (Clark, 2003: 5). To Garoian & Gaudelius (2001), the figure of the cyborg in popular culture can lead us to think of it merely as a creature of fiction. In this present chapter, however, the concept of the cyborg is used as a metaphor of the students who have incorporated technology and its affordances as an undeniable part of their everyday lives. “What is crucial is that they live in a time and a society where computers and other forms of digital media have become central in the culture. The term cyborg, used as a sensitizing, or focusing, concept, may help to understand the conditions of children growing up in a digital world” (Hernwall, 1999: 4).

“Humans have co-evolved with their technologies. Throughout history, there are numerous ways in which technologies have deeply shaped human psychological and social capacities, traits, and values, and as our culture, knowledge base, and values have evolved we have created ever more sophisticated technologies to serve (and even articulate and evolve) our needs and ends” (Lombardo & Blackwood, 2011: 90). According to Lombardo (2009) technologies become part of us and we live in a technologically constructed reality.

In the developed world, students who have grown up in the digital age come to our educational institutions with a variety of digital technologies at their disposal. To McPheeters (2009), “this new generation sees technology as an extension of human identity; hence, the label ‘cyborg’ is applied indicating a kind of hybrid of human and technology (cybernetic organism). Rather than technology being applied to human identity, technology actually becomes part of the human expression itself”. For Lawson and Comber (2000: 420) “the Internet creates a ‘crisis of boundaries’, not just between time zones and geographical spaces, but also in a blurring of the boundaries between our sense of a ‘real’ and ‘virtual’ self and the different roles we play in the real and virtual worlds”. Rather than transcending reality, the Internet reflects and imitates reality, while blurring the boundaries between the real and the virtual (Lawson & Comber, 2000: 420-421).

Friedman (2005: 62) analyzes how accelerated change is made possible in a globalized world by intersecting technological advances and web protocols (e.g., cell phones, the Internet, open source software, and others). He calls this next era to come Globalization 3.0. (also Web 3.0). However, McPheeters (2009) calls its impact on learning “Education 3.0” and we will be driven there by technology whether we prepare for it or not. “Just as we moved from Web 1.0 (static web-based documents with hardware as the intersect) to Web 2.0 (social networking with software as the intersect), we are now on a collision course with Web 3.0 where the Internet itself becomes the intersect” (McPheeters, 2009). In the same way that the World Wide Web has evolved, so must education evolve. Sternberg (2008) proposes a new model that focuses on the three Rs: reasoning (comprehensive set of thinking skills that a person needs to be an engaged, active citizen of the world), resilience (persistence in achieving goals despite the obstacles life places in our way), and responsibility (covers the ethical and moral dimension of development).
3. DIGITAL COMPETENCE FOR DIGITAL LEARNERS

A new generation of students is growing up in an age in which computers, mobile phones and the Internet are part of mainstream culture and society (Kennedy, Dalgarno, Bennett, et al., 2009). Today’s students are different from the students that our schools were created to educate. Today’s students are digital learners participating in a cyborg culture. They literally take in the world via the filter of computing devices: the cellular phones, handheld gaming devices, PDAs, and laptops they take everywhere, plus the computers, TVs, and game consoles at home. To Gibbons (2007), they communicate differently (e.g., text messaging and instant message), use a different written language (e.g., lol, cya, l8r), interact and socialize differently (e.g., via avatars in online games and Facebook), and have a different sense of authorship (e.g., Flickr and personal blogs).

According to McPheeters (2009), 21st century society demands new ways of learning and understanding, which in turn require new ways of teaching. The human mind is a product of biological evolution, “a highly developed form of the relation between stimulus and response on the purely biological level” (Copleston, 1966) which, like a giraffe’s long neck, has been developed to allow the organism to adapt and survive in the physical world (Solymosi, 2006). Also, John Dewey places education in adapting to the environment to look at the needs and desires of the students. For this reason, it is important that students learn how to use technologies that support enlightening, ethically sound, and mentally empowering capacities (Lombardo & Blackwood, 2011: 93).

In a digital era of learning cyborgs, digital competence has become a key concept in the discussion of what kind of skills and understanding people should have. The European Parliament and the Council of the European Union (2006) identified digital competence as one of eight key competences essential for all individuals in a knowledge-based society. A variety of terms can be used to refer to this concept with slight differences in meaning:

Table 1. Terms to refer the digital competence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Denomination</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>media literacy</td>
<td>Aufderheide &amp; Firestone</td>
<td>1993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bawden</td>
<td>2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation</td>
<td>2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Media Consortium</td>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>digital literacy</td>
<td>Gilster</td>
<td>1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eshet</td>
<td>2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eshet-Alkalai</td>
<td>2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tornero</td>
<td>2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Martin</td>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Martin &amp; Grudziecki</td>
<td>2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Buckingham</td>
<td>2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jones-Kavalier &amp; Flannigan</td>
<td>2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>computer literacy</td>
<td>Hawkins &amp; Paris</td>
<td>1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>National Research Council</td>
<td>1999</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As shown in Table 1, the concept of digital competence is by no means stable just yet. While some perceive it as the technical use of ICT, others define it more broadly as knowledge application or as 21st century skills. If we turn to the definition proposed by professor Antonio Calvani and colleagues, we will find some of the competences we expect cyborg culture participants to have. Calvani, Cartelli, Fini and Ranieri (2008: 186) define “digital competence” as the ability “to explore and face new technological situations in a flexible way, to analyze, select and critically evaluate data and information, to exploit technological potentials in order to represent and solve problems and build shared and collaborative knowledge, while fostering awareness of one’s own personal responsibilities and the respect of reciprocal rights/obligations”. Calvani et. al. (2010: 162-163) add to that, emphasizing the co-existence and integration of dimensions on both the technological, cognitive and ethical levels.

Some scholars emphasise that today’s students are more familiar with ICTs than previous generations (Prensky, 2001a, 2001b; Oblinger & Oblinger, 2005; Weiler, 2005; Bullen et al., 2008) and make numerous claims about their technological capabilities. However, most academic research (Bennett, Maton & Kervin, 2008; Brown & Czerniewicz, 2010, Li & Ranieri, 2010) shows that today’s students appear to have a superficial understanding of the new technologies, use them for very limited and specific purposes, and have superficial information-seeking and analysis skills. It is undeniable that a growing number of higher education students use technologies in their everyday life and many may feel incomplete if their batteries run out, for example. These learners, who take in the world via the filter of computing devices but in turn only seem have superficial information-seeking and analysis skills, are many of the students enrolled in higher education today and nothing seems to suggest that their number will shrink.
4. CYBORG CULTURE AT THE UNIVERSITY

Higher education faces the challenge of satisfying the expectations of the new generations of students who have grown up with the communication technologies. In an attempt to respond to these expectations, universities have largely used virtual learning environments, but there is evidence to suggest that such environments do not meet the instant flow of communication cyborgs are familiar with, and are more like depositories for hyperlinked lecture notes and text-based case studies (Crainer & Dearlove, 1998) than real interaction spaces where identities and rules are redefined. As cyborg culture participants, the use higher education students make of technology in their everyday life is quite different from the use they are required to make by the university. A growing number of higher education students expect to engage with dynamic systems from an experiential perspective and direct involvement, all provided by the freedom to interact with, and have control over digital semiotic resources. Continuous demand is placed on educators to update pedagogical approaches and apply them in more cost-efficient ways. Rapid changes in today’s labour market require suitable approaches to lifelong education. Education should embrace and incorporate the changes that result from advancements in technology rather than simply adapt the technology to maintain the status quo (De Souza & Silva, 2006; De Oliveira et al., 2010).

Many researchers, institutions and practitioners are turning to the field of simulations and games for solutions. The attractions are obvious. The promise of immersive, personalized adaptive learning experiences that are as effective as they are engaging and that achieve the flow states offered by commercial games (Chin-Lung & Hsi-Peng, 2004) is a seductive one, especially for those eager to meet the expectations of cyborg culture participants. Gaming is a fascinating option. Simulations and games make use of a variety of techniques to bring the player to a level of engagement that can promote, through participation, a greater understanding of the subjective experience of a social system. Interactivity, control and a sense of authentic experience are important distinctive characteristics of simulation games – definitely the type of experience cyborg culture participants would welcome. Through simulation, learners are engaged in rich and challenging learning environments in which they may be confronted with real-life problem situations and the consequences of their actions. In this way, learning experiences become highly personalized, and learners stay motivated.

It goes without saying, however, that university lecturers are generally unfamiliar with this engaged motivational participative approach. With the notable exception of university business schools and the corporate training sector, in which computer-based simulations and games have met with particular success (Summers, 2004), the university sector as a whole has been forced to go it alone and develop its own solutions, with an understandable lag in the development of simulation and gaming pedagogies for other subject areas and disciplines (Lynch & Tunstall, 2007). Nonetheless, lately the current thinking that young people learn in a different way is fueling research into the educational use of digital games in eLearning (Lynch & Tunstall, 2007) and how this builds on the research evidence suggesting that simulations and educational games as valid methods of instruction.

Apparently, much of the debate surrounding the possible evolution of videogames into some kind of educational tool is founded upon the notion that they might offer the type of “serious” content/experience that is contained within traditional narrative forms such as books or film (Woods, 2004). Nevertheless, videogames offer a new medium with unique structural traits that distinguish them from other interactive and non-interactive media. It is evident they
deal with issues of power, violence, mystery, deceit and death but, so it seems, videogames are not the most appropriate source one should turn to if looking for the emotional and intellectual depth which might be associated to other media forms. Neither should higher educators turn to them if they expect students to concentrate on their worksheets and not on the visual aspects of the virtual environment (Kennedy-Clark & Thompson, 2011). When games are only used for mastery of these basic skills, no qualitative value is added to what currently exists beyond cost-effective efficiency (De Souza & Silva, 2006). In fact, we still know little about how students interact with and within the cyber world, and how and what they learn when videogames are used to teach the curriculum. Yet, a growing number of educators and researchers are paying attention to games. The rapid expansion of academic interest in games has led to the emergence of a new academic discipline: Ludology. The debate over the educational potential of videogames is no longer an issue; the present discussion centres on what educators need to know so they can provide appropriate scaffolding to a more meaningful and motivating learning experience.

Many games have already been designed with educational objectives in mind (Young et al., 2012). It is not our objective to list them here, but we will mention just a few. There are entire virtual worlds, such as those using active worlds (e.g., Quest Atlantis and River City), interactive spaces where players can use avatars (e.g., Second Life and Open Sim), environments that focus on science (e.g., Physicus, Geoworld, Virtual Cell, Sneeze, World of Goo), mathematics (e.g., DimensionM, ASTRA EAGLE), languages (e.g., My Spanish Coach), or history (e.g., Civilization, Oregon Trail, Assassin’s Creed). Young et al. (2012) believe that by improving the way we collectively examine video games as learning and instructional tools, the educational community will be able to craft much stronger, well-founded games that really help to improve the student experience. Many higher educators, however, have already begun to try them out, in an evident effort to offer a more attractive and meaningful learning experience to cyborg culture participants.

De Souza & Silva (2006), for example, explore the relationships between mobile technologies, location-based gaming, society, and education. In their experiment, the authors use virtual environments to create more meaningful learning experiences and develop forms of assessments that measure higher order processes. What underlies their theoretical framework is that knowledge is not simply a body of facts waiting to be acquired; rather it is constructed between individuals as they negotiate meaning, primarily through the means of discourse.

Another experiment was carried out by Krom (2012), who discussed the use of the Zynga computer game FarmVille, played in conjunction with the free social networking site Facebook, in a traditional face-to-face managerial accounting course. The aim was to reduce students’ nervousness of course content, improve the class environment by promoting student friendship and develop students’ confidence and social networking skills. Krom (2012) explains that in FarmVille, players (“farmers”) manage crops, animals, and capital investments. Every time a farmer plows a field, there is a cost involved. The author considers that this simulation is ideal for entry-level accounting students. The players have to consider what they can afford to plant, when their crops will be ready for harvest, and the profit they will make on their investment. Besides, “farmers” can only succeed and advance in the game if they help others and are helped by others; therefore, the game encourages the kind of cooperative relationships that are highly desirable in both personal and professional situations. The research results indicate that the use of these tools seemed to be successful and a worthwhile way of investing time for faculty
and students. Most students reported that the FarmVille game facilitated the active learning of course content and reinforced concepts taught in class. The non accounting majors reported the greatest benefit. It should be pointed out that the pedagogical approach underlying the educational experience reinforces active learning, and promotes problem-solving skills and the comprehension and retention of complex material.

Sometimes, however, what students learn and do while using games and simulation environments does not coincide with what academics had in mind. For example, Kennedy-Clark & Thompson (2011) present the results of a study in which university students were asked to use game-based learning to collaboratively solve inquiry-based problems related to historical disease epidemics. The study confirmed the value of using game-based learning to support students in gaining a visual understanding of a complex environment. As found in many other studies, the virtual world was motivating, interesting and engaging for students. However, students focused on the visual cues rather than engaging and solving the problems proposed by their educators. In fact, the activities have to be really well structured so that students can benefit from the fun motivational advantages of games and simulation environments and still reach the depth of intellectual development their educators expect them to.

Nadolski et al. (2007) describe a generic toolkit they call the EMERGO methodology for developing and delivering scenario-based serious games that are designed for the acquisition of complex cognitive skills in higher education. They define scenario-based serious games as simulated task environments modeled on real-life situations that often include a sequence of learning activities and which involve complex decision making, problem-solving strategies, intelligent reasoning, and other complex cognitive skills. These games are often based on professional or academic role adoption and modeled on expert behavior. Students are left in charge to deal with complex problems in accordance with professional or scientific standards. Nadolski et al. (2007) present a series of phases that case developers should follow if educational experiences are to be a success:

- **Analysis** – Case developers first need to consider various issues related to the case and discuss them in order to gain greater insight, find common ground and increase awareness.
- **Design** – This phase needs to result in a detailed scenario document via the intermediate steps of framework scenario and ingredients scenario, each step providing more detail and completeness.
- **Ingredients scenario** – For each activity, case developers should identify how students are to perform.
- **Framework scenario** – This step describes the global activities students carry out during the game.
- **Detailed scenario** – In this phase, case developers should describe each activity exhaustively in terms of the tools and resources required if students are to be able to carry them out.
- **Development** – Data entry phase. The game is accessed by students and teachers who use interactive user guides and the detailed scenario for orientation.
- **Implementation or case delivery** – During this phase, students perform the activities proposed by the case developers.
- **Evaluation** – Case developers assess whether the case fulfills the initial demands defined during analysis.
Many academics, though eager to meet the expectations of cyborg culture participants, are not familiar with their tools and semiotic elaborations. Formal training and development activities can provide academics with the knowledge and skills to use simulations and games for teaching, despite the constraints and challenges with which they are faced. For example, training can provide technical know-how relating to gaming software (Moizer et al, 2009) and faculties can invest in training sessions on methodologies like EMERGO. Hayes and Games (2008) go one step further and exhort educators to explore the full educational potential of games for learning, which includes explicit attention to design. Their research questions why academics should continue to overlook such a rich and valuable aspect of game-based learning. They invite educators to start by becoming more familiar with design theories and game design in particular.

Games and virtual environments can provide enhanced visualizations and multiple perspectives. They can also bring together large groups of students for a collaborative experience, which may be difficult to replicate in a normal classroom environment but which can lead to learners being more psychologically present (Shaffer & Gee, 2012).

5. CONCLUDING REMARK

The concept of the cyborg is used here as a useful metaphor for referring to students who live in an environment in which technology has become natural and is ordinarily used to extend senses, capabilities and possibilities. As well as feeling like cyborgs, students must be digitally literate: that is, they must have the required skills to benefit from and participate in the knowledge society. This includes the ability to use both new ICT tools and media literacy skills to critically and respectfully handle the flood of images, text and audiovisual content that constantly pour across the global networks. Higher education institutions must take into account these needs of the twentieth century students, and restructure themselves to become a modern forum in which learners can acquire the basic command of specific languages (textual, iconic, visual, graphic and sound) and also learn to apply knowledge of different types to different situations and contexts.
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LESSONS LEARNED ON SIMULATION-BASED LEARNING

1. THEORY OF LEARNING IN A SANDBOX

Simulations are reproductions of a sufficient number of components of real world processes, systems, machines or creatures to achieve a specific goal. They make it possible to have experiences with the simulated object. The objective of using simulations is to predict or understand the behavior of a real world object by interacting with the simulated object.

Because it provides designed, controlled and risk-free experiences, simulation is a powerful tool for supporting learning processes. There are several educational arguments in favor of using simulations in educational settings.

According to psychological and educational theories, learning is understood to be an active, self-regulated, constructive, situated and social process. To construct a learning activity, a real or artificial context needs to be created (a) that triggers a need for action, (b) in which the action takes place and (c) where the result of the action can be observed and reflected. In comparison to traditional learning situations, learning by doing or on the job training, artificially constructed contexts provide the opportunity to control and increase the density of learning opportunities.

As they become more mature, people want to become more self-directed, even in situations of acquiring and practicing new knowledge and competencies. Simulations provide an opportunity to interact independently in problem-centered situations that are meaningful to learners’ daily lives. Learners can immediately apply what they have learned and evaluate the outcomes (Knowles, 1975).

Learning is commonly understood as a constructive process that is organized in phases. The experiential learning approach includes the phases of planning for action, carrying out the action, reflecting on the action and creating a theory based on this reflection (Gibbs, 1988). Simulations can be used to directly support the first three phases and to evaluate the learner’s theory.

From the perspective of situated cognition, the process of learning is an interaction between internal person-related factors and external, situational components. Knowledge cannot be separated from the process of learning and the situation in which it is constructed
(Vosniadou, 1994). Knowledge can only be transferred if situations are sufficiently similar or if the activity can be adapted to the new situation (Greeno, Smith and Moore, 1993).

Finally, Lave and Wenger (1991) point out that learning always takes place by participating in communities of practice, in which knowledge and skills are socially negotiated.

Considering this theoretical fundament, it is clear that simulations are an efficient tool for solving problems that occur in the reality of everyday vocational education. In a variety of different projects, the author has made several experiments in the application of simulations to achieve educational goals. The sections below provide the main findings and lessons learned.

2. THREE STUDIES APPLYING SIMULATION-BASED LEARNING IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

First study: simulation-based learning and prior knowledge

We have often discussed with teachers in vocational schools whether it is possible to initiate a learning cycle (figure 1) with no prior vocational knowledge.

![Figure 1. Learning cycle](image)

To address this question, we developed a simulation for problem-based action in a multimedia represented enterprise (Siemon, 2001). The project was funded by the German Research Association. The sample contained 40 German apprentices in their first week of vocational training to become industrial clerks. Their task was to solve various problems presented by video. The apprentices were asked to solve the problems with no prior knowledge and no external guidance. The learning environment offered both useful and useless information. A solution could only be found by combining some central pieces of information.

We measured prior and subsequent knowledge by using a specific method of transferring verbally expressed texts into semantic networks. We found that every participant was able to solve the problem without having received any instruction prior to the task. However, the time needed to solve the problem varied considerably across the sample. This variation can only partially be
explained by differences in prior knowledge. As expected, it was found that all participants increased their knowledge and drew closer to predefined expert knowledge (Siemon, 2003).

Generally it seemed that the perception that prior knowledge is required for problem solving is wrong. Every human of school age and particularly at the beginning of vocational training, has some kind of prior knowledge. The question that needs to be answered as far as future work is concerned is whether that knowledge is sufficient for generating a plan that can potentially lead to a solution and how much initial instruction is needed to activate prior knowledge.

Second study: embedding simulation-based learning in classroom settings

The problem of prior knowledge was also obvious in the next project entitled VIRTOOL – Virtual manipulation to simulate machine tool processes. It was financed by the fifth framework programme of the European Community for research, technological development and demonstration activities. The initial idea was to construct virtual reality machine tools to facilitate industrial training processes. After some initial analysis it became clear that not the practical training has to be facilitated. Teachers often struggled to transfer classroom knowledge into practical workplace action. Even if the theoretical and practical knowledge were on the same topic, they seemed to be totally disconnected (Siemon, Klockmann and Musiat, 2003).

We developed a curriculum that included transfer-lessons between mainly theoretical classroom lessons and mainly practical workshop training. These transfer-lessons used 3D-simulations of real machines found in the workshop of the participating schools (see figure 2).

The research question was whether the gap between theory and practice could be bridged by the instructional use of 3D-simulations. We also tried to analyze whether special support for reflecting on errors is useful (Siemon, Muñoz and Berasategi, 2002; Siemon, Klockmann, Muñoz and Berasategi, 2003).

Because of specific limitations on time and other things it was only possible to give a qualitative answer to the first question. It became clear that theoretical knowledge can be applied better if students can act and experience its benefits in a risk-free environment. Because of several industrial safety limitations, the workshop itself is not always the best place for the educational transfer of theoretical knowledge. Simulations can fill this gap. As far as the second question is concerned, the results found in the schools in Spain and France were different. While in Spain the instructional reflection on errors seemed to have a positive influence on learning outcomes, we did not find the same effect in our French survey (Siemon et al., 2003).

Third study: effects of simulation-based learning

Usually teachers tend to teach an entire topic before students get the opportunity to have
any experience of their own. Unfortunately most simulations are not broad enough to support self-directed learning over longer periods. Consequently, the idea of the following project was to construct a dynamic and continuous (24/7) simulation with enough space for hundreds of players and educational problems that would motivate long-lasting self-directed learning processes.

This idea was put into practice by developing a business game situated in the logistics market and financed by Hamburg Authorities and companies from the Hamburg metropolitan region. The so called logistics: challenge situates learners in a job-market where they can start as store managers. Along an individual career track the players/learners gradually become more and more experienced, and finally they are able to direct the company (Siemon and Wirth, 2008).

The initial research aim was to determine which competencies are dealt with by that kind of self-directed learning process. We also wanted to know whether these competencies developed differently compared with traditional high quality vocational instruction. Consequently a research project was designed on the basis of a two group pre-post survey.

We found that the experimental group (using the simulation) had clear and significant advantages as far as their knowledge of structures and strategies was concerned. Surprisingly their declarative knowledge was also significantly better. No differences were found in knowledge of processes. An interesting gender difference was observed. In the experimental group, the declarative knowledge of the female participants developed much more than that of their male counterparts while the strategic thinking skills of the male participants were significantly better than those of the females (see figure 3).

![Figure 3. Gender differences in learning outcomes](image)

Because we observed that reflection was of considerable importance during and after learning with simulations, a PhD project is currently analyzing different strategies of debriefing implemented in the learning process using the logistics:challenge simulation.

3. CONCLUSIONS

- According to psychological and educational theories, learning is understood as an active, self regulated, constructive, situated and social process. Simulations are appropriate (even the best) learning tools to support this kind of learning process.
• One of the main factors on the successful use of simulations depends is the instructional design in which simulations are embedded.
• Simulations are particularly useful for supporting self directed learning processes.
• Our empirical studies show that instructional design patterns, prior knowledge and gender have positive effects on learning outcomes.
• Further studies are necessary if our knowledge on simulations as a learning tool is to be extended.
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1. DIGITAL COMPETENCE

Universities nowadays are facing new challenges largely as a result of two contextual factors: the knowledge society and the European Area of Higher Education. One of these challenges is to update the so-called traditional model of education and to implement a new model adapted to the new times and focusing on transparency and student learning.

According to Uceda (2011), this new model has eight characteristics, among which are the following: (1) focus on the ability to solve complex problems and multidisciplinary orientation, (2) generalised use of ICT, (3) student centred, (4) learning centred, and (5) the development of general competences in a structured way.

The digital competence is a part of this new educational model because of its inherent characteristics: it is multidisciplinary in the sense that it integrates cognitive, relational and social abilities from different disciplines; it is sensitive to the sociocultural context; and it is technological because it is involved in the use of technologies and production by means of technologies.

Digital competence is regarded as a key competence for lifelong learning. The European Parliament and Council define the competence as involving the confident and critical use of Information Society Technology (IST) for work, leisure and communication. It is underpinned by basic skills in ICT: the use of computers to retrieve, assess, store, produce, present and exchange information, and to communicate and participate in collaborative networks via the Internet (European Commission, 2006).

One of the first definitions of digital competence was put forward by Paul Gilster in 1997. He defined it as the ability to understand and use information in numerous formats from a wide variety of sources when it is presented through computers (Lankshear and Knobel, 2008). From this point on many authors and institutions have provided their own definitions, creating a terminological chaos caused by the number of terms and concepts used (Pasadas, 2010). The fact that the first definitions are often in English, and these are then translated into other languages with varying degrees of success, has also contributed to this chaos (Ferreiro, 2011).
It is for this reason that we believed it was necessary to draw up a definition of digital competence to act as a reference framework in our research. After a descriptive, comparative and statistical analysis of regulations, standards and models, we arrived at the following definition of digital competence (Larraz, Espuny & Gisbert, 2011):

**Digital competence makes it possible to cope with the problems raised by the knowledge society from all areas of our learning ecosystem (personal, professional and social).**

**Digital competence is multidimensional and involves the integration of cognitive, relational and social abilities that we have grouped in four literacies:**
- **Informational literacy:** management of digital information.
- **Technological literacy:** treatment of data in various formats.
- **Multimedia literacy:** analysis and creation of multimedia messages.
- **Communicative literacy:** participation, public spirit and digital identity.

On the basis of this definition, we shall determine the criteria that should guide how digital competence is evaluated.

2. **THE EVALUATION OF DIGITAL COMPETENCE**

As an intrinsic part of the teaching-learning process, evaluation requires a systematic procedure of data collection and proof of the level of acquisition of the student. On the basis of the data collected, teachers will be in a position to be able to take decisions on the accreditation of the planned level of competence.

Above all, the evaluation of competences should be based on the genesis of the competence itself. With this in mind we consider Perrenoud’s definition of competence (2004:11): a competence is the ability to mobilise various cognitive processes to cope with situations. Within this framework, five aspects can be established that must be taken into account when evaluating competences:

1. Competences mobilise and integrate knowledge, abilities and attitudes, which must be worked on and evaluated in an integrated fashion.
2. Competence is complex and, therefore, needs to be made concrete in identifiable and tangible product, which can be used as a reference to demonstrate that it has been acquired (Martínez & Echeverría, 2009: 144). These products are known as the learning outcome and it can be described gradually by means of the indicators that show the extent to which the competence has been acquired.
3. Mobilisation is only relevant in one particular situation, so learning situations must be designed that represent approximations to reality.
4. Learning situations must allow for and require the following four mechanisms (adapted from Zabala, 2008: 46-47): (1) an analysis of the complexity of the situation, (2) a review of the most appropriate action plans learned, (3) selection of the most appropriate action plan, and (4) action: that is to say, adapting the plan to reality and putting it into practice in a flexible fashion.
5. Evaluation requires information to be collected using instruments that must be varied, complex and, above all, aligned to purpose (Biggs, 2005:45).
Evaluation strategies and instruments must, then, be correctly chosen to ensure that data are collected and guarantee the acquisition of the set learning outcomes.

### 2.1 A variety of tools

In recent years a wide variety of tools have been designed for evaluating digital competence or some of its components. In the framework of the project Digital Competence: Identification and European-wide validation of its components for all levels of learners, Ala-Mutka (2011:36) states that three main types of tool are used to evaluate digital competence: (1) questionnaires, which are used to collect data from the users themselves about use, knowledge, perception, opinion and self evaluation, (2) analysis of digital tasks to measure performance and behaviour while carrying out the tasks, and (3) collection of secondary data, which is used to collect information about the availability and uses of digital tools, analysis of national policy documents, funding principles, details of curricula, etc.

Several authors (Prades, 2005; Van Deursen, 2010 and Ala-Mutka, 2011) have already spoken of the difficulties involved in the two types of tool that are most appropriate for our research into evaluating the digital competence of university students: questionnaires and drawing up digital tasks that enable competences to be evaluated through observation.

To understand which tools are most commonly used to accredit digital competence or some of its components, we analysed three studies on this issue:

![Figure 1. The evaluation of competences](image)
The first study, by Esteve et al (2011), analysed five instruments (INCOTIC-GRAU, iDCA, ICDL, PISA, ISkills) using five indicators: author or institution, type of instrument, educational level for which the instrument is designed, evaluation strategy, elements evaluated and main literacies evaluated. The main conclusion drawn by this study is that the types and features of the instruments are quite varied. Some of them are simply on-line questionnaires, while others also include simple web or desk-top simulations that require respondents to carry out some sort of activity. These instruments often put greater emphasis on the technological and informational aspects of the literacies than on the multimedia or communicative aspects.

The second study, by Larraz et al. (2012) analysed 22 instruments (to the five analysed in the study mentioned above it added ACTIC, BEBRAS, CABRINI, COBADI, ECDL, ISKILLS, IC3, iDCA, INCOTIC-GRAU, ICPE, ILAS, ILS, ILT, ILTo, ISST, IIEAd, OFCOM, SAILS and VAN). This study uses the five indicators designed by Esteve et al. and adds four more: availability, standards, types of question and times. The main conclusions of the study are that the tools do not respond to the needs for accrediting digital competence since they do not measure in the same way all the components of digital competence (informational literacy, technological literacy, multimedia literacy and communicative literacy) and neither do they work on them simultaneously.

The third study, by Ferrari (2012), analysed 15 digital competence frameworks, of which 9 incorporate criteria or tools for the evaluation of digital competence (ACTIC, BECTA, CML, DCA, ECDL, IC3, ISKILLS, NCCA and ILPScotland). The main conclusion of
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23. http://www.timmuslimited.co.uk/
this study as far as evaluation tools are concerned is that most of them are designed to accredit the use of particular computer tools. And there are very few tools designed to develop digital competence, critical capacity, thinking skills and cognitive approaches at a level that is more advanced than the simple use of a particular technology.

The review of the three studies enabled us to establish the criteria and requisites that an instrument designed to evaluate digital competence must comply with. They are the following:

1. The instrument must allow complex learning situations to be designed so that:
   a. The three components of any competence – knowledge, procedures and attitudes – can be evaluated.
   b. The four components of digital competence – informational literacy, technological literacy, multimedia literacy and communicative literacy – can be evaluated in an integrated fashion.
   c. The performance of a particular student in the processes of analysis, review, selection and execution of the activity can be evaluated.
   d. Individual and collective processes can be evaluated.

2. The instrument must be sufficiently flexible to:
   a. Create various situations in which digital competence can be developed.
   b. Adapt the context in such a way that it is meaningful for students on different degree courses.
   c. Allow students to take different routes to achieve the final objective.
   d. Allow different final results.

3. The instrument must collect reliable data that can be compared and contrasted with the acquisition indicators.

4. The instrument must make it possible to design learning situations.

On the basis of the above analysis of the existing instruments for evaluating and accrediting digital competence, of their potential and shortcomings, and of the criteria and requirements that an instrument must have if it is to correctly evaluate the acquisition of the competence in accordance with the complexity of our definition, we now go on to examine a set of technological 3D simulation environments that can respond to this situation.

### 3. 3D SIMULATION ENVIRONMENTS FOR EVALUATING DIGITAL COMPETENCE

3D simulation environments such as Second Life or OpenSimulator are on-line communities that simulate physical spaces in three dimensions. They may be real or not and they enable users to interact with one another through their avatars, and use, create and exchange objects. Atkins (2009) points out the following features of these environments: (1) they are environments that involve immersion, since they give the sensation of being present in a simulated environment, (2) they are interactive and users can communicate in writing or orally, in real time, and also listen to multimedia items by streaming, (3) they can be personalised by users, who can add or construct new features, scenarios or objects by themselves or in a group, (4) they are readily accessible because the tools are free and open, and (5) they can be programmed; they are not games that have a particular set of instructions but allow users to establish their own rules and schedule their own objectives.

The simulations that can be carried out with this type of 3D environment are activities that facilitate learning, and create effective learning environments not only because they can
be fun but because they require the user to take frequent decisions, relate to others, make searches, solve problems and transfer knowledge (Oblinger, 2006). Simulations are a highly valuable methodology for learning general competences because they resemble working environments (Gisbert, Cela & Isus, 2010). Below we list seven reasons that justify the use of these 3D simulation environments for evaluating competences and, in particular, digital competence:

1. Competences are shown to have been acquired by action and simulators enable situations to be designed in which users take on an active role with which they solve the problems raised.
2. Competences need to mobilise cognitive resources and simulators present situations that must be managed by the user.
3. If competences are to be developed and evaluated, learning must be contextualised and simulations represent real and fictitious situations that lead to experimental learning by discovery.
4. Competences are shown to have been acquired in a variety of situations by transferring learning to particular situations. Simulators enable learning to be transferred from the virtual world to the real one (with the added advantage that situations that are not viable or too costly in the real world can be represented in the virtual world).
5. The acquisition of competences is an individual process and simulators require individual tasks to be executed.
6. Competences enable citizens to be able to take effective part in the political, social and cultural life of society, and simulators make it possible to design cooperative learning situations.
7. Any learning, competences included, is speeded up by motivation. Simulators are a game that challenges and motivates students.

In conclusion, these 3D simulation environments provide new educational possibilities for learning, experimentation and even evaluation. They enable not only knowledge but also skills and attitudes to be evaluated simultaneously, and in accordance with the complexity of the multiple literacies involved in digital competence, which we defined above. At present, there are some experiences that are beginning to examine these possibilities (for example, the SIMUL@ project, which is described in some chapters of this book. Undoubtedly, it will be interesting to continue exploring the potential of these tools.
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CHAPTER 3:

3D VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENTS IN EDUCATION
MOVING BEYOND LEARNING: THE POTENTIAL OF IMMERSIVE ENVIRONMENTS IN EDUCATION

1. BACKGROUND

At a time when our educational system is constantly questioned for being disconnected from the real world, authentic experiences that can lead students to real academic achievement are becoming increasingly necessary. The affordances of virtual worlds as tools that connect students to the real world through technology are manyfold and go beyond authentic learning. Virtual worlds not only make it possible for students to practice, play and be creative but also enable many different learning styles, with opportunities for “just in time” learning. It is in this context that this technology needs to be leveraged in ways that enable students to become autonomous and aware of learning outcomes, fundamental if they are to be lifelong learners. Virtual worlds are changing the way information is accessed and experienced and the way information is communicated and learned. Although few experiences in higher education contexts have explored in any great depth the potential of virtual worlds in education, good practices—which will probably be the key to future innovation within educational institutions—need to be spread.

The aim of this article is to provide an overview of the potential of virtual worlds and metaverses in education, paying special attention to their pedagogical affordances. For this reason there is an extended review of concepts and terminology, which may sometimes be confusing, and a broad overview of the key points for effective practice.

2. AN INTRODUCTION TO THE USE OF IMMERSIVE ENVIRONMENTS

Three-dimensional environments are natural environments for students. Most of the games that they use in their leisure time use this technology and are known as massively multiplayer online role-playing games (MMORPG). They are a genre of role-playing video games in which a very large number of players interact with one another within a virtual game world. These should not be confused with MUVEs, which are online, multi-user virtual environments, sometimes called virtual worlds. MUVEs provide students with the opportunity to participate in interactive educational experiences at different stages of the physical classroom. These spaces
allow students to “be together at the same time and the same place,” so that they can interact with each other. They tend to use 3D technology, both hardware and software, such as virtual reality, allowing users to have unique experiences, the virtual reality systems ranging from immersive systems in large spaces where the user physically goes Avatar immersive systems to desktop and persistent virtual worlds where users socialize and the user manipulates the avatar with devices input from the computer. With the development of learning technologies, students can communicate synchronously and asynchronously with other participants.

2.1. 3D virtual worlds and metaverses

Typically, virtual worlds are also known as metaverses, a concept taken from the Sci-fi novel “Snow Crash”, written by Neil Stephenson in 1992. Although these terms are not exactly synonymous and there is still considerable debate in the literature, we shall agree with Castronova (2005) and assume that they can be used interchangeably.

Virtual worlds are the simulation of a space, a representation in three dimensions of geographic features and cities, and the digital simulation of real surroundings. Second Life (SL) is a 3D environment that allows users to interact through a representation known as an avatar. Their main characteristics are that they are simple to use, they provide a series of collaborative facilities and they have attractive 3D features. All in all, their new and highly immersive sensation have made virtual worlds interesting scenarios in which to test innovative educational environments or to apply new data mining techniques. Participants in a successful virtual world have a deep sense of presence in that world.

The metaverse is a more complex concept. In recent years, the term has grown beyond Stephenson’s 1992 vision of an immersive 3D virtual world to include aspects of physical world objects, actors, interfaces, and networks that construct and interact with virtual environments.


Figure 1. The Metaverse Roadmap (Smart, Cascio and Paffendorf, 2007)
The most important message given by this figure is the four scenarios, which emphasize different functions, types or sets of metaverse technologies:

- **Lifelog.** A digitally stored and electronically accessible record of various aspects of the experience history (GPS, time, and audio, visual, etc.) of physical objects (an object lifelog; Bruce Sterling “spimes”), or of human users (a user lifelog).

- **Virtual worlds.** A digital version of narratives set in “other realities” – these first existed in text form through text-based games and have evolved in many ways. Virtual world-based games are goal-oriented and take place within limitations of the rules of the game. Social-focused virtual worlds provide various levels of freedom in terms of avatar (the digital representation of a participant) customisation and the ability to build and/or create.

- **Mirror world.** A literal representation of the real world in digital form. It attempts to map (or mirror) real-world structures, like geography, or the stock market, in 2D or 3D form. GIS systems are often 2D mirror worlds. Google Earth is an example of a 3D mirror world.

As far as the typology of metaverses and virtual worlds is concerned, and from the standpoint of learning processes, the 3D training space is close to the constructs of what is called Web 2.0. In particular, Second Life (SL) can be analysed from the perspective of a “theatrical metaphor” that develops (Tu, Blocher & Roberts, 2008) from the four dimensions in this approach. The main contributions of SL can be analysed from the standpoint of the training process:

- **Cognitive / scripts:** We need to structure the training process so that SL can help students develop meaningful learning processes immediately and in a social way. Not only students have an identity and a role; teachers do, too.

- **Social / actors:** The avatars allow us to help students define their digital identity and assume a role within the world of SL. Teachers must also create their digital identity and assume the corresponding role in this world that represents the training environment (Dwyer, Hiltz & Passerini, 2007; Tu et al., 2008). In the same way, standards of operation and patterns of behaviour must be created in order to ensure the success of the teaching-learning process.

- **Networking / stages:** The same communication tools that SL offers help create a climate that is suitable for communication at a time that will implement the various roles that the actors (avatars) have taken during this training process and in this 3D environment (Boyd & Ellison, 2007, Jin, 2010).

- **Integration / acting:** The educational process is basically a communication process that takes place in a social environment. For this reason the 2.0 tools, including SL, have such potential in terms of promoting the learning process. “Social acts that bring out identities, awareness, relationships, connections and interactions among and between learners are necessary for interactive learning” (Thomanssen & Rive, 2010). Finally, the principles of social networks will be used to design and develop space for university education.

Professor Edward Castronova affirms (2001; 2005) that virtual worlds are 3-dimensional, digital environments in which a great number of people interact with one another by means of an avatar - a digital representation of self (Castronova, 2003). Therefore, the founding features of virtual worlds are:
- **Interactivity**: they exist on one computer but can be accessed remotely (i.e. by an Internet connection) and simultaneously by a large number of people, in such a way that the command inputs of one person affect the command results of others.

- **Physicality**: people access the program through an interface that simulates a first-person physical environment on their computer screen. The environment is generally ruled by the natural laws of Earth and is characterized by a scarcity of resources.

- **Persistence**: the program continues to run whether anyone is using it or not. It remembers the location of people and things, as well as the ownership of objects.

### 3. GOING BEYOND THE LEARNING EXPERIENCE: WHY VIRTUAL WORLDS MATTER?

The use of metaverses for learning can change not just what is learnt but, significantly, how we learn. It is for this reason that it is important to consider all the implications of integrating them into learning processes and to observe all the possible drawbacks and pitfalls of this integration.

Virtual worlds can be used to create very effective learning spaces. Since they are generalized rather than contextual, they can reach all disciplines. The social aspects of virtual worlds are extremely relevant to education. They lend themselves to role playing and scenario building, allowing learners to temporarily assume responsibilities without incurring real-world consequences. Businesses and universities have recognised the learning possibilities available in metaverses and 3D virtual worlds as spaces that offer both freedom and playfulness to create and collaborate while learning.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metaverses and 3D worlds in education: traits and achievements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Virtual worlds</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• provide a unique training and knowledge sharing environment,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• expand the understanding of both cultural and social experience,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• provide great opportunities for group interaction and allow meta reflection to support activities and achieve learning outcomes,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• enhance collaboration and communicative skills,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• allow learners to transfer learning from a learning context to a real life context more readily,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• encourage learners to gain experience working in flat organisational structures,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• develop students’ ability to build networks and communities of practice,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• promote problem-solving and negotiating skills,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• help learners become goal-oriented, envisage outcomes and work towards them,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• generate the ability to produce knowledge,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• promote learning through simulations and role-playing,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• support creativity, exploration and the development of identity through open ways of learning,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• develop skills and experience in understanding other cultures and people,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• offer unique possibilities for expression.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. FRAMEWORKS FOR SELECTING AND USING METAVERSES AND 3D WORLDS IN PRACTICE

The design, development and use of metaverses and immersive environments in education are closely interwoven. These interactive technologies, which are becoming more participatory, also affect the way in which learning activities are designed, developed and used in practice, and the whole process of learning. In order to ensure that activity theory and pedagogical approaches are suitably mapped it is important to analyse the frameworks and approaches that have been developed to support the design and study of learning in metaverses and immersive worlds. Our starting point is the framework model for practitioners provided by Freitas and Oliver (2006) which picks up four generic principles: context, mode of representation, pedagogical approach and learner specification. This framework could become a starting point for practitioners who wish to start using metaverses and virtual worlds in their learning practices:

- **Context**: the context of the metaverse is crucial to how effectively it is used. Contextual factors include where the metaverse is used, the technical support that is needed, the requirements, etc.

- **Pedagogical model**: According to Mayes and Freitas (2004, 2006) learning processes are supported by associative (instructivist and often task-centred), cognitive (constructivist) and situated (learning in communities of practice) models of learning. The pedagogical model is particularly important since simulation or gaming are not learning experiences in themselves; rather they are integrated within a set of activities or processes according to the approach selected. In this regard, the role of debriefing is central to immersive worlds when used to pursue educational objectives through discussion, reflection, etc.

- **Learner specification**: integrates aspects such as age, stage, learning needs, level of digital literacy, etc.

- **Representation**: Young learners are acquiring high levels of immersion and interactivity in virtual worlds. The representation is the level of immersion and familiarity of interface with the learning group and the world which has multiple effects upon learning.

5. METAVERSES AND 3D VIRTUAL WORLDS IN THE CLASSROOM: SOME KEY POINTS FOR EFFECTIVE PRACTICE

Simulations and virtual worlds engage students in high-level cognitive thinking such as interpreting, analyzing, discovering, evaluating and above all problem solving. According to De Freitas (2006), a number of key points can be of help to educators, practitioners and other stakeholders when they implement their experiences using metaverses and 3D virtual worlds. They must

- ensure learning objectives are aligned with the metaverses, 3D virtual worlds and assessment so that learning can be most effective.
- ensure that the learning activities that take place within the metaverse are integrated with face-to-face learning.
- provide opportunities for reflection by means of dialogue and discussion.
- place aspects of learning within immersive environments so that learners can control them and engage with them.
- consider the level of immersion as part of the learning design so that learning is most effective.
- design role plays that allow students to empathise with and reflect upon situations from real life.
- develop realistic scenarios that allow transfer from rehearsal to real life contexts.
- align assessment with learning activities so that they are effective.
- introduce a feedback loop into learning activities so that learning remains effective.

6. CONCLUSION

Metaverses and 3D virtual worlds are increasingly being used in education and training to create authentic learning experiences that are immersive, authentic and media rich. In particular, they provide opportunities to structure remote learning in engaging ways and are fast becoming part of the learning landscape in general. While there is growing interest among practitioners and researchers in the training and knowledge sharing potential of these unique learning environments, current virtual world technologies offer a range of capabilities that need to be further developed. Higher education institutions need to see the potentialities of these technologies and integrate them in their day-to-day teaching and learning practices.
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3.2 PLANNING THE LEARNING OF GENERAL COMPETENCES USING 3D VIRTUAL ENvironments

1. STRUCTURE OF THE EDUCATIONAL PROPOSAL

To carry out the experience in the 3D World, the three teachers who took part drew up an educational proposal. The three proposals had the same structure and stages, and the only difference was the subject that was being taught. The subjects were:

- “School Organisation”. Core subject of 4.5 credits on the Diploma for Infant Education Teachers (1997 curriculum). A total of 33 students took part.
- “Marketing Management”. Compulsory subject of 6 credits on the Master’s Degree in Strategic Business Management taught at the Universitat Rovira i Virgili.

Below we shall describe the main features of the work carried out in the three subjects.

1.1 The environment

The environment used was OpenSim, a platform that enables users to create virtual worlds. One of the aspects that most interested us was the integration of this 3D platform with the University’s virtual campus, Moodle, because this would allow us to record all the activities undertaken in the virtual world for the participants. To this end we used the module known as Sloodle. OpenSim contains tools for personalising avatars, chatting with other users and modifying the terrain so that 3D spaces can be created that simulate different work areas and environments.

1.2 Avatar

The users represent their identities and characteristics by transforming their avatars and interacting with the avatars of other users (Suler, 2002; Wood et al., 2005; De Lucia et al. 2009). One of the first things participants had to do in this experience was personalise their
avatar. They all had a default avatar and they could change its appearance, move it and communicate with it by using the options of the environment (Figures 1 and 2).

![Avatar-world interaction](image1.png)  ![Interaction between avatars](image2.png)

**Figure 1. Avatar-world interaction**  **Figure 2. Interaction between avatars**

1.3 Resources

Each group had access to a central island and an empty island, which they could access by means of a teleporter. The island is the region (virtually physical) in which the avatars move and interact. On each island there was one dispenser with basic resources and another with extra resources. By doing the activities, students could win points and then exchange them for extra objects. The central island had a resource centre that provided information about the topic of the project.

1.4 Educational proposal

The educational proposal for the three subjects was designed on a project based learning structure (PBL).

The project that the students had to carry out for the subject “Fundaments of Sports I” was to organise a five-day School Sports Event, with both sporting competitions and social activities. It was prepared over a period of four weeks, students had unlimited access to OpenSim, and it had to be presented to a sports committee. The project was both competitive and collaborative: three groups competed to make the best proposal and the members of each team were all responsible for a particular area of the project.

Table 1 lists and classifies the activities to be carried out as part of the educational proposal. It shows where the related 3D object can be found and the Moodle activity it represents.
Table 1. Categories of the activities carried out

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Instruction</th>
<th>Space</th>
<th>Sloodle object</th>
<th>Moodle activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Personal organisation</td>
<td>My team: people in charge and aims of each area</td>
<td>Determine the people in charge and the aims of each area.</td>
<td>Meeting point /Island group</td>
<td>Note + Chat</td>
<td>Task assignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial organisation</td>
<td>Public address system</td>
<td>Decide where the public address system is to be installed.</td>
<td>Island group</td>
<td>Chat</td>
<td>Chat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Publicity</td>
<td>Decide where the advertising hoardings are to be located.</td>
<td>Island group</td>
<td>Chat</td>
<td>Chat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sports facilities</td>
<td>Decide where the sports facilities are to be located and how they are to be oriented.</td>
<td>Island group</td>
<td>Chat</td>
<td>Chat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documents</td>
<td>Access points</td>
<td>Set up control points for access to the sports areas.</td>
<td>Island group</td>
<td>Chat</td>
<td>Chat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identity cards</td>
<td>Establish an identity system for spectators and athletes.</td>
<td>Central island</td>
<td>Sphere</td>
<td>Task assignment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectators</td>
<td>Draw up a list of ways to encourage attendance.</td>
<td>Sports hall /Island group</td>
<td>Note + Chat</td>
<td>Task assignment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lists</td>
<td>First-aid kit</td>
<td>List of things required for a first-aid kit.</td>
<td>Island group</td>
<td>Chat</td>
<td>Task assignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sponsors</td>
<td>List of possible sponsors what they are expected to contribute.</td>
<td>Central island</td>
<td>Sphere</td>
<td>Task assignment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budgets</td>
<td>Security budget</td>
<td>Draw up a basic budget of income and expenditure for security issues.</td>
<td>Central island</td>
<td>Sphere</td>
<td>Task assignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Advertising budget</td>
<td>Draw up a basic budget of income and expenditure for advertising.</td>
<td>Central island</td>
<td>Sphere</td>
<td>Task assignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schedule</td>
<td>Competition schedule</td>
<td>Draw up a preliminary competition schedule.</td>
<td>Central island</td>
<td>Sphere</td>
<td>Task assignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning/predicting</td>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>Individual questionnaire on all areas.</td>
<td>Meeting point</td>
<td>Desk</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information</td>
<td>List of all the information that must be provided before and during the event. Describe the content of the advertising messages.</td>
<td>Central island</td>
<td>Sphere</td>
<td>Task assignment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports/competition equipment</td>
<td>Draw up a list of all the resources (sports material and equipment) that will be required for the event.</td>
<td>Central island</td>
<td>Sphere</td>
<td>Task assignment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequence of actions</td>
<td>Individual questionnaire on all areas</td>
<td>Sports hall</td>
<td>Desk</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True/False</td>
<td>Individual questionnaire on all areas</td>
<td>Dressing room</td>
<td>Desk</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Explaining/ arguing Legislation (Professional football) Describe the legislation and regulations governing security measures that must be taken into account when organising a first- or second-division football match.

Visit Presentation of the model to the sports committee.

The students of the subject School Organisation were asked to plan a school symposium to be held in a rural area and involving three schools of different types. In groups of five members each, they had to organise a meeting of teachers and students, and plan a series of activities taking into account the level of the students and the spaces available. They also had to plan and design their proposal and present it to the other groups.

The items that had to be included in the proposal are listed below together with their weights and deadlines:

- Decide what sort of school is required (choose the various spaces bearing in mind the students, activities, needs, etc.) and the focus of interest. Justify the decision. 15%, 1 June.
- Review the presentation on Moodle:
  - Reflect on the different spaces required
  - Make a small drawing-model of what you aim to construct
  - Transfer the project to the virtual world
- Activities:
  1. Read the instructions for organising and running a school provided by the Department of Education of the Catalan Government:
     - The number of teachers for a particular number of infant or primary students.
     - The need to inform the Inspectorate of Education.
   Decide what to do with those students who are not allowed to go on the excursion.
  2. Draw up the Annual Plan and get approval from the School Council.
  3. Relate outcome targets to competences / skills.
  4. Plan the activities to be carried out: order, spaces, people in charge, etc.
  5. Consider the possibility of applying for subsidies and funds.
  6. Present the organisation of the activity to the staff council.
  7. Draw up an information leaflet for families.
  8. Organise a meeting for families.
  10. Arrange for all the necessary authorizations and telephones.
  11. List the necessary materials (camera, signed permission to use students’ images, list of students who are not going on the excursion, allergies, sun cream, mobile phone, etc.). Suggest a person in charge.
  12. Plan the meals and drinks (timetable, food, etc) of the students and teachers.
  13. Evaluate the activity.
  14. Draw up a flow chart of what to do in the case of absence or the late arrival of students on departure day. Extraordinary situations. 15%, 12 May.
  15. Take into account the presence of a diabetic student. Things to bear in mind. 15%, 19 May.
16. Consult the instructions on organizing and running infant and primary state schools (2010-2011). How to respond and what to do when there are accidents or incidents. Choose a practical case and act as teachers. 15%, 26 May.
17. Add any other material, activities or remarks you feel to be appropriate.
18. Prepare a presentation of about 10 minutes to tell the class what has been planned. 20%, 1 June.

For the subject Marketing Management, the aim of the project was to prepare a proposal entitled Participation in a Trade Fair that was to last about 4 days. At this professional trade fair, which was open to the general public at the weekend students had to present and provide a new product and/or service.

Three different areas were identified:
• Creative. In this area decisions need to be taken about preparing and designing promotional material to be used at the trade fair
• Financial. In this area, decisions need to be taken about the programme and the budget
• Logistics and infrastructure. In this area decisions need to be taken about reserving and designing fair space.

A programme with a range of activities was drawn up.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Space</th>
<th>Sloodle object</th>
<th>Moodle activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Questionnaires: Questionnaire on competences (general and digital) Questionnaire on learning patterns (LML)</td>
<td>Class</td>
<td></td>
<td>Face-to-face</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Virtual tour</td>
<td>Class</td>
<td></td>
<td>Face-to-face</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Act. 1: My team: people in charge and objectives per area</td>
<td>Moodle</td>
<td>Chat + Nota</td>
<td>Task assignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Act. 2: Development of the new product</td>
<td>Moodle</td>
<td></td>
<td>Task assignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Act. 3. Design of promotional material</td>
<td>Moodle</td>
<td></td>
<td>Task assignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Act. 4. Selection of trade fair</td>
<td>Moodle</td>
<td></td>
<td>Task assignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Act. 5. Budget proposal</td>
<td>Moodle</td>
<td></td>
<td>Task assignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Act. 6. Reservation of fair space</td>
<td>Moodle</td>
<td></td>
<td>Task assignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Act. 7. Distribution of the stand</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Chat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Act. 8. Construction of the stand</td>
<td>3D</td>
<td>3D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Visit from the evaluating committee</td>
<td>Class</td>
<td></td>
<td>Face-to-face presentation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Tasks to be carried out in the teaching activity proposal
1.5 Criteria governing the projects.

The following criteria had to be taken into account when drawing up each project: a) each group was responsible for managing their own island; b) all the members of the group communicated by means of the island’s chat room and a special room called “meeting point”; c) the resources available depended on the organization of the event and a limited budget assignment; and d) each member of the group headed a particular work area.

Figure 3. Island or region in the virtual environment.  
Figure 4. Meeting point.

1.6 Project stages

Figure 5 shows the different stages of the experience. The preliminary stage, the only one that was face-to-face, and the activities involved installing and getting to know the 3D environment, personalising the avatar and creating groups. In the planning stage, each work group designed their proposal and their organizational model by carrying out tasks or activities. In the development stage, each group constructed the project model that they had planned in the previous stage within the 3D environment. The result of this stage was the final design of the island. In the evaluation stage, the groups presented their proposals in public.

Figure 5. Stages of the project

2. TEACHING PERSPECTIVE

This section summarizes the personal perceptions and reflections resulting from the teaching activity described in the section above from three points of view:

2.1 The teacher

The teacher must be digitally competent and guide the students. The activity must be planned in detail if learning is to be autonomous and the teacher should only intervene to clear up doubts and encourage constructive learning.
If these initiatives are to be developed and applied in teaching, the schools and students must have access to the hardware and platforms, and also have the necessary advanced computer techniques. In teaching innovation projects, it is essential to have institutional support to provide the extra infrastructure that is not required for face-to-face teaching in the classroom.

The teacher needs to have a good command of all the issues to be able to respond to any unforeseen questions. If the simulation is to be evaluated as part of the subject, the teacher must be aware that getting used to a new virtual environment can take time, and this should be borne in mind when planning the subject. On- and off-line arrangements should be made by teachers while the activity is being carried out so that they can respond to any doubts and incidents that may arise. Teacher-student communication competences are developed not only in the academic sphere but also in the social and personal spheres.

Virtual scenarios make it possible to vary the complexity to match the various degree courses and the years in which they are taught. However, we required technical assistance to adapt our proposal to the simulator. Having to rely on a computer technician in the preliminary stages prevents total control over the planned teaching activity.

2.2 The virtual world
The choice of the simulator took some considerable time. Analysing different simulators and finding just one to which a range of teaching proposals could be adapted was the biggest challenge. Once the decision has been made, the adaptation of the tasks and activities depends on the technical requirements of the simulator. Controlling waiting and connection times is fundamental to the success of a pedagogical proposal such as this one.

Although the simulator is free, instruction manuals and tutorials are essential to the teaching activity, as is technical support to install the program on the students’ and teachers’ computers. It should be pointed out that the educational proposals were presented and put into practice for a four-to-five week period, which makes it very necessary to include some time for students to adapt to the simulator if the educational proposal is to be a success. Educational proposals that are spread over longer times should not really need to incorporate a period of adaptation to the simulation program.

2.3 Students
The students were very positive about taking part in this teaching innovation experience. They regarded it as a way of developing general and specific competences that would help them to develop as individuals and professionals.

The environment encouraged group work and the use of technology to learn. It enabled ideas to be presented attractively and in an organised way, and the display was an aid to understanding. However, it does have some drawbacks: it requires a broadband connection to Internet and sometimes there are problems when several users try to log on at once.

The digital competence of the students has been observed in an intuitive environment, but the interface was in English, which was an added difficulty for those least competent in the language.

The figure of a group delegate or coordinator encourages different roles within the group. The continuous assessment activities require considerable effort to be made by the students. It is important to plan the time spent on these activities carefully and to focus on their real aims because the tool can be used at different levels of complexity. It is the teacher’s task to make these
levels clear. And, because there is a considerable creative component to the simulation proposal, it is particularly important to clearly state the dates on which all activities start and finish.

One of the most important activities carried out by the students was the personalisation of their avatars, which reflect their personality and can even be regarded as their professional presentation.

Teamwork is essential if the proposal is to be successful and it is also very helpful to have mechanisms to help create teams with complementary learning profiles and ways of working. As proposed by Wolfe and Chacko (1983) and Jaffe and Nebenzahl (1990), the average number of students in a group was 3, which is just the right number to make an efficient, cohesive group. We believe that this composition was highly effective and fundamental to the preparation of the proposal, and it helped create the expected cohesion and co-responsibility.

By assigning different roles for the different decisions to be taken we have been able to develop specific competences for all the roles, which should reflect the professional realities of each subject area. Both students and teachers should be aware that during the various activities conflicts will arise between participants and will need to be solved. However, the solution to these conflicts was regarded as a part of the learning process and the formation of professional competences.

In this sort of initiative it is important to be aware that there may be initial objections by students who are not so technologically competent and it may be necessary to provide extra support and tutorials to prevent dropout. It is very important to prevent students from being discouraged by not knowing how to work the simulator.

It should be pointed out that the final presentation in public was very important because it enabled things to be shared, and showed what the simulator had contributed and how it had been used by each of the work groups. It also provided students with the opportunity to reflect and explain the objectives they had reached and what they had learned during the experience. Many students pointed out the need for some sort of help to find their way around the environment.

3. SYNTHESIS

To sum up, decision making in the professional world must be quick, dynamic and adaptable to new situations. Virtual experiences now make this dynamism both possible and motivating.

If these tools are to be used properly and teaching innovation initiatives are to be successful, the work teams must be interdisciplinary, technical staff must be available and the institution must provide support. Teaching staff must also be provided with institutional training in the field of educational innovation.

We do not wish to finish our description of the experience without pointing out that the level of group motivation, commitment and cohesion was considerable, and that the extent to which the academic objectives were achieved was assessed very positively.

We should also say that 3D environments are a very useful tool for training future professionals independently of the field or the subject area because they provide a form in which they can apply the competences required of them. In this teaching activity, the students used their knowledge to design three projects. They were members of a team but also had individual responsibilities. They worked on the competences as future teachers or professionals in their professional field.
The students received no previous training on how to use the program. They freely learned how to use the environment, how to construct their avatar and how to interact with their avatar, their colleagues and the environment. Despite the complexity of the virtual world, they managed to overcome the obstacle of having to cope with an unknown environment and acquired a good command of it with hardly any technical help.

In short, the use of a simulation process in a virtual world encouraged students to plan and to be more creative.

Before entering a virtual world of this sort, teachers must be clear what their aims are and must plan their activity on the basis of the criteria of evaluation: that is to say, the environment should not be the objective but the resource. The relation between the amount of time spent and the learning outcome should also be evaluated. The analysis should include the competences, not only the objectives achieved.

Using this environment and with the support of the teacher, the students will carry out a project that will require them to organize themselves, take on tasks and make decisions as a group throughout the process. If this proposal is to be implemented successfully, students must have the external support and advice of professional experts in virtual worlds and the encouragement of participation.

Therefore, if a proposal of this sort is to be undertaken, the stages described below should be followed:

1. **Information session**: Presentation of the environment In this session, the tutor explains the 3D program to the students: the stages, the objectives, the methodology, and, most importantly, the role and tasks of the teaching staff and students. It is, therefore, in this session that the teaching staff will decide whether to take part in the programme or not and they will decide exactly what they commit themselves to for the rest of the course.

2. **Instruction session**: Introduction to the environment. In this session the 3D program is put into context: the concept of participation, the rules on participation, ways of participation, the functions of delegates, participatory bodies and the development of the programme.

3. **Project choice session**. This session is fundamental to the development of the programme because students have to choose the project on which they will work throughout the course. The choice of project will involve diagnosing classroom needs and it must be taken jointly by teaching staff and students.

4. **Planning session**. In the third session, the project chosen is analysed, the tasks are planned and the roles of each of the students assigned. In this session, concepts of participation are discussed: cooperative work, team work, dialogue, collective decision making, commitment and responsibility.
5. **Monitoring session.** In the fourth session, the tutor monitors how the projects are developing and the extent to which both teachers and students are internalizing the participation competences. If necessary, delegates are provided with new participation tools.

6. **Evaluation session.** This session presents and analyses the various projects carried out during the course and evaluates the participatory processes that have taken place and the learning and competences acquired.

To sum up, simulation in 3D virtual environments is a challenge that can improve learning in teaching scenarios on both undergraduate and postgraduate courses. Teaching platforms such as Moodle are essential to the development of such initiatives and prepare students for new learning scenarios. We should point out that one of the most important results of this empirical application of simulation is that students have the perception of having learned content in a more dynamic way and that it is the perfect complement to a face-to-face course.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This chapter reviews the software tools that are used in the field of virtual education and which, thanks to Internet, facilitate teaching and learning processes. The programs associated with the learning environments and the tools that work with augmented reality (in 3D environments) are described. What is more, it also explains how to make 3D objects for learning activities using Sloodle, which links to a multi-user virtual environment (MUVE) such as OpenSim with a learning management system (LMS), in this case Moodle.

2. VIRTUAL LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS (VLES)

VLEs are computer applications that have been developed to manage and administer learning processes through Internet. They aim to provide the tools required to manage the various e-learning initiatives designed to develop the attitudes and aptitudes of the participants of an educational process. A VLE must be designed, constructed and integrated into the educational process from a pedagogical point of view to guarantee not only that it incorporates technology but also a mediating interface that facilitates learning (Suárez, 2003).

2.1. Learning Management Systems (LMSs)

LMSs are computer applications that integrate management- and administration-oriented functions for users, virtual classrooms, content and learning activities. An LMS is not only a software application: it is designed and constructed on a sound pedagogical basis that makes learning possible by displaying content, and managing and administering the educational process. LMSs must provide and integrate a set of web tools that facilitate learning and course management. What makes LMSs different is the pedagogical orientation that they give to these tools so that they can be more useful (Malikowski, Thompson, & Theis, 2006).

An LMS is structured in such a way that it shows students how to learn. It provides an environment that makes it possible to organise information and the architecture to display it; a set of tools that facilitate interaction between the actors in the process, and between the
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actors and the content; and a set of interfaces that facilitate the integration, participation, action, communication and collaboration of the students engaged in educational activities and research. It also contains a wide variety of tools that enable students to find different ways of doing, thinking and feeling (Dillenbourg, 2000).

According to Sánchez (2009), the most widely used term to refer to this sort of software application is learning management system. Nevertheless, there are other related terms: virtual learning environments (VLE), course management systems (CMS), mediated learning environments (MLE), integrated learning systems (ILS), learning support systems (LSS) and learning platforms (LP).

The first of these tools to emerge was the course management system (CMS), designed to manage learning-oriented content and which is not necessarily a software application limited to the web. They were used to provide support to distance education. CMSs also facilitated the generation of dynamic websites for some types of content (Boneu 2007).

After CMSs came LMSs, software applications that can work on both intranet and extranet levels: that is to say, they were developed for internet and make it possible to update and accumulate dynamic content, and also improve the possibilities of collaboration, interaction and communication of the platform users.

Learning and content management systems (LCMS) have a repository of learning objects, which are stored as a database of the digital content and information and learning objects that make up the lessons, teaching units and courses generated from the learning objects. The LCMS can be defined as a web-based system that uses the web to create, approve, publish, administer and store educational resources and on-line courses (Rengarajan, 2001).

2.1.1. Moodle
Moodle is an LMS based on the philosophy of free and open source software and it is one that is in widespread use by teaching staff and students all over the world, as can be seen in the statistics that are available on its website. It enables courses to be managed and distributed on Internet and it is based on a “social constructivist pedagogy” (SCOPEO, 2011).

3. VIRTUAL REALITY
Virtual reality (VR) is the science that studies and develops the various components of both hardware and software that aims to simulate reality and the sensation of presence through a medium of communication. “Virtual reality is a three-dimensional simulation, commonly computer-generated or assisted, of some aspect of the real or fictional world, in which the user has the feeling of belonging to the synthetic environment or of interacting with it. Virtual reality makes it possible to interact with three-dimensional worlds in a more natural way: for example, a user can perform actions within a virtual model, travel, move, walk through it or lift things and thus experience situations that resemble the real world.” (ISEA, 2008).

In the context of VR, virtual worlds simulate real worlds, or not, in three dimensions (3D) using software platforms installed in a computer (Grané, Frigola, & Muras, 2007)

3.1. Multi-user virtual environments (MUVEs)
On-line virtual worlds known as MUVEs integrate resources that enable users to communicate, interact and collaborate from a new perspective (ISEA, 2008).
For Camacho, Esteve & Gisbert (2011), a virtual world is a simulation of a space, a three-dimensional representation of geographical features, cities and digital simulation of the real environment. Second Life, for example, is a 3D environment that enables users to interact by means of a graphical representation that is known as an avatar.

MUVE applications are classified in two large groups depending on the functions available to users and the administration options available to organizers. Client MUVEs are platforms that are available and which are administrated by a company or organization. MUVE servers are platforms that can be downloaded or purchased to be installed and configured in other servers.

3.1.1. OpenSimulator

OpenSimulator (OpenSim) is an open-source, cross-platform, multi-user software application. It is a 3D-applications server. It can be used to create a virtual environment that can be accessed by various clients using different protocols (http://opensimulator.org/wiki/Main_Page). The development of OpenSim is closely connected to the platform SecondLife owned by Linden Labs. It has two main components:

- The **client**, which is a software application consisting of a window or interface by which the user navigates through a three-dimensional space. This interface also enables the user to make searches, view maps, manage the inventory, communicate by chat, configure and personalize the interface, and administer clients.
- The **server**, which is the software application that communicates with the client by accepting requests and sending responses. The server application is connected to one or more databases in which all the user's assets and the inventory articles are stored.

It has three operation modes:

- **Independent mode:** Clients authenticate themselves to the server before they are teleported to the virtual world. The server has all the basic services integrated into an executable image that dynamically invokes libraries.
- **Network mode:** This mode has a range of specific services: User, Grid, Asset, Inventory, Messaging (UGAIM). The authentication service is responsible for managing the users who connect to the grid. The grid service understands the general layout of the grid including the Internet addresses associated to each region. A grid consists of regions and includes everybody. The assets service manages all the assets (basic geometry, texture maps, audio files, terrain geometry) in the regions. The inventory server administrates the goods that are linked to a particular agent, in such a way that when users authenticate themselves as agents they are automatically linked to a set of inventory articles. The messaging service is responsible for the text chat.
- **Hypergrid mode:** The hypergrid mode is a set of simulators connected without a global grid manager. In many respects it resembles the Internet’s hypermedia platform. The equivalent of the web link for OpenSim is teleporting from one region to another.

Image 1 shows the typical interface of a virtual world in OpenSim.
3.1.2. Simulation-linked object-oriented dynamic learning (SLOODLE)

Sloodle is an open-source Project that was developed with the purpose of integrating a web-based LMS (Moodle) and the wide variety of interactions made possible by the MUVEs (OpenSim) (http://www.sloodle.org/moodle/).

Image 2 shows the integration between LMS and MUVEs through Sloodle.
Sloodle increases educational possibilities synergically by creating the potential for immersion and immediacy, which improves Internet-based processes. Image 3 shows Moodle’s 2D activities, its corresponding 3D objects in OpenSim and their integration and interaction through Sloodle.

Image 3: 2D tools and 3D objects integrated through SLOODLE
Source: author

4. INTEGRATION OF MOODLE AND OPENSIM USING SLOODLE
To integrate Moodle and OpenSim, Sloodle must first be installed and configured in the two platforms. Image 4 shows the layered architecture of the platforms.

Image 4: Layered architecture
The data layer stores the data of the system and the users.
The logic layer executes the functions and operations requested by the user, processes the information and sends the responses after the process. This layer communicates with the presentation layer to receive applications and present results, and with the data access layer to store and retrieve data.

The presentation layer is the user’s interface: it is responsible for the system interacting with the user and viceversa, it shows the system to the user, it presents information to the user and obtains information from the user.

5. 3D OBJECTS AND 2D ACTIVITIES

A set of important Tools have been developed for MUVEs that enable the content and activities to be displayed in a 3D context. However, not all the tools available in Moodle have a corresponding tool in the 3D environments. The table below shows the interaction between the 3D objects and 2D tools made available by Sloodle.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3D object</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>2D tool</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sloodle Set</td>
<td>This 3D object connects or links the MUVE environment to the Moodle environment.</td>
<td>Connect con Moodle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web Intercom</td>
<td>This object links the chat sessions that are carried out in the 3D environment to the Moodle chat module and records all the interaction that takes place in the 3D environment in the Moodle platform.</td>
<td>Chat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presenter</td>
<td>This object displays the content of websites, pdf documents and videos uploaded to Moodle as presentations in the 3D environment.</td>
<td>Web, pdf, videos</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Interaction between 3D objects and 2D tools through Sloodle.
6. CONCLUSIONS

With the passage of time, more and better tools are becoming available for promoting and supporting learning using the new information technologies. Virtual worlds are one of the many alternatives and, if they are used appropriately, they can increase the teaching possibilities enormously and democratize and improve the quality of educational processes.

Learning objects in a 3D space can be configured and used for such specific needs as reality simulations in educational and training situations.

Most Moodle activities can be represented in a 3D environment such as OpenSim, in which the data on the interaction of users are recorded in Moodle, thus allowing them to be subsequently analysed and evaluated.
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3.4 DESIGN OF LEARNING ACTIVITIES FOR 3D TECHNOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENTS

1. INTRODUCTION

On-line teaching and technology broaden the spectrum of educational options and are a qualitative leap forward. The digitalisation of educational spaces involves changes to both professional activity and educational needs. Going beyond the physical conception of a university educational space to a more conceptual conception opens up new, more diverse, possibilities for teaching, more in tune with students nowadays. This new teaching model is not based on control by those who teach but on self-management by those who learn, and it requires a scenario to be designed in which students direct their own activity towards what they really need.

The graphic design of visual communication in a three-dimensional environment is an incipient but essential field for the presentation of digital contents in any discipline since the scenarios, the setting, the graphics, the models, the sounds and the colours will largely determine whether users will decide to remain in the 3D environment. Therefore, it is important to establish a design methodology that will establish the technological instruments to be used; defining a team with specific roles and functions; optimising development time, reaching agreements about design and, therefore, avoiding reprocesses and achieving the desired product.

2. MODELS FOR DESIGNING LEARNING ACTIVITIES IN 3D ENVIRONMENTS

When designing educational spaces in 3D environments which largely use simulations, a range of principles must be borne in mind that, in general, should not depend on the particular content to be studied. The environment should enable students to communicate and collaborate since the environment must be connected to the network to facilitate distributed interaction and cooperation. In the 3D environment, the students are represented by avatars which, in general, simulate human figures that all have the same image and same physical structure. These avatars are the students’ eyes and hands. The environment must allow for tutorials, feedback and student evaluation by means of case studies. The students and the groups in which they work must be able to speak, act, create and review their actions in order to be able to solve the problems that they are faced with. They must be able to take decisions in real time.
about all the situations in which they are immersed within this “invented” digital world so that it can be active, participatory and dynamic. All this is possible only of the environment has the appropriate symbols and tools that enable them to interact and “live” in this simulated world.

Various things need to be borne in mind when designing the activities. Firstly, the virtual environments and settings for teaching and learning need to be designed and developed from a multidisciplinary point of view and they also need to be linked to the uses that teachers and students make of IT to achieve their learning objectives. And secondly, these activities need to be able to adapt to the virtual environments for teaching and learning in the short and the long term, and the evolution of social software, the Web 2.0 and the 3D immersive environments or virtual worlds.

One other thing that it is essential to take into account is that the design of a virtual environment for teaching and learning does not end with the selection of the technological resources and the plans for using them. The use that the participants make of these resources and their evolution must also be monitored, the extent to which the educational objectives for which they were designed are achieved must be evaluated, and they must be accordingly reconstructed and adapted. In this regard, collaboration and exchange between end users (mainly teachers and students), instructional designers and technological developers is fundamental if virtual environments for teaching and learning are to be optimised (Onrubia et al., 2006).

3D virtual environments must include the following elements:

1) a space for creating, managing and delivering sequences of learning activities with proposals made by teachers that students can select and develop;
2) a range of mechanisms that enable students to identify the characteristics and variables of the task proposed so that they can adapt their approach individually and collectively;
3) a range of automatic functions that provide information to both teachers and students about who does what, how, when, with whom and with what results, so that self-regulatory processes can be implemented and learning support can be offered at both an individual and a group level;
4) a dynamic structure that enables students to move quickly and efficiently from individual to group work, maintaining the identity and specificity of both work spaces.

Various models have been put forward to explain the process that must be followed to design activities for 3D virtual environments. For example, Baños and Rodríguez García (2012) proposed the scheme below (see table 2) at the 5th Symposium of Societies faced with the Digital Challenge.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process for designing and setting up e-activities in 3D virtual worlds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Choice of a virtual world</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Construction and/or management of appropriate spaces in the immersive environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Creation and management of the teaching self</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Design and development of a learning strategy for the immersive experience: design of suitable activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Training of students in the essential competences for controlling the immersive environment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Scheme for designing activities in 3D virtual environments
Source: 5th Symposium of Societies faced with the Digital Challenge
Salmon (2004), on the other hand, proposed a different model that has a similar structure and which also has five stages.

### Stage 1. Access and motivation

In this stage the participants access the virtual environment and acquire the competences required to use it. In the virtual world they need to acquire some basic competences so that they can manage their avatar’s interaction with the environment and with other users. These competences are very similar to those required in the real world: mobility and communication. The presence in this phase of a teacher or tutor who can move around the virtual environment with ease is fundamental if orientation problems that may lead to a loss of motivation are to be solved. Teaching support must be designed so that asynchronous and synchronous solutions can be provided.

### Stage 2. Socialization

In this stage, the students configure their identities in the virtual World and begin to interact among themselves and with the teachers. Participants get used to using the tools of the virtual world to relate to their peers and a learning community starts to take shape that allows on-line, geographically disperse students to feel that they are working together on a common task. The technologies that support these platforms of communication and social relations generate or facilitate instances of socialization, which is the first step in configuring a coherent work community. For a teaching-learning activity to be constructed in the virtual world, there must also be a tangible interaction by the teacher.

### Stage 3. Sharing information

This is the moment at which students are presented with the content of the forum and begin to exchange information about the main activity proposed. Salmon (2004) points out that the increasing amount of information in this phase and the need to work with it can cause a feeling of saturation in the students. They begin to develop a variety of strategies to cope with the requirements and the time involved in understanding the material.

### Stage 4. Construction of knowledge

According to Salmon’s model (2004), in this stage the group members relate to one another through discussion and communication. The students do not limit themselves to receiving or providing information but take active part in the process of constructing knowledge. Interaction is highly participatory and wholly learning oriented. They record their ideas, argue and counter argue about the proposed content, and there is an exchange of messages that take the form of a dialogue and whose outcome is active learning. And it is precisely in this stage, the most important one in the teaching-learning process within an e-learning system, that an immersive activity to be carried out synchronously in a virtual graphic environment becomes an educational tool that has features that make on-line teaching richer and more functional. In the present experiment, it is at this point that the main immersive activity is carried out: a synchronous debate about a particular topic that has been worked on in the teaching units and applied to a case.
## Stage 5. Development

In this last stage, the students are asked to find advantages of the technological platform they have used and how it could be applied in other contexts. They are also asked to provide a critical vision of the environment and how it works.

Zapata, Marín and Vélez (2012) also put forward the following methodology for designing virtual environments for educational purposes.

### 1. Composition of the team

The team needs to be interdisciplinary so that it can cope with all the pedagogical, technological and visual communication issues involved in creating an educational environment; therefore, the following roles need to be defined:

- **Graphic designer for 3D educational environments.** This person is in charge of creating, digitalising and editing two-dimensional images, as well as diagramming and illustrating all the pieces required. He/she is also responsible for making sketches and models of the three-dimensional environments and pieces, joining them up in such a way that the whole visual composition helps the 3D virtual environment users to have a pleasant and aesthetic experience.

- **Thematic expert.** This person understands the subject that is to be taught in the 3D virtual environments. He/she is in charge of drawing up the content of the knowledge unit and illustrating the concepts to be developed that may become graphic elements in the virtual world.

- **Instructional designer.** This person accompanies and guides the thematic expert in planning, designing learning activities and defining teaching resources.

- **Technological consultant for 3D virtual environments.** This person decides which virtual world platform is to be used for the project and is in charge of coordinating the integration of the elements provided by the graphic designer for 3D virtual environments and the work done by the programmer.

- **Programmer for 3D virtual environments.** This person is in charge of developing the software components for the platform in accordance with the objectives of the project.

### 2. Recognition of the technology to be used

The aim of this stage is to understand the possibilities and the limitations of the platform selected so that in the subsequent stages the functionalities that the technology provides can lead to the outcomes that the project was designed for.

### 3. Familiarity with the interface

The graphic designer for 3D virtual environments must explore and use the modelling tools available in the technology chosen in order to understand all of its possibilities and strike a balance between functions, imagination and creativity. It is essential for functionality to prevail over aesthetic aspects: design should not hinder function. In this stage it is important for the designer to investigate and explore other software that can supplement the 3D design and which is compatible with the technology that is to be used.
### 4. Definition of scenarios

In this stage the thematic expert and the instructional designer meet to decide how many scenarios are required to comply with the needs and expectations of the project, the context, the period and the style that will be simulated in the 3D virtual environment. Three essential scenarios have been defined for teaching and learning environments in virtual worlds:

- **Presentation of content.** This scenario is the avatar’s entrance to the 3D virtual world (home) where the elements for displaying the content are defined (the architecture, the graphics and the setting). During this stage, the thematic expert and the instructional designer present the visual communication requirements for the content of the knowledge unit, and define how users navigate the site and the resources to be published (images, texts, animation, links to documents or websites, etc.).
- **Activity environment.** This space is used to list the activities that the students must do in the knowledge unit to fulfil the learning objective. The scenario and the setting of this environment will depend on the theme chose by the teacher. The activities can be put forward in the content scenario or a separate scenario, depending on the teacher’s preference.
- **Meeting space for participants.** This is the place where the avatars can interact socially. It can be used by teachers to meet with students at pre-arranged dates and times.

### 5. Sketches and white paper

It is suggested that in this stage at least three sketches are made: top view, front view and side view. They will be checked, adjusted and approved by the thematic expert and instructional designer. The concept art must include a map of the land on which the 3D scenarios are going to be designed. The map must be a bird’s eye view and take into account the relief that the scenario will have, the architectural design of the constructions and the design of the setting elements. The white paper must be based on the special features of each project (in this case a knowledge unit).

### 6. Preparation for the production of scenarios

Before the scenarios can be produced, the avatar must be personalised and the land on which they are to be built levelled.

### 7. Production of scenarios

Before the setting elements that are to go in each scenario can be created, the pre-determined area of the 3D virtual world must be modified.

### 8. Construction of the setting elements

Graphics must be produced that can be part of the scenery or setting.

### 9. Final adjustments

Before the product can be finalised, it must be reviewed by the thematic expert, the instructional designer and the technological consultant.
Bustos and Coll (2010) point out that the design of a teaching and learning virtual environment does not end with the selection of the technological resources and the planning of these resources. The use that the participants make of these resources must be monitored and the degree to which the objectives for which they were designed have been fulfilled must be assessed. Subsequently the original design must be adapted. In this regard, Onrubia (2006) considers that it is fundamental for the end users (teachers, students, instructional designers, technological developers, etc.) to collaborate and interact if virtual teaching and learning environments are to be optimised.

Bustos and Coll (2010) consider that 3D immersion environments must incorporate:

1. A space for creating, managing and displaying sequences of learning activities put forward by the teachers so that students can select them and carry them out.
2. Mechanisms that enable students to identify the task proposed so that they can carry it out individually or in a group.
3. Automatic functions that provide information about who does what, how, when, with whom and with what outcome.
4. A dynamic structure that enables students to move readily from individual to group work.

2.1. The role of symbols and learning tools

From the users’ point of view, it is essential to analyse the roles and functions of the different symbols and objectives that are to be part of the 3D world.

**Development of the signifier**: a variety of 3D mechanisms (authors, objects, etc.) are designed to fulfil the objectives of human beings. Some of them are means to advance towards the objective of human activity while others are designed to reflect on this activity.

**Exchange processes**: some 3D mechanisms and human actions and knowledge among the students that participate in 3D environments. Other 3D mechanisms are means for object exchange.

**Role taking processes**: some 3D environments mediate the division of such tasks of responsibility as joint decisions, commitments and work plans.

Krange (2000) identified three relationships that characterise the 3D environment:

**Actor-object relationship**: makes it possible for students to act on objects in the 3D environment. They directly manipulate objects by clicking, lifting or moving them. The actor-object relationship provides information on how a task has been completed. This allows students to internalise the images, which reduces the need to metacommunicate all the interactions.
**Object-object relationship:** the manipulation of one artefact affects the position of another artefact. The object-object relationship has a twofold effect on collaborative learning. On the one hand, the results of individual actions on an object are displayed, which gives significant information that affects future actions on the division of tasks and discussion of these tasks. On the other, it is essential to create a good collaborative environment, which is always much better than an environment that only permits tasks to be executed. It provides teachers/trainers with information about how students interact with the environment, how they have completed all the actions and how they have taken the decisions at the very moment they do so.

**Actor-actor relationship:** is based on social interactions and an extension of what Gutwin (1995) called social conscience. Krange (2000) also argued that the efficient execution of a task is not sufficient to improve the learning effects of 3D environments. In other words, the effects of collaborative learning begin to be optimal when the virtual environment provides opportunities to discuss the tasks that are being or have been carried out. The possibilities of interaction in the environment need to be optimised to stimulate students permanently, to encourage personal responsibility and to prompt discussion of the whole decision-making process. If these environments are to be used in educational processes we must define exactly what their role is to be in this process so that it can be guaranteed that students will acquire the predicted competences-

### 2.2. Types of tools to be used in simulation activities for teaching

Most of the technological devices that students use from an early age have more to do with an active process of interaction with the tool than with processes of passive reading. Likewise, they have all become technologically literate on the basis of the image. EDUCAUSE (2006) published an interesting report on this issue and identified six areas that must be taken into account when systematising tool types:

| **Social computing:** computer applications designed to facilitate interaction and collaboration |
| **Personal broadcasting:** based on audio and video. This has been made possible thanks to the greater simplicity of the tools used to treat audio and video and the improvement in technological infrastructures. |
| **Mobile telephones:** have brought educational content and services closer to users. |
| **Educational games:** have considerable educational potential. |
| **Augmented reality:** in widespread use in such fields as medicine, engineering, archaeology, etc. Its greatest contribution is the creation of 3D realities and spaces using abstract data that make it possible to accurately reproduce real spaces in digital format. |
| **Context-Aware:** environments and devices developed to respond to voice, movements or any other type of subtle signal made by the occupants of a context. |
All this technology is present not only in educational spaces but also in daily life. The fact that is integrated into daily life for decision making, communication and access to information means that young people feel comfortable in a technological environment. This is what the university should use to generate other spaces for learning. These spaces in face-to-face universities can lead to blended learning projects that take full advantage not only of our experience in face-to-face projects but also the potential of IT (Dziuban et al., 2004).

3. CONCLUSIONS

Some of the advantages of including activities in 3D settings over traditional teaching are the following:

| 1. The learning curve of the 3D platform is short and effective. |
| 2. They are efficient resources for online teaching because they motivate students to participate. |
| 3. They improve communication and interaction among the course participants, both teachers and students. |
| 4. This technology needs to be taken into account as an innovation in the media used to support the process of teaching and learning. |
| 5. In the creation of three-dimensional virtual worlds, technology must be used to give rise to immersive and fun teaching and learning spaces that are attractive to participants and conducive to the fulfilment of the learning objective. |
| 6. In order to develop a teaching and learning environment in a 3D virtual world, there must be an interdisciplinary team consisting of graphic designers, thematic experts, instructional designers, technological consultants and programmers. |
| 7. It is important for the design not to contain many distractions because the main aim of the world is to be used in the field of education. |
| 8. Virtual simulations in 3D facilitate the learning of theoretical processes and abilities and professional skills. |
| 9. The use of 3D environments favours the creation of collaborative pedagogical strategies that generate communicative and innovative alternatives for students. |

The use of advanced technological environments for education is a challenge that represents a qualitative leap forward in the field of teaching. This challenge can be divided into two parts: firstly, changes can be made to some elements that are the driving force behind the transition to a student-centred educational model; and, secondly, there is a need to overcome the idea that teaching is little more than the individual action of the teacher who focuses on controlling the classroom and the specific content of the subject.

In a recent report published by New Media Consortium and EDUCAUSE Learning Initiative, Johnson et al. (2010) show that the central themes in education will continue to be closely linked to IT issues. Some of these are clearly related to digital contents and electronic books (e-books), and 3D simulations and environments.
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3.5 
USING SIMULATION GAMES TO IMPROVE LEARNING SKILLS

1 INTRODUCTION

While educators teach their students about decision making in complex environments, managers have to deal with the complexity of large projects on a daily basis. To make better decisions it is assumed that the latter would benefit from a better understanding of complex phenomena, as would students, the professionals of the future.

Virtual worlds can be used to promote higher levels of student engagement and facilitate highly interactive and multimodal learning experiences. They have the potential to radically transform education [e.g. Thomassen (2010); Kluge, S., & Riley, L. (2008); Johnson, L. & Levine, A. (2008); Freitas, (2006)]. Some virtual world technologies make use of such commercial-ly-hosted platforms as Second Life and Active Worlds, while others extend and adapt 3D toolkit to create collaborative virtual world server platforms and open-source products such as Open-Simulator, Open Cobalt and Open Wonderland. Yet others build their own, adapted platforms and systems using a variety of programming languages and game engines to accommodate their specific needs and purposes.

In the Game Generation, computer games respond to children’s contemporary needs, habits and interests (Henderson, 2005). Olson et al. (2007) pointed out that children who have never played computer games are quite rare since they regard gaming as a social activity. Game-based learning (GBL) is designed to combine learning and game playing, so it will improve the ability of the player to retain educational subjects and apply them to the real world. Educational games encompass educational objectives and subject matter that have the potential to make learning more learner-centered, easier, enjoyable, interesting, efficient and effective (Prensky, 2001; Virvou, Katsionis, & Manos, 2005).

Throughout history there has been a need to find the balance between technology and educational usefulness. The impact on users should be the main evidence of this usefulness. However, generating an educational process in a complex technological environment is a powerful journey during which we can learn from each and every decision made.

In this regard, the present document describes the final educational proposal in a 3D
simulation environment. It is designed to develop generic skills—in particular, team-work and self-management—and is based on a set of decisions related to the theoretical base, the learning environment and a specific educational proposal.

The experience takes place in the framework of a research project financed by the Spanish Ministry of Education. The name of the project is SIMUL@: Evaluation of a Simulation Technological Environment for the Learning of Transversal Competences at University (Ref: EDU2008-01479) and is conducted by a multidisciplinary team coordinated by the Rovira i Virgili University (Spain) and which also involves the University of Lleida (Spain), the University of Hamburg (Germany), and the University of Minho (Portugal). The main topic dealt with in Simul@ is the analysis of technological environments based on simulations in work-related environments for learning generic skills at university.

In this project, we created an educational proposal to work with 68 bachelor and master students from two different disciplines: business and education. We use the same educational structure and it is this that we describe in this document.

2 STRUCTURE

This study explains each of the parts in the decision-making process: the theoretical basis, the learning environment (pedagogy and technology) and a specific educational strategy (Figure 1).

2.1 Theoretical basis

In theory, virtual environments create particular settings and attempt to draw the participant into the setting (Gredler, 2004). Of the wide range of different approaches to learning—from the behavioural to more situational approaches—the base of the model used in simulations should be closest to constructivism. This model understands learning to be an activity in which students use their own strategies to take part. So, our starting point is an educational approach that considers learning to be an active process that is situated and contextualized in practice. This approach is consistent not only with social constructivism but also with such learning theorists as Lave & Wenger (1991) and Greeno et al. (1993), who incorporate the concept of social participation into specific activity contexts based on the situated cognition theory. These ideas can also be backed up with other social theories such as expansive learning and transfer of development (Engeström and Grohn, 2000), which states that transfer occurs when individuals involved in collective activity take action to challenge existing practice.
According to this theoretical view, the resulting didactic sequence should take into account constructivist principles of instructional design: all learning activities should be anchored to a larger problem, tasks should be authentic, learners should be supported and opportunities should be given to reflect on both the content learned and the learning process (Savery & Duffy, 1996).

This idea of construction in a specific context of practice is completed with active learning. Active learning should be regarded as an approach rather than a method (Prince, 2004) accepting that a variety of method can be applied under this generic concept. According to Meyers & Jones (1993), “active learning derives from two basic assumptions: that learning is by nature an active endeavor and that different people learn in different ways”. In active learning, the educational proposal should mostly target higher-order activities (analysis, synthesis, evaluation) where students can explore their own attitudes and values (Bonwell & Eison, 1991).

The didactic proposal must focus on students in such a way that they take active part in the learning process rather than merely oblige them to gather information passively from a lecture delivered in the traditional way (Slunt & Giancarlo, 2004). In other words, teaching should be based on different principles: students use resources to construct their knowledge depending on their needs and how they learn; students take responsibility for learning; students learn how to learn by developing problem-solving skills, critical thinking, and reflective thinking; learning activities take into account the various learning styles of students; teachers provide clear expectations and desired outcomes before lessons begin; teachers guide and facilitate the learning process; and teachers are responsible for students being provided with content and the learning process (Sukkum, 2002, cited by Poonruksa, 2007, p.227).

The didactic sequence should take into account the conceptual considerations made above in order to respond to the challenge of using such advanced technology as 3D simulations. In fact, this is the way in which some of the principles that define good practices in undergraduate education are put into practice: contact between students and faculty is encouraged, reciprocity and cooperation is developed among students, active learning is promoted, time on task is emphasized and different talents and ways of learning respected (Chickering & Gamson 1991).

This theoretical framework based on student action and interaction, and the context in which a product is built is particularly suitable for developing the requirements defined in the construction process of the European Higher Education Area. This process defines a curriculum in which generic skills are the main content. These skills are understood to be those that are common to most professions, and which are related to the integrated application of aptitudes, personality features, educational backgrounds and other values. Technological active learning scenarios can promote the development of generic skills, which are learnt basically in work-related environments.

2.2 The learning environment

Now it has been decided that simulation is to be the base of the educational proposal, this section describes two aspect of the learning environment: the technology and the educational strategy.

2.2.1 Technological environment: 3D virtual world

Generally, 3D virtual worlds are also known as metaverses, a concept taken from the sci-fi novel *Snow Crash*, written by Neil Stephenson in 1992. Although the notions are not exactly synonymous, they are still being debated in the literature. However, and in agreement with Castronova (2005) we will assume that virtual world and metaverse can be regarded as the same.
A virtual world is a simulation of a space, a three dimensional representation of geographical features, cities and digital simulation of the real environment. Second Life (SL), for example, is a 3D environment that enables users to interact through a representation, which is known as an avatar. The main characteristics of virtual worlds are that they are simple to use, they have a series of collaborative facilities and their 3D features are attractive and provide users with a new and highly immersive sensation. All these traits have made virtual worlds an interesting scenario in which to test innovative educational environments and apply new data mining techniques. Furthermore, participants in a successful virtual world have a deep sense of presence in that world.

Pivec (2003) explains the steps that should be taken to design a successful game-based learning opportunity:

- Determine the pedagogical approach (how you believe learning takes place)
- Situate the task in a model world
- Elaborate the details
- Incorporate underlying pedagogical support
- Map learning activities to interface actions
- Map learning concepts to interface objects

Many studies and a considerable amount of data provide evidence that SL is an environment that fosters processes of socialization (e.g. Minocha & Reeves, 2010; Koster, 2006) and learning in different contexts and with different content (e.g. Thomanssen & Rive, 2010).

After exploring several simulation environments, we decided to use SecondLife (SL) and OpenSimulator as the 3D virtual world on which to base our educational proposal. The environment and the fact that it could be integrated into a standard learning virtual environment (Moodle) were the reasons for this choice.

OS allows for interaction between simulations and games, social networking by which knowledge is shared and created, collaborative work environments, and the use of different media to meet different learning needs. Through Sloodle—a module of learning activities represented as OS objects—we integrated OS into Moodle. The student performed the activities in OS and the teacher had Moodle registration in a transparent way. This made it possible for us to:

- Design and set up an island in OS that could be accessed via Moodle from Sloodle.
- Make an initial assessment of whether students would be able to learn skills by using the 3D OS space.
- Associate a learning pattern to the final results obtained and recorded in Moodle.
- Define a strategy for curriculum integration for self-management skills work and team work in OS useful for teachers.

2.2.2 The method: Project-Based Learning (PBL)

In coherence with our work philosophy, we felt that the PBL method was especially suitable for organizing the didactic sequence to deliver the students in the simulation. The joint construction of a project that must be presented to an assessment committee is an extremely powerful way of developing generic skills. There are many reasons why PBL is a very good option for preparing students for work: it increases motivation, it connects theory and practice, it builds knowledge jointly, it obliges them to share their own capabilities with others, and it establishes connections between different disciplines, etc.
Proulx (2004) defines seven features that are consistent with our idea of work and which we used as a basis for our decisions:

- A systematic process
- Acquisition and transfer of learning
- The three major moments: anticipation, planning, construction
- Individual or pairwork
- Supervision by a teacher
- An observable activity
- A final product that can be evaluated

These features, and the following statement by Grant (2002), are the base of our didactic proposal following a PBL structure: “Project-based learning is centered on the learner and affords learners the opportunity for in-depth investigations of worthy topics. The learners are more autonomous as they construct personally-meaningful artifacts that are representations of their learning”.

2.3 The educational proposal

To explain the educational proposal, we organize the information in three steps: the process, the teacher and the student. These three points of view have some common elements.

The aim of the teaching project is to construct a particular product (School Olympic Games or Tourist Trade Show), but we shall focus on the process independently of the specific content of the product.

2.3.1 The process

The process is described according to the different moments of decision making:
2.3.2 The teacher

This section describes the decisions that are the responsibility of the teacher during the process:

2.3.3 The student

Finally we present the sequence that the student has to follow in order to carry out the project successfully.
3. CONCLUSIONS

Although this work describes the skeleton of the training process by which university students are trained using simulations in 3D environments, the findings should be used to provide continuity in both pedagogy and technology.

Before any analysis is made, it must be understood that pedagogy needs to be applied before technology. Working with advanced technologies requires a considerable amount of planning and design; every decision must be made with a subsequent step in mind. This work of anticipation is one of the main characteristics of this kind of process. The strategy must be centered on the students’ tasks and the learning outcomes they must acquire.

Teamwork is also very necessary when designing this kind of learning scenario. Designers have a wide range of different profiles: experts in graphic design, experts in computer management and systems, experts in pedagogy, experts in specific content (subject). The fact that they all have to put into practice such skills as expertise, patience, trust in others, planning, commitment, etc. constitutes a learning process in itself.

It is also shown that teachers and students need to be assigned different roles. Once again, the student is the center of the process but the teacher is responsible. In this regard, the evaluation process plays a special role. This kind of technological environment facilitates the assessment process because all events are recorded. This process must be planned and anticipated so that the most relevant information is collected to regulate the process and make good decisions regarding learning outputs.

Regarding technology, it constitutes a real challenge to observe other virtual worlds using the same or similar didactic sequence. In this sense, tools like Unity 3D provide a good opportunity to follow this idea. Unity 3D is a game development tool with a visually very rich browser based client. It allows developing for web, mobile, or console device. But, Unity doesn’t support the Sloodle module at this moment; this is a problem but it becomes a challenge at the same time to search options in this regard.

This paper describes a process that involves one of the elements that is the basis of its content: learning by doing. The whole design process is an experience that is now a rough diamond that requires analysis. The exploitation of the data resulting from this experience will be the next step in the Simul@ Project.

We have designed a process based on the principles of active learning using PBL methodology and it is now time to analyse the dynamics generated. And there is also the need to share our findings with the scientific community to extend our knowledge on these issues.
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CHAPTER 4:

EXPERIENCES AND GOOD PRACTICES
4.1 TEACHING AND LEARNING IN VIRTUAL WORLDS – THE POLYU EXPERIENCE

1. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

In the early 90s, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University (PolyU) pioneered elearning as a tool to support student learning. Initially, materials with simple graphics were put online and students could read or download the notes through the Internet. Later on, a second generation of elearning would support interactive multimedia with online materials and assessment. Recently, a new trend is worldwide is emerging which uses serious games and simulations within educational institutions as well as the effective training of professionals. In this third generation of elearning, highly interactive technologies, such as online visualization, virtual worlds and simulations, have been employed to support a constructivist elearning model for students (Connolly and Standfield, 2006; Connolly, McLellan, Stansfield, Ramsay and Sutherland, 2004).

The younger students, such as PolyU students, are digital natives. Many digital natives exhibit a cognitive preference for certain media. They prefer video, audio and interactive media. The traditional classroom lecture may not be able to fully utilize the new media. Difficulties have been encountered when having large number of students in a class or students are not regularly attending classes. Students feel they do not have sufficient individual mentoring. It is believed that virtual worlds have the desirable qualities for helping these problems by supporting situated learning or cognitive apprenticeship (Prensky, 2003). By creating virtual worlds, through various embedded activities, we can bring ways of doing, ways of being, and ways of analysing to our students (Shaffer, Squire, Halverson and Gee, 2005).

During Fall 2007, the School of Hotel and Tourism Management (SHTM) together with School of Design (SD) in PolyU designed a virtual campus to support the School’s student orientation programme. This provided Year 1 students with an alternative way to become familiarized with their new study environment and understand how to become effective and successful students at PolyU. A Virtual PolyU Campus was built on the Second Life platform as shown in Figure 1. The virtual orientation programme aimed to cultivate new learning experiences for students and to support education activities. Over 400 full-time Year 1 HD, BSc and MSc hotel and tourism students were invited to join the orientation programme. Academic staff and Year
2 and 3 students took the roles of “teacher” and “student mentors”. During term 2, January – March 2008, the project was expanded to provide for tutorials within Second Life for the General Education course APSS285 “Media and Everyday Life” and 80 students were taught in 6 weekly tutorials using a space within the virtual PolyU Campus created with the support of a team from EDC. In addition, 4 SHTM subjects (with around 300 students in total) used Second Life for a range of teaching and learning activities in Semester 2.

![Figure 1. PolyU Campus](image)

Today’s educators face new challenges not experienced by teachers in the past. They are dealing with students who are part of the ‘Net Generation’ (Oblinger, 2003), brought up in a 3-D world of virtual communication, visual complexity and online identities. They want and expect more engaging, empowering and interactive learning experiences in their student life than universities are often able to give them. Prensky writes of the differences between ‘Digital Natives’, the generation that grew up with video games and computers, and ‘Digital Immigrants’, people who have started using computers as adults (Prensky, 2001). The digital natives are used to instant gratification, hyperlinked information, and the need for rapid reflexes, and yet they are being taught by digital immigrants, who are used to learning from books and communicating by phone. Higher education is led by digital immigrants, using the same teaching methods used for many centuries, the didactic lecture. However the world has changed, and universities have been painfully slow in utilizing and harnessing the power of technology to enhance and stimulate student learning – the use of PowerPoint and email are probably the most widely used technologies in academia today.

Students today are in touch with technology and innovation in their everyday lives through digital media, smart phones and their online networks. Young people are community-focused, they belong to virtual communities to discuss shared interests (communities of interest), to develop social relations (community of relationships), and to explore new identities (communities of fantasy) (Hagel and Armstrong, 1997). According to Zemsky and Massey (2008), students want to use technology in order to be entertained through music, games and movies, to be connected to one another and to present themselves and their work. Our institutions are playing catch up, and not doing it very successfully. Yet, despite this situation, there are signs of change, with learning taking place in some academic departments which demonstrate student-centred and innovative teaching through e-Learning and “Serious Games” (Annetta et al., 2006)
Virtual worlds are being increasingly used by education. Platforms such as Second Life make it relatively fast and cost-effective to design and set up a virtual environment for teaching and learning compared to a few years ago. Virtual worlds are the next generation of e-learning and something PolyU should explore seriously now. While PolyU is the first university in Hong Kong to explore the possibilities of Second Life, a large community of educational institutions worldwide has already established itself in Second Life and is using this platform to develop new teaching and learning solutions. Institutions with Second Life presence include the universities of Harvard and Stanford in the USA, Edinburgh and Nottingham University in the UK, the universities of Hamburg and Aachen in Germany, and many others.

2. DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

In line with the blended learning approach, the Core-SL project has been started in 2009 to build an interactive and efficient hybrid learning environment with technology support for conducting teaching & learning activities within an interactive learning atmosphere to encourage students to become active learners outside the classroom.

The initial development of Core-SL is consisted of four functional spaces: Teaching & Learning, Assessment, Design and Resources. Within the Teaching and Learning space, interactive and experiential teaching and learning solutions will be developed that increase independent learning by students while maximising peer group and student-teacher interaction opportunities. This will include the design of learning spaces, e.g. lecturing, seminar, or tutorial areas, as well as the creation of spaces for student interaction, the display of student works, etc.

In the Assessment space, a new form of interactive and online assessment and student feedback will be produced and validated for future large-scale deployment. It is to provide easy-to-use solutions for teaching staff, the library, and other interested parties to assess students according to university standards, as well as to gather student feedback on teaching, online and offline learning provisions, etc.

The Resources space will set up structures for highly accessible and interactive delivery of information while also developing safe-guards to protect intellectual property rights. The space would support the development of general learning activities of students and staff. Start-up packages, e.g. guided tours, introductory walk-throughs, etc. will be collated to improve user-friendliness and accessibility of online learning. One initiative is to design a virtual library and resource centre that aims to provide guidance of The Pao Yue-kong Library as well as accesses to its electronic resources. The virtual centre would include corners, shelves and areas for the provision of course materials, displays of interest to the PolyU community, etc. The space can also be used for the public around the world to know more about the achievements and activities in PolyU.

The Design space acts as a knowledge sharing hub among staff and students. It is established as a place for idea exchanges and mutual support. The Design space can be further divided into 2 areas: staff and students. These areas are aimed to provide a platform to cultivate good practices, new tools, teaching and learning approaches, and knowledge sharing.

With the four functional spaces, an integrated virtual 3D environment is developed which forms a generic teaching and learning platform providing, but not limited to, (i) a series of standard teaching tools usable for holding teaching & learning activity for different academic departments; (ii) a role play simulation as demonstration of teaching and learning possibility in Second Life; and (iii) a series of standard assessment tools usable for assessing students’ knowledge acquired, ability and cognitive development for different academic departments.
For the Department of Computing, we have the Intelligent Company for Interview Training set up. In the virtual company, students have role-play interaction with AI robots to collect requirement specification for system design and development for in a database subject (Figure 2).

In another computing subject, students are divided into groups with scheduled timeslots. They were required to visit the PolyU virtual campus to attend tutorial class or complete their presentations to tutor through voice chat. Virtual tutorials had been conducted for Master level part-time students in the virtual theater with Powerpoint presentations (Figure 3).

For the case of the SHTMK, students were asked to do presentations on their virtual guestroom setup (Figure 4). In a customer relationship management subject, in order to well prepare the students for their placement and career, the school simulated different types of hotels in the virtual campus. Providing the space, student can play different roles and practice their customer handling skill to solve cases designed by the teaching staff.
Taken the “international” nature of the platform, students in the Department of Applied Social Science (APSS) can explore around the world and study different cultures. They can also meet with people of different nationalities so as to have first person interaction with them to get accurate information. A discussion area has been built in our virtual campus for providing space to teacher-students and student-student interactions (Figure 5).

An interesting use of CoreSL is from the Institute of Textiles and Clothing. They have constructed the Bioengineering Laboratory (Figure 6) which includes Information section, Lecture room, fabric and garment laboratory, scenario chamber and assessment zone. The laboratory provided students with space to have outside class to study on fabric and garment features which cannot be covered in class, as well as an assessment zone for them to test and evaluate themselves.
Another impressive use of CoreSL is from the School of Nursing. A hospital simulated environment has been built for students to have procedural training. This is a safe environment where students can try utilizing their taught skill on practical cases. From changing hospital uniform to completing the procedure on wearing PPE and intubation, all students’ behavior will be monitored. Every student can have an evaluation report on their performance by the end of each practice, and teachers can also have a log of students’ behaviors as a reference to their teaching and research purpose.

Figure 6. Bioengineering Laboratory
3. REVIEWS AND EVALUATION

In the past few years, CoreSL has served over 3000 students from over 25 different subjects organized by the 10 participated departments. We have organized over 50 workshops for teachers and students, helping them to learn and adapt to the new learning platform. In the library workshop, there were 40 participants. Among them, 84% of the participants expressed an interest in further involvement in our project and around 30% of them stated that the workshop provided would be advantageous for their work as well as their personal development.

**Student Reviews**

In Computing, students were expected to have enough background knowledge to adapt to Second Life using an instruction booklet, and therefore no introductory workshop was held for them. The result in a survey as shown in Figure 8 proved this assumption wrong. The students were not successful in their first attempts to follow the guide without an instructor. This demonstrated the significant of workshops for a successful introduction of Second Life to beginners.
In general, we have around 50% of participated students express their enjoyment on virtual learning while most of the teachers are rather positive towards their virtual teaching experience. A student handbook was published for students as a step-by-step introductory guide. This was very successful as most of the students managed to sign up for, to enter the Second Life, and to reach our campus island by referring to the guide book on their own. Figure 9 shows the APSS students’ impression after they used Second Life in their learning, we can see that most students feel interested in this “interesting” platform for simulation / game based learning activities. This can reflected, in certain degree, how this platform can potentially motivate students’ learning attitude on top of traditional learning method.

Figure 8. A survey for the COMP students.

Figure 9. Two surveys done for APSS Students
We have conducted a collective feedback from our students who participated in Second Life learning. From the results shown in Figure 10, we can see that students are having positive attitude and impression towards the new mode of learning. They did agreed that this interactive and interesting new platform can be provide a fun and interactive learning environment in their learning process, even thought the learning curve is a bit too long corresponding to complexity of their in-world activity. There are over 50% of them even tends to satisfied with their learning experience on this new platform.

![Rate on benefits of using Second Life to assist learning](image)

**Figure 10. Students Views of CoreSL**

**Teacher Reviews**

Apart from the feedbacks of students, our majority of participated teaching staff, over 90%, agreed that the virtual campus did help their students’ learning in certain degree. In addition, academic staff also agree that the CoreSL project has brought us the following advantages:

- We are breaking the physical boundaries of learning, and have invited overseas educators to give lectures in our virtual lecture theater for the benefit of our students.
- We have introduced easy and effective ways to allow students to work collaboratively in realizing 3D designs, so as to allow them to practice their acquired skills in a simulated, but realistic environment.
- We are connecting our students to the world and people in other countries. In several of the courses held in Second Life, students have interacted with people from the USA, Canada, Europe, Australia, and Japan which has served to broaden their perspectives and enriched their learning experience.

In a PolyU teaching review on CoreSL, teachers are generally agreed with the beneficial of adapting to our new teaching and learning platform and rather positive towards its potential on its contribution of effective teaching & learning, though there are still spaces to advance the quality of our virtual campus. We have around 80% of participated teaching staff found
technical barrier when they first learning about Second Life, this is a significant number. Since most of the participated department and servicing sections are not in technology domain, they met various challenges when employing in their teaching.

4. CHALLENGES AND CONCLUSION

At the early to middle project development stage, the network speed in PolyU, especially during peak hours was slow, which has repeatedly led to the poor and unacceptably slow performance of the Second Life software. This has discouraged many users and had an impact on the uptake of Second Life in teaching and learning. However, the situation has been improved and provided a satisfying environment for University-use of Second Life now.

In addition, Second Life makes high demands on the quality of hardware, e.g. graphics cards, which are not met by the low-cost machines available in some departments. As a result, some of the teaching staff and students have encountered problems entering Second Life. We finally adapted a third-party developed viewer which have less demand on computation power, called Kirstens S16, instead of the official Second Life viewer to ensure our staff can have a smooth use of Second Life in their offices, and we have managed to include the Kirstens Viewer as an official software installed in student computing laboratories which provide enough support to students using Second Life in PolyU to solve the equipment hinder.

Virtual learning environments are new and not widely known or accepted in Hong Kong, Second Life has been a new and unfamiliar platform for many Hong Kong students which required a comparatively long learning curve. Students demonstrated low levels of acceptance for the introduction of unknown, new learning technologies, and required additional motivation before they even attempted to make use of Second Life, and continuous encouragement to keep entering the virtual environment.
With the growth of participating departments, larger diversified teaching and learning activities have been arranged for different professional aspects. With various levels of success and failure, we notice the impact on activity design versus their Second Life uptake time. Since it cannot be denied that the learning curve for adapting Second Life is a bit long compared to students’ packed curriculum. Usually, students spent more time for adapting the platform rather than to learn through the virtual activities. This is the issue raised after the network accessing speed solved.

With all the challenges which we faced, the overall students’ feedback did show that we are going in a right direction of developing a fun and interactive learning environment which they did have an obvious increase in interest of learning through this platform.
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1. IMPLEMENTING ACTIVE LEARNING STRATEGIES IN ACADEMIA

The process of adapting to the European Higher Education Area (EHEA) involves considerable changes to university teaching methods and an opportunity to improve teaching quality. Making students a part of their own training process is the most innovative teaching aim. Nevertheless, lectures are still undoubtedly the most widespread method in university teaching and highly suitable if the objective is to transmit information. The results of several empirical studies show that in comparison with other disciplines, economics has been slow to adopt teaching methodologies other than the traditional lecture (Becker and Watts, 1996). Even those teachers who have carried out experiments to increase active student participation in learning processes point out that lectures are still the prevailing teaching methodology (Benzinger and Christ, 1997). The lack of student involvement in classroom lectures has been the object of much criticism. Partly in response to these criticisms, economics teachers have started to consider other methodologies for teaching economic concepts. A good example of this are the experiences described in the books Teaching Economics to Undergraduates: Alternatives to Chalk and Talk (Becker and Watts, 1998), and Teaching Economics: More Alternatives to Chalk and Talk (Becker, et. al., 2006).

The transmission of ideas and concepts through traditional classes (chalk and talk) is a passive method that disregards any effort students might make to actively involve themselves in the learning process and is of no use for the acquisition of competences if it is the only type of activity that students carry out during their university education. However, lectures have survived many generations of criticism because, despite their limitations, they are an efficient way of transmitting the content of a subject. The new paradigm of the teaching-learning process that is being put forward with the construction of the EEES, though, means that both teachers and students must get involved in new ways of teaching and learning. In this context, formulating competences is fundamental if the expected learning outcomes are to be achieved.

Specific and general competences should enable students to learn to think and generate
their own ideas and reasoning in such a way that learning is more genuine. This new system requires new methodologies based on active student learning. These new instruments search for the most appropriate way of involving students in their own learning process. The aim is to include students in their own education, to encourage students to reflect about their deductions and to see how students can obtain results and draw conclusions that were traditionally obtained and drawn by teachers.

The fundamental objective of active learning methodologies is not only that students memorize content but that they acquire the professional competences that the degree course is expected to provide. They should be able to cope with new challenges on their own initiative and not merely limit themselves to applying what they memorized, which they gradually forget as time goes by. Active learning encourages a critical spirit and invites students to regard themselves as the constructor of their own knowledge and the central element of everything that is done in the classroom. Interaction with other students is encouraged through work groups, debates or presentations in class. In this way, the students actively discover and understand the topics studied for themselves, they construct their professional competences and improve their communicative skills.

Both teachers and students benefit from these active methodologies. On the one hand, students learn to assess the extent of their learning and their ability to cope with new problems and concepts. And on the other, teachers feel themselves to play a more relevant role in the process of generating and monitoring the students’ education. The teaching and learning process must make the most of the resources available to teachers. The wide range of ways in which teaching methodologies and educational resources can be used should focus on searching for the best strategy by which students can acquire the expected knowledge and competences.

Therefore, active methodologies can be used to diversify the strategies that can be applied in teaching and learning processes. These alternatives to the traditional lecture have gradually gained importance in the planning and distribution of time allotted to the various activities that students carry out during their university education. And it is here that simulation games can play an important role.

2. TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION AT THE SERVICE OF TEACHING IN ECONOMICS AND BUSINESS COURSES

Innovations in the field of ICT have led to the creation of new communication environments that have made it possible to develop new teaching and learning experiences by allowing activities that were unimaginable until very recently (Ferro et al. 2009). The incorporation of ICT into university teaching has provided new opportunities for improving the quality of student learning, although in themselves they are not sufficient to improve the educational process. Canós et al. (2009) point out that ICT requires teachers and students to develop new competences if the innovations are to be successful. And they also require teachers to have new competences in the preparation of information and in relating to the students. Likewise, students need to have the ability and the attitude to undertake a process of autonomous learning, and to maintain a fluid relationship with their teachers.

Ferro et al. (2009) point out the following advantages of using the information and communication technologies in university teaching:

- Space-time barriers are removed from teaching and learning activities.
Communication between teachers and students is improved.
Teaching can be personalised, adapted to the characteristics of the students.
Students can interact with information. After searching for information on the Internet, they can analyse and reformulate what they have found.
Students' motivation and interest improve
The development of new teaching methodologies improves educational efficiency.

Canós and Ramón (2007), however, pointed out that the new technologies also have some drawbacks:
Students and teachers depend on technology to interact with and use the material.
There is a risk of students being cut off from the teacher and classmates because of the depersonalisation of relationships in the educational process.
Materials and activities require more effort and time to prepare,
Some teachers opposed to change may reject the new ways of organizing education.

University faculties and schools, then, are acquiring computer supplies and equipment that are to be largely used for teaching purposes. However, finding the tools and programs that are appropriate for the educational process is a task for teachers.

3. SIMULATION GAMES IN ECONOMICS AND BUSINESS STUDIES

Business games have increased quite considerably in recent years and they have a long and varied history. Faria et al (2009) made a detailed review of the history, uses and changes that have taken place over time in business games, particularly since the advent of the new technologies. The first use of a business game in a business management seminar can be traced back to 1956. The game Top Management Decision Simulation was developed by the American Management Association (Hodgetts, 1970) although it was not until 1957 that there is any reference to a simulation game being used in a university course. The game Top Management Decision was used in a course on commercial policy at the University of Washington (Watson, 1981).

From then on, business games developed rapidly. The Business Games Handbook published in 1969 (Graham and Gray, 1969) listed more than 190 business simulation games. Later, The Guide to Simulation/Games for Education and Training (Horn and Cleaves, 1980) identified more than 228 business simulation games. In 2004 an e-mail survey of university lecturers from business schools in North America, which generated 1,085 responses, confirmed that 36.6% were current users of business simulators in their teaching activities (Faria and Wellington, 2004).

In the reviews on teaching applications of business simulation games it is important to analyse the role that technology has had and the different types of game if their evolution is to be understood. At the beginning, business simulation games were quite simple: few variables were taken into account in the decision-making process, only a small number of participants could take part, the number or products or brands was limited, and participant feedback almost non-existent.

As we mentioned above, the increasing availability of computer equipment in universities and business schools and ever-improving technology have been key factors in the incorporation of this tool into education. At present, simulation games are hosted in platforms, which
makes it possible to increase their complexity quite considerably. Some versions are more economic or even free, and can be installed in students’ personal computers, which increases connectivity and speed of use. And it is also of particular importance that the problems of securely storing the data, which provides evidence of the learning process, have been greatly reduced.

4. TYPES OF BUSINESS GAME SIMULATION

As far as planning teaching is concerned, in the traditional curricula of formal courses, the syllabuses of the subjects are divided into lists of topics and it is assumed that the students will understand the complexity involved once they have studied them all. On the other hand, in simulated environments complexity can be introduced into the technological environment in such a way that students have to face up to complex activities and situations, which they have to resolve (Lehti and Lehtinen, 2005).

If the use of simulations games in teaching is to be fully understood, it is important to know the general features of the different types of game in existence. To this end, we would like to make particular mention of Wolfe’s classification (1993) of business simulation games:

- **Top Management Games**. In these games the participants take on the role of the company’s chief executive officer and accept responsibility for taking strategic decisions for the whole company
- **Functional Games**. In these games the participants take on the role of director of a functional area of the company (for example, marketing, production or accounts) and accept responsibility for more concrete, operational decisions.
- **Concept Simulation Games**. In these games the participants assume the responsibility for decisions in small functional areas (for example, specific decisions about publicity, sales management, personnel, etc.)

It is only to be expected that different game types will have different teaching uses depending on the aims and the competences that need to be acquired. Depending on type, games can be central to a course or subject or merely be used as a support tool in combination with other methodologies. After analyzing 1,115 articles published over a forty-year period in the journal *Simulation & Gaming*, Faria et al. (2009) identified 304 articles in which business simulation games are used as an education and learning tool, and they highlight the following nine main reasons for use mentioned by teachers:

- The **experience** gained through business games. The opinions expressed by teachers and students suggest that participatory pedagogical tools make teaching experiences more memorable.
- The **strategy aspects** of business games. The games clearly incorporate strategic decisions. The complexity of the decisions has been increased by the technical advances of the programs themselves.
- The **decision-making** experience gained through business games. Nowadays games include a considerable number of variables, all of which are inter-related. This enables students to develop their decision-making competence. The main contribution of business games is that they clarify academic knowledge and make it possible for students to experiment with decision making and see the economic and business effects that their decisions have in different scenarios.
- The **learning and objectives** provided by business games. The use of business games and the results obtained by students while they play provide evidence of the learning process itself.

- The **teamwork** experience provided through business games. Most simulation games involve teams, and teamwork is always more gratifying if all the members adapt to the role they have been assigned.

- The **student motivation** provided by business games. The use of business games provides feedback that is not provided by other pedagogical tools. For example, in case studies, students have a passive role in which they can learn from the strategies that a particular case shows, but they are unlikely to see the results of their decisions.

- The **application of theoretical concepts** in a practical way. Business games make it possible to apply theoretical concepts and if students do not apply the concepts as they should, they can rethink and thus consolidate their theoretical knowledge.

- **Active learning** by students during games. On other occasions we have discussed how important active learning is in the learning process. Business games are tools that allow active learning to take place.

- The **integration of ideas** provided by business games. Numerous variables interact in economic and business environments, and there are a wide variety of different scenarios, all of which can be portrayed in business games.

Of these nine reasons, the first five have constantly been repeating ever since business games first emerged. We should point out that one of our interests is to promote those tools that make active learning possible and, in the light of the results, it is clear that active learning is one of the main reasons why simulation games are used. We are convinced that including interactive virtual reality in simulation games will not substantially change the reasons for use but it will certainly make all areas more realistic.

It is very important to understand the main reasons why simulation games are used in teaching, but it is even more important to understand the real benefits that are expected from the use of these games in economics and business studies. Considerable emphasis has been put on the importance of anchoring learning through authentic activities and simulations by the prevailing education theories (Bransford et. al. 2000). Simulations, then, can be used to anchor learning through authentic activities, which help students to cope with complex situations and encourage collaborative work (Lehti and Lehtinen, 2005).

The possible benefits of using games and simulations in teaching and learning processes, as Siewiorek et. al. (2012) have pointed out, have been discussed in numerous studies which emphasise their advantages (Aldrich, 2004; Kafai, 2006; Keys and Biggs, 1990; Prensky, 2001; Wolfe and Crookall, 1998; Woods, 2004). Simulations and simulation games have been widely used in studies in the field of business (Burgess, 1995; Dickinson and Faria, 1996; Faria, 1990; Faria et. al. 2009). The literature provides interesting results that show that games and simulations are highly appropriate to university education with a professional focus. Simulations and games enable students to come into contact with complex situations that are typical of real-life processes.

Another important advantage of simulations is that they can be used as platforms for collaborative learning and the acquisition of negotiating skills (Susskind and Corburn, 2000). In many cases, games and simulations allow students to share experiences and use them as a
basis for more detailed discussion of problems and cases that need to be solved (Lehtinen, 2002). Having the chance to respond to real—or at least realistic—problems in controlled learning situations is also very important for training in leadership. Simulated environments can be used so that students can carry out activities that are very similar to the sort of activities they will have to carry out in professional contexts but protecting them from any serious consequences that their mistakes might have (Garris et al., 2002). Therefore, the players can take risks, explore and try out new things. In a learning context, these experiences can be linked to theoretical models, making them easier to understand and interpret. Students need conceptual instruments to understand the situations they are faced with and their own behaviour in these situations. In this regard, Siewiorek et al. (2012) point out that simulated games are an interesting way of learning leadership topics. However, as well as carrying out the simulation, it is important to have time to reflect and analyse the content that is to be taught because otherwise the learning outcomes will not be achieved.

Despite all these positive points, some features of simulations and games hinder their application in education. The main barriers to learning with simulations are the following: the availability of resources and the time required for preparation, the lack of fit between the simulation and the course syllabus, technical problems and the lack of information on simulations (Faria and Wellington, 2004). It should also be borne in mind that students do not always perceive the expected connection between the simulated cases and real-life situations and, if they perceive that the simulation is not realistic, they may lose interest and motivation when taking part (Adobor and Daneshfar, 2006).

5. FROM ASSIGNING THE BUSINESS ROLE TO DESIGNING THE AVATAR

Having discussed the historical evolution of simulation games and the main reasons teachers have for using them, we move on to discuss the new options provided by interactive virtual business games. The technological evolution that is available to teachers has led to a change in paradigm in the way in which business simulation games are being developed. The intelligent agents or virtual characters are now the protagonists of simulation games. Students can have the real sensation that they are in the place where the events are unfolding. What is more, as Gerhard et al. point out (2004), avatars are the embodiment of users in collaborative virtual environments.

As has been discussed with reference to the experiences of applying virtual simulation (chapter 3), the design and personalization of avatars is fundamental if students are to play a specific role in the game, and it is this process that they considered to significantly mark the beginning of the game.

The development of artificial intelligence and its application to avatars, which can even be made to transmit emotions, has provided a wide range of new teaching options. These new options give as much importance to the evolution of the process throughout the game as to the final results obtained. It is particularly interesting to point out the results obtained by Vogel et al. (2006), who used three-dimensional images in education. Their study showed that the use of virtual reality programs can be a useful aid for helping students to understand complex ideas.

Virtual simulation games in economics and business, in which reality is constructed by avatars, provide a wide variety of teaching options particularly as far as developing entrepreneurship, and economic and business management and planning is concerned. In our opinion,
in the field of business one of the most important competences is teamwork as companies are made up of human capital. In most professional situations we are required to work as part of a team and we have to adapt. Working on the composition of virtual teams, with the characterizations of the avatars that are to take part in the game, can be fundamental to the learning process.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE REFLECTIONS

The incorporation of virtual simulation undoubtedly involves a change in the role of teachers and students. Teachers are no longer mere lecturers who provide notes that students must memorize if they wish to pass exams; they are now tutor-trainers who guide learning processes. Students must learn how to learn and not only listen; they must be able to work effectively as members of a group; they must know how to search for information that is relevant to the decisions that have to be taken and think critically about issues so that headway can be made and the objectives of the simulation reached.

However, the methodological changes being made to the teaching process mean that both teachers and students have to invest more time. Teachers have to do more work before contact with students when preparing the various activities, and they have to spend more time on monitoring the learning process and motivating students. Teachers must also draw up appropriate and detailed plans of the activities that are to be carried out as part of the subject, so that students can plan their time and fulfill the aims of the course.

These processes of designing and implementing new teaching methodologies need to be accompanied by a system that provides proof of learning so that the results of this sort of application can be assessed. We believe that these mechanisms of assessment are essential if we are to understand whether the methodological changes have the desired effect of improving educational systems and student learning, and if we are to detect which aspects are not working as we had predicted so that improved mechanisms can be designed. Likewise, systems need to be developed for assessing the learning process generated by the use of these tools. Since competences are only acquired gradually, graded scales of competence acquisition are required.

The inclusion of interactive virtual games in economics and business courses should help the student’s learning process. However, we must take care that the complexity of games does not hinder the learning process: that is to say, that the technical complexity of games does not demotivate students and force them to drop out.

As Porter et al (2004) point out, in the field of economics at this point in time we have enough information to design simulation programs. However, if these simulation programs are to be used correctly they must contain supplementary material and clear instructions about how they are to be integrated into courses to guarantee successful use. Further study should also be carried out on the effectiveness and the validity of simulation games in the learning process. Although they are expected to be effective and valid, as yet there is little evidence in the literature that this is the case. Stainton et al. (2010) state that simulations must be designed with great care, and must take into account such essential criteria as complexity, the realism of the representation, the depth of the content and the method of application.

To date, business virtual simulation games have been used as tools for teaching a whole subject or part of one. Experiences and projects in which virtual simulation is the centre of
the process and not only a tool may provide more evidence on the learning potentiality they have.

We believe that in economics and business studies it is very important to continue using interactive virtual games, and that work should be done on developing international university experiences to create global economy scenarios in which interactivity among students makes it possible for them to develop specific and general competences and also intercultural ones. Technological advances, then, must be used correctly by teachers and always focused on students and their learning process.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The concept of metaverse (Stephenson, 1992) can be described as a collective on-line shared space, created by joining some virtually enhanced physical reality with a physically persistent virtual space (Castonova, 2005). It has been defined as a digital or electronic representation of the real world where people can interact freely using the metaphor of their real lives in a world that is not limited by physics, age or other real world characteristics. In recent years, such new software applications as virtual worlds (VWs) and augmented reality have been developed.

Virtual worlds provide a 3D environment that can be used as a fictional virtual world in which people with different interests and skills can interact, share or cooperate in a wide range of activities (Sinrod, 2007, Talbot, 2008). Users can interact in the VW with other users or with the elements (objects) in the world through avatars that represent them. Their ease of use, collaborative facilities and the attractiveness of their 3D features, which give users a new and highly immersive sensation, have made VWs interesting tools for a wide range of different fields. In our specific case, VWs are a good environment in which to carry out educational, training, and collaborative tasks (Berns, Gonzalez-Pardo and Camacho, 2011; 2013).

This paper presents an innovative educational platform, Virt-UAM (Virtual Worlds at the Universidad Autónoma de Madrid), which makes it possible to design and implement virtual spaces in which a set of avatars can be intensively monitored using a set of tools managed by the platform administrator or a particular avatar (i.e. the teacher in an educational domain). The data obtained from the monitoring tools can be analysed using information theory-based techniques. In this way we can understand the avatars behaviour during their stay in the world and try to improve it in the future (Gonzalez-Pardo, de Borja Rodríguez, Pulido and Camacho, 2010; Bello-Orgaz, R-Moreno,; Camacho, and Barrero, 2012).

Two language courses and an introductory language programming course have been designed to analyze how VWs can improve both the motivation and learning of university students and teacher effectiveness. These courses were designed to stimulate learners with opportuni-
ties for real and meaningful interaction through task-based and goal-oriented activities as well as cooperative learning. Using the Virt-UAM platform, the students could take a leading role in the learning environment and work with other students and teachers to create knowledge that can be shared between them. Finally, this knowledge was applied in a practical workshop that was held as part of the International Seminar for Simulation-based Environments (Simul@) in November 2011.

2. RELATED WORK

VW technologies have been traditionally applied in a wide variety of domains ranging from business (Sinrod, 2007; Talbot, 2008) to massively-multiplayer online games (Castonova, 2005), which is the most popular application at present. In recent years videogames and virtual worlds (VWs) have attracted the attention of many people from very different fields and have become quite popular (de Freitas, 2007; Bellotti, Berta, Gloria and Zappi, 2008; Bellotti, Berta, de Gloria and Zappi, 2008). However, VWs have already been recognized by many educational institutions (universities and high schools) as having considerable potential for teaching and learning purposes (Nardi, Ly and Harris, 2007; The New Media Consortium, 2007). These environments have been used to improve educational techniques (Berns, Gonzalez-Pardo and Camacho 2011; 2013) because they allow teachers and students to use innovative learning strategies: practical training, group work, discussions, field practice, simulations, and visualization of concepts. Our interest in VWs was initially motivated by the challenge of making courses more attractive for university students.

Currently, a considerable number of VW platforms are available that can be used to design and implement virtual spaces. Some of the most popular ones are Active Worlds, Second Life (SL), OpenCobalt and OpenSim. Second Life has been applied to several learning and educational processes (Jarmon, Traphagan, Mayrath, and Trivedi, 2009; Lamb, and Johnson, 2009; Trotter, 2008; Waters, 2009). For example, it has been used by psychology instructors as a space to meet students and create labs, buildings and objects that can be used to learn content and skills (Baker, Wentz, and Woods, 2009). Cunha, Raposo and Fuks, (2008) use Second Life as an environment for collaborative learning and the generation of new educational content, and De Lucia et al. (de Lucia, Francese, Passero, and Tortora, 2008) used Second Life to create an environment and a location for collaborative learning in which objects were modeled and programmed to support the synchronous role-based collaborative activities required by the jigsaw learning technique in a 3D virtual meeting setting. In the specific context of teaching technical subjects, medical and health librarians and educators have explored the pedagogical potential of Second Life (Boulos, Hetherington, and Wheeler, 2007). Another approach (Bourke, 2009) analyzes how multiple remote participants can engage with 3D geometry within a virtual environment.

Several other initiatives are using virtual worlds for technical education. Park et al. [26] compare instructor-led with simulation-based environments for engineering students, and measure two variables: achievement and interest. They conclude that both environments produce similar results. Slator et al. (Slator, Hill and Del Val, 2004) present a virtual world with no teachers (called ProgrammingLand MOOseum). In this world, computer science students explore rooms populated with interactive objects. These objects are designed to facilitate the learning experience. Nelson and Ketelhut (Nelson and Ketelhut, 2008) use an individualized guidance system (IGS) for students in a virtual world (called River City) with no real teachers.
The IGS prompts students with questions and hints, and collects data about simple student activities such as clicking on pictures or reading charts.

3. VIRTUAM PLATFORM

OpenSim is an open source multi-platform that can be used as a multiuser 3D application server. It makes it possible to create VWs which can be accessed through a variety of clients (for example, RealXtend or HippoViewer) and on multiple protocols. It is also an open source project which allows developers to extend the base functionality by means of pluggable software modules. In order to use OpenSim as an e-Learning and virtual lab platform, we designed a VW environment named VirtUAM (Virtual Words at the UAM) built on a grid over OpenSim simulator. VirtUAM consists of four basic components:

1. **A grid of computers hosting the virtual spaces** (islands, buildings or any other virtual spaces that can be requested by users) that allows all the VWs generated to be executed and managed. In these virtual spaces, lectures, laboratory activities, or working activities, can be placed, and the educational objects created by teachers and students stored. If the number of objects within the VW increases then several computers are needed to avoid performance problems.

![Figure 1. Software architecture of the VirtUAM platform](image)
2. A web portal to provide users access to public information and data about the courses (technical guides, construction and programming tutorials, etc.). There are three different types of user roles in this web portal: administrator, teachers and students. Teachers and administrators can use the web portal for administration tasks. For instance, teachers can create courses, include new students on their courses, and obtain statistics on student behaviour and performance. Administrators can manage teachers’ accounts, analyze the system performance and access the logs stored in the database system. Students, on the other hand, can only change their own information and access the documentation related to the courses.

3. A back-end service built on different database servers which contain all the required data: technical and user guides, user information (group, teacher and student profiles), data mining information (such as logs, chat conversations, tracking movements, documents and objects developed by users, or student and educator interactions in the VW). This large amount of information can be used by both teachers and administrators to analyse data of student behavior.

4. A statistical module that receives the data stored from interactions in the VW. Once these data are appropriately mapped, they are processed using data mining techniques to retrieve patterns from them.

The main characteristics of OpenSim make this platform seem the most appropriate for our educational purposes. The reasons for this decision can be summarized as follows:

- OpenSim is open-source software, which makes it possible for teachers and administrators to modify and adapt the program, in line with their teaching goals and student needs.
- A specific programming language, called LSL (Linden Scripting Language), can be used to add functionality to virtual objects.
- Information about avatar behaviour such as interaction with the objects in the world or chat records can be easily retrieved from external VW applications. In this way all this information about the avatar or the student can be analysed.
- The platform can be accessed only by registered users. Usually, VW platforms such as ActiveWorlds or SL are public virtual places but OpenSim is not a public virtual place and administrators can configure the VW to restrict the access to limited users. This means that other external non-authorized users cannot visit the VW-learning environment and perhaps interfere in the course tasks.
- The virtual space that can be built by users, and the number of prims created in this platform, are both unlimited. Users can build their own virtual space with an almost unlimited number of objects with which to interact. However, there can be problems with the system performance when the number of prims and programs running in the VW grows too quickly. This can be managed using the grid-based configuration of the platform.

In this platform, the educators have the control of the avatars connected, their actions, and which kind of task they can do. The platform provides for three kinds of users:

- Administrators. These users control the access of any avatar and virtual world within the platform, create new objects, program and extend the base functionality by generating new software modules.
• **Teachers.** They can control their student groups through the stored logs and manage the educational materials. The VirtUAM platform extends the OpenSim functionality by allowing teachers to use (and eventually create) in-world objects with a given functionality. These new objects can also be modified and extended by other teachers, evolving according to the users’ (teachers’) needs, and so on.

• **Students.** They can access the educational material uploaded through the web portal by the educators, and solve the tasks proposed through the virtual world.

At present students are controlled by means of a peer-to-peer process in which the system administrator provides a set of predefined avatars (including names and passwords) to the educators in charge. Therefore, the teachers can control student access to the platform and monitor their behavior in the VW.

### 4. COURSES DEVELOPED USING VIRTUAM

Several educational-based courses have been developed using the VirtUAM platform. Two of them were designed to teach languages (German and French), and one to program concepts through a programming language called Linden Scripting Language (LSL), which it is provided by the OpenSim platform. This language syntax is similar to Visual Basic or Java and provides behavior to the virtual world objects, making them sensitive to such events as being touched.

In the first two game-like language courses, the students move with their avatar through different rooms or levels, in each of which they face a new challenge. The aim is to improve their listening and reading skills through several activities (teaching basic vocabulary by means of photos in combination with audio recordings, quiz-like activities designed to test the listening skills acquired, etc.). The addition of a scoring system aims to encourage students to improve their language skills and increase their motivation before they proceed to the next level.
Finally, the platform has been used in several seminars and introductory courses the main
goal of which was to introduce basic programming concepts through the use of VWs. A se-
condary goal was to evaluate the impact of the platform on student motivation and learning.
Therefore, the courses were designed to make them more interesting for students and, at the
same time, to minimize the effort required to learn a programming language. Students report
that the framework helped to enhance two basic aspects of the learning process:

1. They are more motivated because the results have an immediate 3D visualization.
2. They engage in **collaborative and cooperative work** by free interaction with other ava-
tars. The 3D world is an attractive environment in which students can chat on a public
channel (that anyone can hear in a 20 meters radio), and ask questions in public as in
a traditional learning environment or in a one-on-one private chat channel.

The programming course was structured in several sessions as Table 1 shows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1       | 1.5 h    | Definition of VWs or metaverses and description of Opensim plat-
|         |          | form (sims, terrain properties, avatar customization, prims or ob-
|         |          | jects, message system and navigation). |
| 2       | 2 h      | Design and building with objects (prims) in the VM: basic use of
|         |          | building tools, prim creation and combination to design complex ob-
|         |          | jects and advanced attributes (rotation, position, texture, flexibility,
|         |          | light, etc.). |
| 3       | 2 h      | Free session to customize avatars and start to design a project. All
|         |          | students are responsible for creating their own environment in the
|         |          | VM using the functionalities of the building tool. |
| 4       | 2 h      | Introduction to the programming language LSL. Description of the
|         |          | language’s syntax, how to create scripts to perform basic operations
|         |          | and how to compile and debug a program. |
| 5       | 2 h      | Basic data types and variables in LSL and control flow structures
|         |          | (conditional statements and the three different loop structures
|         |          | available in LSL) for managing the execution control of the script
|         |          | instructions. |
| 6       | 2 h      | Free session in which the students develop and test scripts (pro-
|         |          | grams) belonging to their designed objects. |
| 7       | 4 h      | Free session to finalize the project. |

*Table 1. Programming language course on the VirtUam platform*

Each session involved ten students and two teachers who provide students with some indi-
vidual support. During the sessions students were connected to an island divided into regions
(one region per student). Once the students had become familiar with the VW dynamic, they
were free to customize their avatars and to build their own VW in their own regions. Designing their regions of the island gives the students the opportunity to reinforce the knowledge acquired in all of the sessions.

As Table 1 shows, the first session describes how to customize avatars and interact within the 3D VW (see Figure 4).

![Figure 4. Customizing the avatar in the VW](image)

Students are shown how to design and build objects (prims) in the VM in the second session. Then, in a free session, students can customize their avatars and start to build their own environment in the VM. Figure 5 shows a complex example of Japanese building designed using basic objects.

![Figure 5. Designing and building complex objects using basic forms (prims)](image)
Finally, sessions 4, 5 and 6 describe the basis of the LSL programming language. First, the data types allowed in LSL are described and then the essential control structures in any programming language: the conditional and loop structures. Figure 6 shows an example of a script (program) in LSL. It represents a piece of code that is executed when an avatar interacts with the object. In this example the program sends a message (Touched) to the public channel when the “touch” event occurs.

![Script: New Script](image)

**Figure 6.** Associating a particular script to an object

5. **PRACTICAL DEVELOPMENT OF VW SPACES AT THE SIMUL@ SEMINAR**

One of the goals of our workshop was to decrease the traditional duration (but maintain the basis of our teaching schedule) of our VW courses, by reducing the fundamentals of VW design and development to a two-hour workshop. In this course, some of the material described in the section above was actively used to improve the learning capacity of the assistants by allowing better and faster interaction with a real VW scenario. The schedule of this short introductory course to VW is shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Duration (min)</th>
<th>Brief description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Definition of VWs or metaverses and description of Opensim platform (sims, terrain properties, avatar customization, prims or objects, message system and navigation).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Introduction to main differences between Second Life and Open-Sim, some basics on avatars and user facilities in the VW. Users can interact with their avatar and the surroundings (other avatars and objects previously deployed from other courses).

Design and building with objects (prims) in the VM: basic use of building tools, prim creation and combination to design complex objects and advanced attributes (rotation, position, texture, flexibility, light, etc.).

Introduction to basics of the programming language LSL. Description of the language’s syntax, and the essential concepts of event and state.

Table 2. Virtual worlds introduction course on the VirtUam platform at Simul@ International Seminar.

Although a complete and interactive VW space cannot be designed in only two hours, the following conclusions were drawn from this short course:

- During first 45-minute session, the assistants became aware of the main differences between open platforms (i.e. Opensim) and commercial platforms (i.e. SecondLife) and their main implications for the educational problem (for instance, development expenses, the property of the data, controlling avatars’ access to the world, etc.).
- In the first and second session, participants accessed a predefined VW space to interact with their avatar (that’s to say, customize it), and communicate, navigate and interact in the world.
- In the third and fourth sessions, participants designed and developed objects in the VW to better understand how the technology works and what kind of virtual spaces can be easily developed.
- Finally, some software examples (in the form of basic programs or scripts) were briefly described and explained to the assistants showing (from a very general point of view) how objects and avatars can interact in a VW.

Our main conclusion from this experience is that a short course on this kind of technology is feasible. Although long-term dedication is required if this kind of environment is to be completely developed (and particular effort must be put into the design), introducing this kind of technology in education is no more difficult than other technologies that are currently being used in virtual learning and internet-based courses. A short course on VW can show potential users what the main features and pitfalls of these 3D technologies are, and therefore where resources should be applied (design, programming, teaching resources, etc.).
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1. INTRODUCTION

It cannot be denied that our education system is being revolutionised by the incorporation of the new technologies into our learning environments. We are currently immersed in a period of constant change in which students are no longer merely passive participants in their own teaching-learning process; they now have an active role because of the increasingly greater importance of on-line tools. These new technologies applied to education encourage student-centred learning.

One of the tools used in these new learning contexts are metaverses or virtual worlds. According to Pan et al. (2006), in distance learning the fundamental difference between 2D environments, which focus mainly on the exchange of content, and 3D environments is that the latter have the significant advantage that they induce a strong feeling of presence. We believe that the presence of the student increases both significant learning and motivation.

In this context, in June 2003 Linden Lab developed Second Life (SL), a computer application that functions as a client program: that is to say, it is installed in the user’s computer and it connects to the Second Life servers when it is executed, thus facilitating user access. Its website (http://www.secondlife.com) advertises itself as “Your World! Your Imagination!” and enables users to create their own world by building a variety of environments and creating their own self in the form of an avatar that can move and communicate in this virtual medium.

One of the essential features of virtual worlds is that users can interact with one another in real time, which gives rise to the possibility of virtual learning environments that use role-playing techniques. The use of these tools is an innovation in learning environments because it allows students to take control of the process, facilitates experiential learning and makes it possible for students practise the skills and competencies they have acquired during their study of the subject. The teacher shifts from being a content facilitator to a mediator of the learning process who guides the student. In this regard, “Second Life provides a perfect arena for education to cease focusing on content and to become a ‘utility’ that focuses on students
and their interests, and which enables them to learn ‘by doing’ while permanently on-line.” (Checa, 2012: 147).

In an attempt to adapt their degree courses to the innovative teaching methodologies required by the European Higher Education Area (EHEA), the Distance University of Madrid (UDIMA) has made a commitment to the new technological-teaching potential of the Web 2.0. Teaching by means of these 3D environments is still only incipient, although it has already been satisfactorily implemented in international institutions. In Spain, our university has exported this system as a complementary activity, which involves simulating a trial in the virtual environment.

One of the tools that the University has made available to students is our own virtual space—an island—within Second Life, which they use during the teaching-learning process of various degree courses. The island is designed to be a space for interaction, communication and simulation of several learning activities, which takes advantage of the benefits that virtual worlds bring to distance education.

Thus, a variety of activities can be provided by this tool—from practising languages to carrying out simulations of meetings—but undoubtedly two of the most novel activities that can be found in UDIMA’s virtual world are the ones that we describe below.

The lecturers Monterroso and Baile have been the driving forces behind the development of innovative educational experiences in a Second Life courtroom and psychology clinic, respectively, where students can acquire the competencies required by their degree courses in the virtual world and subsequently apply them in real life. The aim of these activities is to enhance the acquisition and transmission of knowledge, and to allow the practical learning of Law and Psychology through role plays in which students act out different characters.

The first teaching activity simulates a trial, and combines content from the degree course in Law, Civil Law and Judicial Law with role playing that involves the agents of the judicial system (plaintiffs, defendants and judges).

In the second activity, the students of the degree in Psychology, and more specifically those studying the subject Psychological Intervention and Treatment, simulate the first session in a process of psychological intervention. One of the students represents the therapist and the other the patient, and the activity helps them to develop therapeutic and diagnostic skills.

2. EXPERIENCE IN THE FIELD OF LAW: SIMULATION OF A VIRTUAL TRIAL

2.1. Introduction

Trial simulation is an attractive idea for the degree in Law because students can experiment with a variety of different identities: lawyers, public prosecutors, judges or court secretaries. To do so we used the stage of a 3D courtroom in Second Life.

This virtual environment enables our distance learning students to interact directly and take part in drawing up an argument that they have to defend in court versus another group of students who act as the opposing party and a third group who act as judges.

Thus, an efficient tool is constructed to carry out an educational strategy that is much more participatory and appropriate to the acquisition of the competencies specific to the degree in Law. In fact, by means of this experience we have attempted to cover the general and specific competencies from the academic and theoretical point of view (knowing and understanding), the professional and practical point of view (knowing how to act), and the disciplinary and ethical point of view (knowing how to be) (Monterroso and Escutia, 2011).
In fact, the current state of this technology has opened up a range of possibilities in teaching methodology by which learning can be improved and these competencies can be developed. At the same time, university students work more autonomously to construct their knowledge.

2.2. Description of the experiment.

Our experiment consisted of creating a practical activity for students of Law in the Second Life courtroom. First, in a virtual law classroom a practical case provided by the lecturer was solved. Subsequently, in the 3D courtroom, the students took on the roles of lawyer for the prosecution, lawyer for the defence (accompanied by their respective lawyers) and judges. Figure 1 shows the scenario in which our students worked.

![Figure 1. Courtroom on UDIMA's Second Life island](image)

The first thing students had to do when they entered the courtroom was to sit in the place allocated to the person whose role they had adopted, and ensure that they were wearing the perceptive gown. Figure 2 shows a student putting on the perceptive gown before occupying her position.

Throughout the activity, attempts were made to faithfully reflect a real trial, in which students were required to develop the competencies that will be essential for them in future professional practice. Therefore, depending on whether they were playing the role of lawyer for the prosecution, lawyer for the defence or judge, the avatars had to respect the trial instructions provided by the lecturer. Not only did they have to find a legal basis for their arguments, they also had to respect the time allocated to them and use the appropriate legal vocabulary. For example, the lawyers had to use the expression “with leave of the court” before speaking or making a suggestion or request to the judge. For their part, the judges had to draw up the order of the parts of the trial and, among other things, give the parties permission to speak, call the witnesses and supervise the questioning.
This experiment involved active learning, designed and applied on the basis of a practical experience, and taking advantage of and effectively developing the students’ qualities and abilities. What is more, the lecturers were able to assess the students’ rhetoric and the solidity of their legal arguments.

2.3. Contributions to university education

In the legal Framework, the simulation of trials is a highly attractive experience that allows students to immerse themselves in a courtroom and act out the various identities of the judicial agents that they will have to in real life. Students can develop competencies that will be essential for their future professional activity and, in particular, many of the specific competencies that will be highly valued by their future employers such as: (1) the ability to analyse and synthesise the legal problems raised; (2) the ability to communicate orally (legal oratory and rhetoric); (3) the ability to draft legal texts, 4) the ability to present a convincing argument and defend one’s own theses while refuting others; (5) the ethical commitment that must always govern the deontological norms of the profession; and (6) the ability to solve problems by applying knowledge to practice in the context of a simulated immersion that reflects reality as closely as possible (Monterroso & Escutia, 2011).

2.4. Conclusions/bibliography

The considerable flexibility and personalisation made possible by improvements in access to digital networks enable students to acquire their competencies and knowledge through a more autonomous learning process led by students themselves.

Virtual environments have been used to culminate a learning process for law students. As well as enhancing the acquisition and transmission of knowledge, they have been used to create practical learning experiences in the field of law through role playing. The simulation of trials, then, is presented as an innovative educational experience in which students enter
a virtual environment and act out the various identities of the legal agents involved as if they were in the real world.

3. EXPERIENCE IN THE FIELD OF PSYCHOLOGY: SIMULATION OF A CLINICAL INTERVIEW

3.1. Introduction

According to the Spanish and European regulations currently in force, university courses in psychology require an appropriate combination of theoretical and practical teaching.

In such subjects as Psychological Intervention and Treatment or Psychology Health Clinic, practical experience is particularly important because the procedural competencies that students have to acquire are priority.

Providing practical training is a considerable challenge for lecturers at distance universities because they are not in direct contact with the students and therefore cannot organise the classical empirical activities that can be organised in face-to-face classes. Therefore, virtual environments make it possible to carry out activities of a practical nature and simulate face-to-face situations with similar or greater learning opportunities. The potential of the virtual environments for science has already been highlighted (Sims 2007), as has their applicability to the field of psychology.

This section describes UDIMA’s unit of clinical psychology in Second Life and the results of a practical experiment carried out with students in 2011.

The unit of clinical psychology is a section of UDIMA’s island in Second Life that has four areas: a traditional psychological consultation room/office, a group therapy room, an area for phobic stimuli and a plane cabin for treating fear of flying. Figure 3 shows the entrance to section for psychological consultation. Students can simulate such psychological interventions as assessments, diagnoses and the application of psychological intervention techniques. The system of virtual reality makes it possible to deal with practical situations and dynamics that even in real face-to-face practicals would not be readily accessible to students (for example, flight simulation or touching such phobic stimuli as spiders.

![Figure 3. Psychological consultation room on UDIMA’s Second Life island](image-url)
3.2. Description of the experiment

The activity carried out in the clinical psychology unit consisted of simulating an intervention and diagnosis session in which all of the students took on one of two different roles: the psychologist or the patient. In particular, the objective was to carry out an initial assessment interview in a possible case of depression in an elderly patient. The student’s avatar that represented the patient was created with an elderly appearance; the student’s avatar that represented the psychologist wore a white coat.

Both students prepared their respective roles—elderly patient with possible depression and psychologist specialising in assessing elderly patients—using the theoretical content that had been studied throughout the degree course and, in particular, the content of the subject Psychological Intervention and Treatment, of which this practical experience was a part.

On the day of the practical session, the two participating students went to the clinical psychology unit to carry out the clinical interview in the presence of the lecturer of the subject and two other invited lecturers who took notes.

After the practical session had finished, the lecturer of the subject made a technical assessment of the intervention by the student who was playing the psychologist and explained how a psychological intervention of this sort could be improved. Figure 4 shows both of the students represented by their avatars as a psychologist and an elderly patient.

Figure 4. Avatars of the two students playing a psychologist and an elderly patient

3.3. Contributions to university education

The experiment described above enabled students, through their avatars, to engage in simulating habitual roles in contexts of psychological intervention. Oral interaction in real time, the display of emotions and the behaviour of the avatars enabled students to develop skills and competencies resembling those of a face-to-face interview in a psychological consultation.

This practical experience in a virtual environment had the following advantages: it was held at a time that was convenient for all participants, the students did not have to travel to get
there, the interview was recorded for subsequent analysis, it contributed to the achievement of the educational goals, and students were more motivated because they had the opportunity to use a novel environment.

3.4. Conclusions

The simulation of clinical psychology practicals in virtual environments enables students to acquire competencies in clinical diagnosis, apply their knowledge on disorders and therapies in a situation that resembles real life, and acquire such general competencies as handling their emotions and dealing with patients. Activating emotional competencies depends more on the responses of the patient and are difficult to acquire in the analysis of clinical cases on the basis of written texts.

What is more, virtual environments make it possible to carry out practicals in clinical psychology that are extremely difficult to do face to face in groups of students who are so geographically dispersed as distance university students usually are.

These environments also make it possible to simulate roles (elderly patients, children, handicapped people, etc.), cope with phobias, organise group sessions, etc. that are more difficult in face-to-face situations.

For all these reasons, we must conclude that virtual environments such as Second Life are a good teaching tool for psychology students in the clinical and health areas.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The ever-increasing progress made by the information and communications technologies (ICT) has led to their being adopted in a wide range of human activities, among which are primary, secondary and tertiary educational environments, which need “...to constantly adapt to changes in society, but never cease to transmit the acquisitions, the fundamentals and the fruit of human experience” (Jaques Delors).

Computer education has advanced in parallel with computer technology over the years. The system known as PLATO (Programmed Logic for Automatic Teaching) was one of the first automated education systems and was initially developed at the University of Illinois. In the mid 1970s, it was first commercialized by Control Data Corporation. Subsequently, an author language called TUTOR was added, which made it possible to provide several lessons simultaneously and was designed for business clients. The evolved version of the software can now be found at PLATO Learning.

Over time PLATO has evolved from having an exclusively military application to being introduced into universities thanks to the creation of simulators and entertainment games. One example of the games available is Panther, a war game used for military training with tanks.

Technological advances that have improved graphic systems, touch screens and peripherals such as virtual headphones (controlled by movements of the head), haptic devices,\(^1\) on-screen keyboards, joysticks and gamepads make it easier to design training systems that rely on graphics and simulations. These technologies make it possible to interact with the virtual world and give users the feeling that they are fully immersed in the computer-generated artificial situations.

The decrease in the cost of hardware, the increase in the computational power of graphic processors and the reduced prices of peripheral devices have all given a considerable boost to

\(^1\) Gloves that transmit sensation through touch. They are known as Data Gloves.
the creation and design of non-immersive virtual worlds because they are less expensive and increasingly resemble the reality that they wish to make virtual.

According to the e-Isea report (2008) virtual reality has already found consolidated applications in medicine and defence, and important opportunities in entertainment and business promotion. And significant opportunities are expected in education, communications and industry.

Modern-day society uses information as a raw material. The capacity to transform it is the base of production and education is the driving force behind the society (Mominó, Sigalés and Meneses, 2008) to which our students—the so-called digital native generation—belong. This new generation is characterized by its use of means of communication in which quality images, sound and the multimedia play a leading role.

This changing and ever-evolving technology makes it increasingly possible to construct graphic environments that are intuitive to use. According to the Gartner Group’s Hype Cycle\(^2\) for the year 2012, a study of the emerging technologies, 3D virtual worlds will still have to wait five or ten years for hardware and software to improve and production and sales costs to come down before they can be applied in education.

**Students: Competencies**

The introduction to the Organic Law on Education of 2006 (LOE) points out the need to train citizens in the basic competencies that stimulate them not only to carry on learning but also to do it for themselves.

As far as the digital competence is concerned, the objective of the period of compulsory secondary education in Spain is the following: “To develop basic skills in the use of information sources so that students can apply their critical sense to acquire new knowledge. To acquire basic training in the field of technologies, and particularly the information and communication technologies.” (RD 1631/2006, December 29).

The competencies that have a direct effect on the use of virtual worlds are: language competence, learn to learn, the competence directly associated to the subject matter and digital competence. This latter competence is associated with the following abilities, knowledge and attitudes.

Some of the abilities associated with the digital competence are searching, finding and processing information, and using it critically and systematically. Students also need to understand the wide range of creative and innovative options that being digitally competent will give them, and the need to be critical and reflexive towards the information available.

**STUDENTS: Characteristics**

The students who are the targets of 3D virtual world technology have, among others, the following characteristics (VI Informe España 2010):

- Highly interactive and with diversified attention.
- Considerable visual intelligence.
- Videos, two- and three-dimensional simulations, access to databases and games are some of the sources of information and knowledge that students must be able to process, select and include in their learning sets.
- Highly interactive and unreflective.
- Diversified attention and lack of ability to concentrate.

---

VIRTUAL REALITY (RV): 3D virtual worlds

The coining of the term “virtual reality” has traditionally been attributed to Jaron Lanier\(^3\) although several authors have used other terms such as cyberspace, artificial reality or virtual worlds.

The e-Isea report (2008) provides a long list of possible definitions of virtual reality one of which is the following: “Virtual reality is the man-machine interface that enables users to submerge themselves in a computer-generated 3D graphic simulation (virtual world), navigate through it and interact with it in real time from a user-centred perspective.”

In general the various definitions of virtual reality include references to:

- The use of computers.
- The creation of a virtual world.
- The manipulation of objects that exist in the virtual world (interaction).
- The sensation of immersion both with and without the aid of peripherals.

Users of a virtual world communicate synchronously. This makes it possible for users to interact and take part in collaborative processes, and it provides solutions in real time. The drawback of synchronous communication is that it requires users to be online at the same time and this may present some problems because they may be in different time zones or their timetables may be incompatible.

This difficulty can be overcome by using a LMS that is compatible with the virtual world to equip the system with an asynchronous connection. In our case, we use the virtual world Second Life and the LMS Moodle. The inclusion of a forum and a Moodle-linked blog allows the information to be processed asynchronously.

All users who take part in the virtual world are known as avatars, human graphic representations that are associated with particular users and which identify\(^4\) them in the virtual world.

Second Life, the virtual world selected, facilitates synchronous communication by two chat options: text and voice. The voice chat option helps to improve communication between the users of the virtual world thanks to the richness of nuances that can be transmitted by the voice. And to reinforce communication the avatar can be given a wide range of gestures that can be used to accompany our discourse when necessary.

2. PEDAGOGICAL THEORIES

The first experiences in computer-aided teaching and learning (CAT/L) were based on the behaviourist theories of Pavlov and Skinner. With the passage of time, the generalized use of the computer and easier access to the Internet, new media and methods have been applied to teaching and learning processes.

Pedagogical theories: Net learning

One of the models that uses computers and networks in learning is Harasim’s model, which is designed for an environment of information networks. These networks facilitate work between teaching and learning communities and there is a high degree of social and cogni-

---

\(^3\) Jaron Lanier, founder of VPL Research

\(^4\) [Last accessed on 28 November 2012]
tive interaction, which reinforces collaborative learning for the joint construction of knowledge (Harasim, 2000). Harasim describes four features that are necessary if communication is to take place between all the elements of the network. Communication must be

- in groups,
- independent of the location at which it takes place,
- asynchronous,
- based on multimedia.

In this networked communication of knowledge, the participants pursue information and the ways of understanding and applying this information. Information is obtained by accessing other users connected to the network or files on the Internet. It is transformed into knowledge when those who receive the information interact in an attempt to learn how to use it. In these environments, teachers become assistants, guides and companions of the students who, in turn, become an active part of the learning process. The rate of learning depends on the individual and the student is the centre of the process.

PEDAGOGICAL THEORIES: Connectivist theory

Since the emergence of computers, the increase in the amount of information available has led to a reappraisal of how we learn. In recent years the amount of information has doubled and it is now doubling every 18 months.

The persistence of information decreases as a function of the rate of growth and the amount of information that is circulating on the Internet. This information can be accessed by the means provided to us by technology. The persistence of information is measured as the half life of knowledge, defined as “the time that passes between the moment we acquire the knowledge and the moment at which it becomes obsolete.”

Such a changing environment as the information on Internet requires companies to implement training programmes that can respond to these changes. Of course, these programmes should also be used to train teaching staff and in the formal education of students.

Connectivism is presented by Siemens (2007) as “the use of networks to describe knowledge and learning”, where knowledge is distributed and interconnected. In this theory, the starting point of learning is the individual who feeds the network, which goes on to feed organizations. These organisations then feed the networks, which finally feed back to the individual.

3. SELECTION OF THE EVEA3D ENVIRONMENT

The use of graphics in virtual worlds requires the availability of RAM memory, a fast graphic system and a powerful processor and other hardware components. There must also be an audio system so that users can communicate with one another. For the system requirements recommended for Second Life see http://secondlife.com/support/system-requirements/?lang=es-ES. The graphic cards that are not on the recommended list may work but you cannot know until you try them out. Therefore, it is better to stick to the ones on the list.

Selection of the virtual world

To select the virtual world (Second Life), we used the data in the Meta-Mole virtual world database, which describes 25 parameters considered to be the most important technological
features of a virtual world. This search engine was created by dLab (Institute of Digital Innovation, Teesside, UK) to compare the features of the various virtual worlds on the market today.

We selected the virtual world Second Life because it was the tool that adapted most to our needs: it has a voice chat service, its own programming language and can link to 2.0 tools.

The final platform is made up of the following complementary resources:

[1] Moodle to manage the content, monitor student activity and carry out evaluations.
[2] Scratch as the programming language that can integrate with LSL (Second Life’s own language).

The EVEA3D platform selected using the established criteria consists of:

Virtual world: Second Life.5
Educational platform: Moodle.6
Database: MySQL.7
Programming environment: Scratch.8
Mashup Sloodle.9

---

5. Second Life: a program that enables users to navigate through a virtual world while creating and handling 3D objects.
6. Moodle: a program generated by the virtual platform that manages the educational content. It is the associated LMS.
7. MySQL: a database in which the data from the platform, the courses done and the movements of the avatar are stored.
8. Scratch: Object-oriented programming language. A constructivist programming language developed at MIT, on the basis of the ideas of Papert.
The database can be accessed using Second Life’s own programming language (LSL Language Second Life). These tools provide a wide range of options for collaborative work and learning.

4. COMPETENCES

The basic competencies that we hope to cover are the following:

**Linguistic communication**

Such language skills as listening and reading are required to respond to the instructions to problems and express opinions about the news items that are selected in the reading room and then analysed and discussed, thus developing their logical skills and relational skills with other users of the virtual world.

**Mathematical communication**

Interpretation of instructions and transformation of algebraic expressions to word phrases

Solving mathematical puzzles scattered throughout the virtual world, which help to reach objectives

This area links to other more general competencies such as social competence, language competence and learning to learn

**Digital competence and information processing**

By compiling information, classifying, ordering and drafting reports with the data obtained.

Computers and audiovisual media are highly attractive to the users of virtual worlds because they help to awaken their interest in activities.

**Learning to learn**

This competence is developed by verbalising the instructions in conjunction with their graphic representation.

The interpretation of instructions and their presentation to users can promote competence.

**Knowledge and interaction with the physical world**

This competence is developed by students handling objects in the virtual world that behave more simply than in the real world so they can learn how to relate to the world that surrounds them.

**Autonomy and personal initiative**

This competence is developed by students taking part in a variety of spaces in the virtual world. Students develop and improve this competence by taking part in such spaces in the virtual world as the reading area, and the meeting and debating room, which can be found in the space for work or problem and puzzle solving.

5. WORK SPACE

The aim of this study is to create a virtual space that can be displayed in the form of open or closed sites, or environments that cannot be constructed in the real world. Closed sites simulate spaces such as one or more classrooms, while open spaces remove physical barriers and make it possible to modify the work environment.
The work space is designed so that it can be easily used by teaching staff and students, and modified to adapt to the needs of each teacher and the characteristics of each subject. The teaching staff can begin to use the virtual world with their own resources, of which they already have a good command, and subsequently move on to creating or using new objects.

The methodologies used include learning by means of storing and retrieving the information compiled by each user and the information shared and generated by other users of the same virtual world. We can also access other virtual spaces that supplement the information in this one. The link with Moodle makes it easier to develop procedures that evaluate knowledge.

A total of six main work spaces have been defined for reading, holding meetings, collaboration, information, socialisation, and practice and evaluation.

**WORK SPACE: Reading room**

This area allows students to develop their language competence, and their personal autonomy and initiative. It is designed so that a variety of media can be chosen and the news used as a way of improving reading comprehension in several languages by contrasting opinions on the news selected.

Making presentations covers the aspect of oral comprehension. This area enables students to have access not only to news but also to radio programmes, journals and videos. The newspapers and journals that students wish to consult can be changed at any moment simply by indicating the change in a box specially designed for this purpose.

The teacher and the student propose which newspaper and which article are to be discussed. The teacher can change a newspaper for a video, a TV connection for Internet or a simulation that illustrates a news item and explain it subsequently.
**WORK SPACE: Meeting room**

In this room, students, their parents or legal guardians, and the teaching staff can access a variety of media by which they can access several virtual worlds in Second Life, websites or newspapers, and organise a chat session to help students to socialise and communicate. This room is particularly helpful when the voice chat option is used in instrumental subjects. The synchronism is fundamental.

The minimum components required are a digital virtual whiteboard, access to websites, and places with similar features that exist in Second Life. Since it is a space that is often used for communication and relaxation, games should also be made available. In fact, there is no need for a separate space to be assigned; an area that already exists –for example, the simulation of a beach– can be adapted for the purpose.

The room should be used in a relaxed and respectful fashion so that students can voice their concerns and suggest reasoned and well-argued improvements.

**WORK SPACE: Collaboration area**

The collaboration area is particularly suitable for working on language, mathematical, social and cultural competences. We can choose the collaboration tools we use from the ones provided by Google, and add a digital virtual whiteboard and map manipulation tools such as Google Earth.

This space aims to encourage collaborative and group work within the virtual classroom. Although the students are not physically close together, they can find this proximity in the virtual world. It is possible to get in touch with other centres of the community and even centres from other communities and other cultures.

As soon as students have accessed the virtual space, they can consult the information areas, carry out searches outsider their virtual space and, finally, consult an ‘expert’.

The students themselves animate this area with their contributions and the comments they make about the issues raised.

**WORK SPACE: Information area**

Information areas have various features that contain static and dynamic information, which can be used at any time, even during personal evaluation exercises. Various types of information are available throughout the virtual world and can be accessed at any time.
They are of the following five types:

- **Knowledge sphere.** An extensive library that increases the number of items as a result of the contributions made by teachers or students.

- **Notepad help.** Specific to the virtual space in which we are working at the moment. It can link to websites or other regions of Second Life.

- **Information boards.** They are part of the scenery of the virtual space. They are always visible and they contain limited information, which can only be found if the students solve some sort of word puzzle, thus awakening their interest.

- **Links to websites.** The information they provide is often linked to an object in the virtual space.

- **Hidden clues.** These elements are often hidden by other elements thus challenging students to establish individual or collective strategies to find them.

**WORK SPACE: Socialization area**
There are no restrictions on access to this area, which can be used by students to talk to each other, read magazines or newspapers, play games, watch videos or use other multimedia objects. There are spaces for interaction with the physical environment, a space for making presentations and the option of viewing two videos that complement each other. One section of this area can be used for the teletransporter that takes users to other regions of Second Life. The main competencies that are developed here are social and language competencies.

**WORK SPACE: Practice and evaluation area**

This is the area that links up to Moodle. The exercises are posted on Moodle and are selected by each student individually or as a group. In all cases students can do the evaluation and the results can be accessed by students, parents and teachers because they are stored in Moodle. The work space is configured so that users can access all the related Help topics.

The competencies covered are language, learning to learn and mathematics.
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Many reports over the last few years have analysed the potential use of games, videogames, 3D environments and virtual reality for educational purposes. Numerous emerging technological devices have also appeared that will play important roles in the development of teaching and learning processes. In the context of these developments, learning rather than teaching becomes the main axis in the organisation of the educational process. This process has now gone beyond the analogue world and face-to-face education to enter the digital world, where new learning environments are being produced with ever greater doses of realism. Teaching and Learning in Digital Worlds examines the teaching and learning process in 3D virtual environments from both the theoretical and practical points of view.